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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
The Waitaki River is of paramount importance to Ngai Tahu whanui. Historically whanau and hapu lived on the shores of lakes,
wetlands, streams and at river mouths. They developed use patterns in designated whanau and hapu managed territories (Anderson,
1998). Today the landscapes and patterns of settlement throughout the Waitaki bear little resemblance to the places known and valued
by those ranged over the lands for hundreds of years. Yet, the modifications have not severed the relationship of Ngai Tahu with the
lands and waters of the Waitaki. As Manawhenua, through whakapapa, Ngai Tahu have an enduring relationship with the Waitaki that is
accompanied by a responsibility to assess how changes to the use and development of freshwater resources within the catchment
impact their cultural beliefs, values, practices and most significantly their customary and Treaty rights to utilise lands and waters in the
Waitaki.

THE WAITAKI
The focus of this report is the Waitaki catchment. Today the Waitaki River remains a landscape, valued by many different groups, each
claiming a piece of it, including Ngai Tahu, who as Manawhenua, continue to view the river as integral to their cultural identity and
wellbeing. This report seeks to bring together information about the Waitaki and presents it in a framework that increases
understanding of the whole system, including natural processes, human needs and aspirations, and some of the cultural rights and
interests of Manawhenua. The focus of this report is therefore, the state of the Waitaki River catchment today. The assessment of
current state, needs to encompass a broad variety of terrain, climate, historic use, and flora and fauna – all of which underpin the
cultural identity of Ngai Tahu whanui. We also acknowledge that the catchment is highly significant to its many residents and
communities, some of whom have underway long-running restoration programmes. In the remaining sections of this part we explain
how we developed the conceptual framework to guide this report card. A critical feature of the Report Card is the selection of
indicators, which were chosen based on consideration of tangata whenua goals and objectives for the Waitaki River Catchment.
Catchment goals and objectives were compiled using three methods to ensure that goals and objectives pertaining to each eco-cultural
attribute were represented.
1. Consulting with Whanau members who had previously participated in numerous hui and hikoi;
2. Reviewing the goals and objectives from planning documents (including iwi management plans), submissions, and Cultural
Impact Assessments; and
3. Reviewing the content of regional and zonal documents (e.g the outcomes detailed in the zone implementation plan).
In the absence of a Waitaki Iwi Management Plan, the outcomes agreed by the Project Aqua Joint Working Party (comprising
representatives from the three kaitiaki runanga and Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu) were used. Having collected data for each of the 45
indicators and assigned a rating, we aggregated the indicators to determine how the state of the Waitaki impacts on the realisation of
the goals held by Ngai Tahu.
Consistent with the mountains to sea reporting structure, we provide five report card sub-units.
x

Aoraki, and the rivers upstream of the Lakes Tekapo, Pukaki, and Ohau 1;

x

The upper Waitaki lakes (Tekapo, Pukaki, Ohau), the streams flowing from them, and the streams of the Mackenzie Basin (e.g.
Forks Stream, Maryburn Stream);

x

The Ahuriri catchment;

x

The lakes of the mid Waitaki and the streams feeding them; and But these streams are flowing from the Upper Waitaki Lakes

x

The lower Waitaki catchment, including the Maerewhenua and Hakataramea catchments.

USING THE REPORT CARDS TO INFORM SCENARIO ASSESSMENTS.
The Zone Committees included in their assessment framework, a series of outcomes. Each scenario was to be evaluated against these
outcomes. One outcome was specific to the improvement of mahinga kai in the zone. This was broken into a number of sub-outcomes.
Using our report card framework, the data for each of the indicators, the aggregated scores for objectives and goals were used to help us
determine the current state – the current ability to deliver the cultural outcome and the stated sub-outcomes. Each subsequent scenario
assessment was then to assess the extent to which the scenario would improve or degrade the current state. We use the five types of
colour coding proposed by Environment Canterbury.
In the summary tables that follow, we identify:
x The scenarios assessed for that particular freshwater management unit,
x The assessment of the effect of the scenarios on cultural outcomes, including the assessment of the proposed solutions in the
Zone Implementation Plan addendum Solutions Packages; and

1

The report card for Aoraki is not included in this document.
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x

How each of the sites that whanau assessed using the Cultural Health Index could be impacted by the solutions package. We also
provide a brief assessment as to whether or not the threats to each site that have been identified by whanau are likely to be
addressed.

CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of scenarios for the upper Waitaki suggests that:
x

There was only one stream in the Upper Waitaki Zone that was classed as ‘impacted”, which contrasts with the assessments of
whanau who believe that there are a number of streams that are already impacted by current activities.

x

Although Ngai Tahu is concerned at the potential increase in irrigated area and the impact that this could have on the small
streams that enter the Haldon Arm of Lake Benmore, there are parts of the solutions package that are supported by Ngai Tahu.
Further, some of the initiatives respond directly to whanau concerns.

x

The most obvious shortcoming though, is the lack of a Plan “B” – what will happen if the state of a number of the smaller
waterways in the zone starts to decline? Currently, there is no description of:
o the monitoring process that is to be implemented;
o how thresholds are to be developed and monitored;
o how monitoring will enable the adaptive management to be triggered; and
o the role of Ngai Tahu in helping to develop the monitoring programme.

x

Despite this, there are aspects of the solutions package that will be beneficial to the interests of Ngai Tahu whanui.

For the Ahuriri:
x

There are components that will benefit Ngai Tahu and are likely to be an improvement on the status quo. However, the
comments made in the conclusion for the upper Waitaki catchment regarding monitoring are also relevant to the Ahuriri.

For the Lower Waitaki
x

There are components of the solutions packages proposed by both the Upper and Lower Waitaki Zone Committees that could
lead the realisation of some of the goals held by Ngai Tahu with respect to the river. If implemented successfully, there could be
an improvement on the current status of the catchment.

x

However, the comments made in the conclusion for the Upper Waitaki catchment re monitoring are also relevant to the Ahuriri.
The most obvious shortcoming though, is the lack of a Plan “B” – what will happen if the state of a number of the smaller
waterways in the zone starts to decline? Currently, there is no description of:
o the monitoring process that is to be implemented;
o how thresholds are to be developed and monitored;
o how monitoring will enable the adaptive management to be triggered; and
o the role of Ngai Tahu in helping to developing the monitoring programme.

Successful implementation of the solutions packages is vital. This needs to be carefully monitored and communicated to Ngai Tahu.
Ngai Tahu remain committed to:
x protecting Aoraki and nga roimata o Aoraki;
x reinstating and improving the abundance of mahinga kai resources, particularly in important wetlands, side braids, backwaters,
tributaries and the Waitaki River itself;
x protecting the quality of the waters of the Waitaki;
x protecting rock art sites;
x protecting other wahi tapu / wahi taonga;
x protecting cultural landscapes;
x developing more appropriate flow regimes;
x ensuring variability in river levels;
x providing a sufficient buffer, or safety margin, to mitigate against the adverse effects of changing land uses on the waters of the
Waitaki;
x undertaking the restoration, enhancement and creation of wetland areas, to act both as flow moderators and kohanga for
mahinga kai species;
x enhancing access throughout the river system;
x addressing issues relating to changing landuses in the catchment, in particular the increase in dairying; and
x protecting habitats in and around the river mouth.
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PART 1: INTRODUCING THE CULTURAL HEALTH OF THE WAITAKI TODAY
Ko te wai anake e rere ana

Only the river flows on1

1.1

THE WAITAKI

The focus of this report is the Waitaki catchment. Figure 1 shows the catchment boundaries and many of the streams discussed within
this publication. To the north of this catchment is the Canterbury Region and to the south lies the Otago region. Over the decades, the
Waitaki catchment and the surrounding areas have become spaces where populations, cultures and world views have confronted each
other. Traditionally for Ngai Tahu, the river was an important source of food, a key transportation route, and a source of spirituality.
Following European settlement, the landscapes were modified, the river manipulated, lands alienated, and an inadequate reserve
system was not implemented. Ngai Tahu were left struggling to cope with the sense of loss of this important catchment which featured
so strongly in their physical and spiritual wellbeing. Today the Waitaki River remains a landscape, valued by many different groups,
each claiming a piece of it, including Ngai Tahu, who as Manawhenua, continue to view the river as integral to their cultural identity and
wellbeing.

Figure 1: The Waitaki catchment (MAP SUPPLIED BY Julian Sykes, NIWA)

1.2

INTRODUCTION TO THE REPORT FOR THE WAITAKI

This report seeks to bring together information about the Waitaki and presents it in a framework that increases understanding of the
whole system, including natural processes, human needs and aspirations, and some of the cultural rights and interests of Manawhenua.
The focus of this report is therefore the state of the Waitaki River catchment today. The assessment of current state, must encompass a
broad variety of terrain, climate, historic use, and flora and fauna – all of which underpin the cultural identity of Ngai Tahu whanui. We
also acknowledge that the catchment is highly significant to its many residents and communities, some of whom have ongoing long-term
1

We have chosen this whakatauki because the river remains a dominant feature in the lives of many, despite the level of modification to the catchment.
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restoration programmes. In the remaining sections of this part we explain how we developed the conceptual framework to guide this
report card.

1.3

THE STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT

This report has been divided into a number of parts:
Part 1: Sets out the purpose and scope of the report, and explains its structure.
Part 2: Provides a description of the conceptual framework that guided the choice of indicators, and the analysis of data
collected.
Part 3: Provides an assessment of the scenarios formulated by both the Upper and Lower Waitaki Zone Committees.
Part 4: Presents the data that was collected in the form of a report card. A report card has been prepared for the different subcatchments of the Waitaki.
Part 5: Concludes the report.

1.4

A NEW LEGAL IDENTITY

The legal identity of Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu (TRONT) was established in the Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu Act 1996. Section 15 of the Act
states “Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu shall be recognised for all purposes as the representative of Ngai Tahu Whanui”. The mandate of
TRONT is further defined by section 15(2) - Where any enactment requires consultation with any iwi or with any iwi authority, that
consultation shall, with respect to matters affecting Ngai Tahu Whanui, be held with Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu.
However this right to speak is not unfettered. Section 15(3) imposes an obligation on TRONT. When exercising its mandate to speak on
behalf of Ngai Tahu whanui:
Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu, in carrying out consultation under subsection 2 of this section
a) Shall seek the views of such Papatipu Runanga of Ngai Tahu Whanui and such hapu as in the opinion of Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu
may have views that they wish to express in relation to the matter about which Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu is being consulted; and
b) Shall have regard, among other things, to any views obtained by Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu under paragraph (a) of this subsection;
and
c) Shall not act or agree to act in a manner that prejudices or discriminates against, any Papatipu Runanga of Ngai Tahu or any hapu
unless Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu believes on reasonable grounds that the best interests of Ngai Tahu Whanui as a whole require Te
Runanga o Ngai Tahu to act in that manner.
There still remains a need to define how this obligation is to be implemented. Papatipu runanga and TRONT representatives were
involved in the preparation of this report.
The TRONT Act 1996 was followed by the Ngai Tahu Claims Settlement Act 1998. We refer to a number of the provisions from the
Settlement Act in this report.

1.5

THE KAITIAKI RUNANGA

The members of Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu are the 18 papatipu Runanga, each of which is defined in the TRONT Act 1996, as is the takiwa
for each 2. Te Runanga o Waihao, Te Runanga o Arowhenua, and Te Runanga o Moeraki are three such Runanga.
x

Te Runanga o Waihao - The takiwa of Te Runanga o Waihao centres on Wainono, sharing interests with Te Runanga o
Arowhenua to Waitaki, and extends inland to Omarama and the Main Divide. Te Runanga o Waihao has its offices at the marae at
Morven.

x

Te Runanga o Arowhenua - The takiwa of Te Runanga o Arowhenua centres on Arowhenua and extends from Rakaia to Waitaki,
sharing interests with Ngai Tuahuriri ki Kaiapoi between Hakatere and Rakaia, and thence inland to Aoraki and the Main Divide.
The office of Te Runanga o Arowhenua is based at the marae at Temuka.

x

Te Runanga o Moeraki - The takiwa of Te Runanga o Moeraki centres on Moeraki and extends from Waitaki to Waihemo and
inland to the Main Divide. The office of Te Runanga o Moeraki is based at the township of Moeraki.

Pursuant to section 3 of Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu Act 1996, “the Act binds the Crown and every person (including any body politic or
corporate) whose rights are affected by any provision of this Act”. This Act, together with Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu (Declaration of
Membership) Order 2001, establishes who holds manawhenua rights over specific lands and waters within the rohe of Ngai Tahu. The
Waitaki Catchment is an area of shared responsibility with lands and waters of the catchment found within the takiwa of Te Runanga o
Arowhenua, Te Runanga o Waihao, and Te Runanga o Moeraki.

2

See Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu (Declaration of Membership) Order 2001
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1.6

HOW TO USE THIS REPORT

Reports that contain “grades” or “scores” are a valuable tool for tracking and communicating catchment condition to tangata whenua,
residents, stakeholders, and decision-makers. We structured the assessment by:
x

Starting with the goals and objectives that Manawhenua have previously identified for the catchment;

x

Identifying the geographic sub-units to be assessed (e.g., reporting sub-catchments);

x

Selecting indicators for each goal and objective;

x

Determining the target condition for each indicator;

x

Identifying the metrics for each indicator, compiling and analysing the data, and calculating the score for each indicator in each
sub-unit; and

x

Aggregating the scores, where possible, across objectives and across sub-catchments to give a single grade for each goal or each
sub-catchment.

Report Card values range from 1 (red) reflecting poor condition, to 5 (green) which reflects excellent condition, for each indicator within
each sub-catchment.

1.7

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

A critical feature of the Report Card is the selection of indicators, which were chosen based on consideration of tangata whenua goals
and objectives for the Waitaki River Catchment. Catchment goals and objectives were compiled using three methods to ensure that
goals and objectives pertaining to each eco-cultural attribute were represented.
x

Whanau members have participated in numerous hui and hikoi previously 3,

x

Goals and objectives from planning documents (including iwi management plans), submissions and CIAs were reviewed; and

x

The content of regional and zone documents (e.g. the outcomes detailed in the zone implementation plan) were reviewed.

In the absence of a Waitaki Iwi Management Plan, the outcomes agreed by the Project Aqua joint working party (comprising
representatives from the three kaitiaki runanga and Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu) were used 4. These are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Outcomes sought by Ngai Tahu 5
NGAI TAHU ASPIRATIONS
To protect Aoraki and nga roimata o Aoraki
To recognise the rights of Manawhenua6
To protect the waters of the Waitaki Catchment 7
To improve the mahinga kai of the Waitaki Catchment 8
To protect the association of Ngai Tahu with cultural landscapes, sites and resources throughout
the catchment 9
To protect the ecological integrity of aquatic habitats 10
To increase cultural use of the catchment through enhanced access to the river system
To promote continued use of the catchment for a range of recreational activities 11
To promote economic development opportunities for Ngai Tahu whanui 12
To increase awareness of the cultural significance of the river to Ngai Tahu, and increase the level
of respect for the river within the wider community

Next a set of objectives were prepared to correspond to each of the goals. These are set out in Table 2.

3

Whanau have participated in numerous hui and hikoi for Project Aqua (2001-2003), eel surveys, trap and transfer programmes, irrigation proposals (in 2009), other resource
consents etc, wetland assessments etc.
See Tipa, G. Crengle, D. Davis, K. Allingham, B and Symon, A. (2002) Project Aqua Cultural Impact Assessment A Report prepared for Meridian Energy Ltd.
5
These will be reviewed and the report cards revised when the Iwi Management Plan for the Waitaki is finalised.
6
This is consistent with the outcomes specified in the Zone Implementation Plans.
7
This is consistent with the outcomes specified in the Zone Implementation Plans.
8
This is consistent with the outcomes specified in the Zone Implementation Plans. The outcomes in the ZIPs is specific to mahinga kai and the intent is to IMPROVE.
9
This is consistent with the outcomes specified in the Zone Implementation Plans.
10
This is consistent with the outcomes specified in the Zone Implementation Plans.
11
This is consistent with the outcomes specified in the Zone Implementation Plans.
12
This is consistent with the outcomes specified in the Zone Implementation Plans.
4
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Table 2: Objectives specific to each outcome
NGAI TAHU GOALS

OBJECTIVES

x

To protect Aoraki and nga roimata
o Aoraki.

1.

Protect Aoraki and nga roimata o Aoraki from inappropriate use and development.*

x

To recognise the rights of
Manawhenua.

2.

Increase engagement of whanau in a range of management initiatives in the
catchment, including joint management, collaborations, co-governance.*

x

To protect the waters of the
Waitaki.

3.

Develop flow regimes that meet the needs and aspirations of whanau, and which
include variability in river levels.*

4.

Maintain water quality for healthy aquatic systems.*

5.

Protect the quality of drinking water supplies (including marae, nohoanga, and
kainga).*

6.

Protect and enhance the abundance of taonga species (birds, plants and fish), many
of which are valued mahinga kai and cultural materials.*

7.

Reduce the abundance and spatial extent of invasive species

8.

Increase the numbers of whanau engaged in gathering and using resources.

9.

Encourage the use of traditional cultural practices and traditional management
techniques.

x

To ensure abundant mahinga kai
resources and cultural materials
are available for gathering,
particularly in the wetlands, side
braids, backwaters, tributaries and
the Waitaki River mainstem.

10. Ensure that mahinga kai and cultural materials are fit for cultural use.*
x

To protect the ecological integrity
of aquatic habitats.

11. Undertake the restoration, enhancement and creation of aquatic habitats throughout
the system including important wetlands, side braids, backwaters, tributaries and
the Waitaki River itself.*
12. Protect and enhance aquatic habitat connectivity.*

x

To protect the association of Ngai
Tahu with cultural landscapes, sites
and resources throughout the
catchment.

13. Protect wahi tapu / wahi taonga throughout the catchment, including protecting the
characteristics of waters on which many wahi taonga depend.*
14. Protect riverscapes (comprising wahi taonga / wahi tapu) at different spatial scales
including initiatives to protect existing indigenous vegetation and promote initiatives
to re-establish.*
15. Maintain and restore geomorphological processes.
16. Mitigate the adverse effects relating to changing land-use in the catchment, in
particular the intensification of farming such as dairying.*
17. Support mahinga kai friendly agricultural practices.

x

To increase cultural use of the
catchment through enhanced
access to the river system.

18. Protect and restore access to sites of significance, including mahinga kai.*

x

To promote continued use of the
catchment for a range of
recreational activities.

19. Ensure water resources are fit for recreational use.

x

To promote economic development
opportunities for Ngai Tahu whanui.

20. Promote whanau, hapu and iwi aspirations to use lands, waters and other resources
within the catchment.*

x

To increase awareness of the
cultural significance of the river,
and increase respect for the river
within the wider community.

21. Encourage the use of approved interpretative material that explains the significance
of areas / resources to Ngai Tahu whanui.

For the Report Card, only a sub-set of the objectives were chosen (as indicated with an asterisk in Table 2) based largely on whether or
not data were likely to be available. This sub-set of objectives is shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: Objectives to be included in the Report Card
OBJECTIVES
1.

Protect Aoraki and nga roimata o Aoraki from inappropriate use and development.

2.

Increase engagement of whanau in a range of management initiatives in the catchment, including joint management,
collaborations, co-governance.

3.

Develop flow regimes that meet the needs and aspirations of whanau, and which include variability in river levels.

4.

Maintain water quality for healthy aquatic systems.

5.

Protect the quality of drinking water supplies (including marae, nohoanga, kainga).

6.

Undertake the restoration, enhancement and creation of aquatic habitats throughout the system including important
wetlands, side braids, backwaters, tributaries and the Waitaki River itself.

7.

Protect and enhance aquatic habitat connectivity.

8.

Protect and enhance the abundance of taonga species (birds, plants and fish), many of which are valued mahinga kai
and cultural materials.

9.

Ensure that mahinga kai and cultural materials are fit for cultural use.

10. Protect wahi tapu / wahi taonga throughout the catchment, including protecting the characteristics of waters on which
many wahi taonga depend.
11. Protect riverscapes (comprising wahi taonga / wahi tapu) at different spatial scales including initiatives to protect
existing indigenous vegetation and promote initiatives to re-establish.
12. Mitigate the adverse effects relating to changing landuses in the catchment, in particular the intensification and the
increase in dairying.
13. Protect and restore access to sites of significance, including mahinga kai.

14. Promote whanau, hapu and iwi aspirations to use lands, waters and other resources within the catchment.

In finalising the set of objectives in Table 3, we were in effect dropping three goals from this particular assessment, and not reporting
against:
x

To promote continued use of the catchment for a range of recreational activities,

x

To increase awareness of the cultural significance of the river, and

x

To increase respect for the river within the wider community.

Arguably, a number of other indicators will tell us if the river is fit for “continued use”. Similarly, the information in this report card will
let the reader determine whether or not there is “respect for the river”.

1.8

INDICATOR SELECTION

Indicator selection was driven primarily by choosing indicators that relate to wahi taonga and wahi tapu within the valley. In addition,
the indicators chosen are feasible to monitor, have existing data available, are representative of the eco-cultural system, and are likely to
be monitored in the future. Additional factors included:
x

Affordability,

x

Ability to detect change over time,

x

Independence of indicators from one another,

x

Ability to support management decisions and actions, and

x

Ability to be reported and understood in public arenas.

The ultimate test, however, was for the report to be based on catchment characteristics valued by Ngai Tahu, the wahi taonga and wahi
tapu found in the catchment, and Ngai Tahu goals and objectives with respect to the Waitaki. This is discussed in the paragraphs that
follow.

1.9

DEPENDENCIES OF WAHI TAONGA / WAHI TAPU 13

Before detailing the indicators used in the report card we want to explain how a selection of wahi taonga found in the valley are
dependent on healthy aquatic ecosystems. We start with a consideration of the mahinga kai of the valley.

13

This description is drawn from Tipa (forthcoming) Ko Waitaki Te Awa: The Enduring Power of a Silenced River
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Mahinga Kai 14

WATER RELATRED DEPENDENCIES

RELATED NEEDS

x

Oxygen – fish get this from water.

x

Physical access to sites to enable gathering that is safe.

x

Food – for plants, birds and fish.

x

Legal access to sites and to gather lawfully.

x

Plants need nutrients.

x

x

Fish eat algae, invertebrates, worms.

Knowledge of sites, species, and the practice of gathering and
processing.

x

Birds eat fish, invertebrates, worms, seeds etc from riparian
plants.

x

Habitat (a place to live) – riparian, channel structure, patterns
and quantity of sediments, contaminants, interactions
between fish and invertebrates, competition with predators
(fish, birds, plants, invertebrates etc).

x

Temperature of water.

x

Cover in aquatic ecosystems – protects species from
predators, high temperatures, high turbulence.

x

Life cycle stages triggered by flows.

x

Gathering methods dependent on flows.

x

Transportation – if access dependent on boating etc.

x

Turbidity – linked to oxygen and nutrient concentrations.
Suspended matter affects feeding, movement, prey
avoidance etc, and affects stream-bed.

x

Certainty – knowing that kai gathered is safe to eat.

x

Tikanga associated with species.

x

Opportunities to share experiences and teachings.

Tuhituhi nehera – rock drawing areas
WATER RELATED DEPENDENCIES
x

Ground water levels changing.

x

Development / land-use change (e.g. irrigation) can create
new micro climates.

x

Patterns and location of infiltration.

x

Access to sites.

x

Knowledge of sites and management needs.

x

Management plans and support from landowners for their
implementation.

RELATED NEEDS

14

Photo of eels supplied by John Clayton, NIWA
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Taonga Species

WATER RELATED DEPENDENCIES

RELATED NEEDS

x

Groundwater / surface water interactions sustain wetlands,
seepages, springs, bank-side habitats.

x

Physical access to sites.

x

Legal access to sites and to gather.

x

Food.

x

x

Habitat (a place to live) – riparian habitats important –Flows
create conditions for growth; keep water tables high; supplies
nutrients etc; variation establishes site specific conditions e.g.
high flows move seeds.

Knowledge of sites, species, and the practice of gathering and
processing.

x

Certainty – knowing that kai gathering is safe to eat / resources
are safe to use.

x

Cover – flows provide protection, clear weeds.

x

Riparian vegetation provides woody debris to rivers, intercept
sediments & nutrients etc. Vegetation lessens velocities and
helps reduce flood peaks by facilitating infiltration to groundwater
during high flows and releasing back to the channel as flows
subside.

x

Life cycle stages.

x

Movement corridors – Reduces risk of getting stranded.

Wahi ingoa 15
WATER RELATED DEPENDENCIES
x

Names could describe an entire waterway, a reach of a
waterway, and/or physical characteristics of a waterway.

x

Names could describe flow dependent features within the
catchment – wetlands, puna, rocks, cliffs, etc.

x

Can become dislocated – the description and meaning in the
name is no longer relevant given the changes to a site or
location.

RELATED NEEDS

15

Names were sourced from an undated map in the Hocken Library.
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Maunga
WATER RELATED DEPENDENCIES
x

Flows make connections – from the maunga to the sea.

x

The quality and quantity of source waters to be protected.

x

Respect for maunga as a tipuna.

x

Respect from users (climbers) for the status of the maunga as a
tipuna.

RELATED NEEDS

Wähi täpuke (buried taoka)
WATER RELATED DEPENDENCIES
x

Low levels and flows increase the risk of exposure.

RELATED NEEDS
x

Knowledge of wahi tapuke.

x

Respect from landowners / community for protection of wahi
tapuke.

x

Groundwater / surface water interactions sustain wetlands,
seepages, springs, bankside habitats.

x

Specific waterbodies may be valued for combination of flow
related characteristics.

x

Spring fed streams have a shape, channel, floodplain, and a
reliable flow.

x

Movement of sediment linked to stream energy (velocity,
turbulence, slope and flow).

x

High quality of water may sustain taonga species.

Puna
WATER RELATED DEPENDENCIES

RELATED NEEDS
x

Competition with other users of high quality spring fed waters.

Ara tawhito (ancient trails)
WATER RELATED DEPENDENCIES
x

Land and water based trails link to water quality and quantity.

x

Links to boatability, safe access, and connections.

x

Trails needed to be supported by fresh water supplies and
nearby mahinga kai.

x

Location dependent on specific water characteristics, including
access to:

x

Traditional tauranga waka, and or

x

Contemporary boat ramps.
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Pä Tawhito (ancient pä sites), Käinga Nohoanga (occupation, settlement sites)16
WATER RELATED DEPENDENCIES
x

Links directly to mahinga kai and water quality.

x

Mahinga kai – could only reside at location because resources
were available to sustain whanau.

x

There was a potable water supply.

x

Knowledge of wahi taonga.

x

Respect from community for promotion of use of wahi ingoa.

RELATED NEEDS

x

Taniwha 17
WATER RELATED DEPENDENCIES
x

Taniwha reflect an in-depth knowledge of waterbodies and
flows.

x

Dwelling place of taniwha are found in and around waterway.

x

Taniwha protect certain features of the river - shape e.g. bends
in river, rapids, headwaters.

x

Taniwha may have a history of moving throughout the
catchment.

x

Taniwha may be protecting a wahi tapu.

x

Taniwha describe the creation of and interrelationships between
landforms comprising a cultural landscape.

When developing indicators, we were conscious that they had to recognise the attributes of the respective taonga that need to be
managed.

1.10 LINKS BETWEEN THE INDICATORS AND THE OUTCOMES FROM THE ZONE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
An additional check was to examine how the indicators selected for the report card align with the outcomes prescribed in the Zone
Implementation Plan. We have used footnotes to show where there is an overlap with Zone Committee outcomes.

16
17

Map was sourced from Land Information New Zealand.
The Taieri River between Outram and Allanton is associated with the movements of the taniwha called Matamata.
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1.11 DEVELOPING INDICATORS FOR OBJECTIVES
In this report card we have used the indicators listed in Table 4.

OBJECTIVES

Table 4: Linking Objectives and Indicators for inclusion in the Report Card 18
INDICATORS

xTo protect Aoraki and nga roimata o
Aoraki.

Satisfaction of whanau with the level and type of protection for maunga, and the source waters flowing from
maunga.
Percent change in land cover on Aoraki.

x Increase whanau engagement in a
range of management initiatives in
the catchment, including joint
management, collaborations, and cogovernance.

Number of joint management agreements signed.
Number of co-governance arrangements in place.
Number of Mataitai, Taiapure, or Rahui in place consistent with whanau aspirations.
Number of Maori warranted officers; enforcement officers, Maori HFO, Tangata Wai.
Trend in number of whanau and hapu engaged in monitoring activities.

x Develop flow regimes that meet the
needs and aspirations of whanau,
and which include variability in river
levels.

Flow patterns – range and pattern of variability, maximum and minimum of flow.
Iwi specific flow preferences identified and provided for in catchment flow regimes.
Flow maintains dynamic braided and meandering channel morphology.
Flow patterns that provide for crucial life cycle stages of species e.g. whitebait spawning

x Maintain water quality for healthy
aquatic systems.

Water quality parameters;
Colour
Periphyton
Presence of algal blooms
Didymo
E-coli
Cultural Health Index
Total Suspended Solids
Trophic Lake Index
Trend in the number of reported pollution incidents specific to water.

x Protect the quality of drinking water
supplies (including marae,
nohoanga, kainga).

Compliance with drinking water standards (as set by the Ministry of Health).

x Protect and enhance the abundance
of taonga species (birds, plants and
fish), many of which are valued
mahinga kai and cultural materials.

Fish diversity (narrative only).
Bird diversity (narrative only).
Mahinga kai species traditionally gathered are still found across historic range.
Number of taonga species traditionally gathered now in gradual decline, threatened or endangered – bird, fish,
plant.
Trend in the number of species restoration programmes underway to enhance the populations of taonga species.
Appropriate MCI as an indicator of food for taonga species.

x Ensure that mahinga kai and cultural
materials are fit for cultural use.

Cultural health Index (percent of monitoring sites assessed as sustaining cultural use).
Number of waterborne diseases affecting waterway, public health advisories etc
Recreational and food gathering water quality standards met.
Resources gathered are free of heavy metal contamination.
Level of whanau satisfaction with condition of mahinga kai and do they continue to gather from the Waitaki.

x

Percent of catchment accessible with fish passage for migratory native species.

x Protect and enhance aquatic habitat
connectivity.

Number of waterbodies managed as native fish reserves with and without introduced fish species

x Undertake the protection,
restoration, enhancement and
creation of aquatic habitats
throughout the system including
important wetlands, side braids,
backwaters, tributaries and the
Waitaki River itself.

Existing index of riparian condition.
Percent of waterway length without stock access.
Percent of waterway length with comprehensive riparian protection and management.
Percent of current wetland area compared to historic wetlands.
Area of wetlands (ha) restored as habitat.
Satisfaction of tangata whenua that range of healthy habitats present for taonga species.

18

We have highlighted in italics those indicators that we do not report on in this report card.
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x Protect wahi tapu / wahi taonga
throughout the catchment, including
protecting the characteristics of
waters on which many wahi taonga
depend.

Whanau satisfaction level with landowner commitment to protect identified wahi taonga on private land.
Programmes are in place to teach Ngai Tahu whanui.
Traditional placenames are being used.
Wahi taonga / wahi tapu are pretected
The number of successful applications to the NZGB to change placenames to their traditional names.
Number of archaeological sites damaged or destroyed naturally or by human activity.
Number of accidental discoveries of archaeological sites advised to runanga.

x Protect riverscapes (comprising wahi
taonga / wahi tapu) at different
spatial scales, including the
protection of existing indigenous
vegetation and promote initiatives to
re-plant with native species.

Percent of catchment at different scales, e.g. entire catchment, riparian zones, in natural cover.
Number of management plans in place for significant cultural landscapes.

x Mitigate the adverse effects relating
to changing landuses in the
catchment, in particular the
intensification and the increase in
dairying.

Non-compliance by farmers including dairy farmers with their consent conditions.

x Protect and restore access to sites of
significance, including mahinga kai.

Trend and number of negotiated access agreements over private land to enable iwi / community access.

Nitrogen and phosphorous loads consistent with catchment limits.

Kilometres of river/waterway length accessible via footpaths/tracks.
The degree that Waitaki runanga must purchase kai species or get supplies from other runanga or Te Runanga O
Ngai Tahu for different scales of marae activities.

x Promote whanau, hapu and iwi
aspirations to use lands, waters and
other resources within the Waitaki
catchment.

Whanau satisfied that community understand and respect cultural significance of catchment and sites.
Trend in number of barriers to cultural aspirations with respect to the river

Thresholds and Targets for key Indicators (Table 4) will be developed by Runanga and Whanau.

1.12 A FUTURE ROLE FOR WHANAU
For many of the indicators listed in Table 4, whanau will have an ongoing role in monitoring and evaluation. A final test for each of the
solutions packages detailed in the Addendum to the ZIPS is to assess the extent to which they provide for tangata whenua engagement
in implementing the solutions, and monitoring the effectiveness of the provisions. A final test for the solutions package is to assess the
extent to which they provide for roles for whanau in implementation, monitoring and review.
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1.13 REPORT FOR THE SUB-CATCHMENTS OF THE WAITAKI
Having collected data for each of the 45 indicators and assigned a
rating, we aggregated the indicators to determine how the state of
the Waitaki impacted on the realisation of the goals held by Ngai
Tahu.
Consistent with the mountains to sea reporting structure, we
provided five report card sub-units (Figure 2):
x

Aoraki, and the rivers upstream of the lakes that feed into
Lakes Tekapo, Pukaki, and Ohau 19;

x

The Upper Waitaki lakes (Tekapo, Pukaki, Ohau), the
streams flowing from them, and the streams of the
Mackenzie Basin (e.g. Forks Stream, Maryburn Stream);

x

The Ahuriri catchment;

x

The lakes of the Mid Waitaki and the streams feeding them;
and

x

The lower Waitaki catchment, including the Maerewhenua
and Hakataramea catchments.

In effect, this part of the report represents a summary of the data
collected. Part 4 that follows provides a more detailed discussion
of each of the indicators. Although a score is awarded for the
current state of the catchment, the discussion for each indicator
concludes with an explanation of how the condition needs to be
improved in order to receive a higher score in a future
assessment.
(map

Figure 2: The sub-catchment reported on in this report
supplied by Environment Canterbury

The scale used to award a score varied for each of the indicators. The scale that we have used is explained in Appendix 1. In the report card, we
score each indicator on the last page. However, we aggregate the indicators to give a score for each objective and ultimately each goal, as shown
in Figure 3 below.
The scoring that was used for each goal is set out below.
For each of the sub-catchments, we score each goal A-F.
Very few or
no indicators
meet desired
levels that
would lead
to the goal
of whanau
being
realised.
Quality
of
ecosystem
tends to be
very
poor,
creating very
poor
conditions
for taonga,
leading to a
cultural
impact.

Some or few
indicators
meet desired
levels that
would lead
to the goal
of whanau
being
realised.
Quality of
ecosystem
tends to be
poor
creating
poor
conditions
for taonga,
leading to a
cultural
impact.

F

D

There are a
mix of good
and poor
scores for
indicators.
Quality of
ecosystem
tends to be
good,
sustaining
taonga,
without
creating a
cultural
benefit.

C

Most of the
indicators
meet desired
levels that
are likely to
lead to the
goal of
whanau
being
realised.
Quality of
ecosystem
tends to be
very good,
sustaining
taonga, and
leading to a
cultural
benefit.

All of the
indicators
meet
desired
levels that
are likely
to lead to
the goal
of
whanau
being
realised.
Quality of
ecosystem
tends to
be
excellent,
sustaining
taonga,
and
leading to
a
significant
cultural
benefit.

B

A

1.14 USING THE REPORT CARDS TO INFORM SCENARIO ASSESSMENTS.
The Zone Committees included in their assessment framework a series of outcomes. Each scenario was to be evaluated against these
agreed outcomes. One outcome was specific to the improvement of mahinga kai in the zone. The report cards enabled us to aggregate
indicator scores, and the grades for objectives and goals to undertake a more comprehensive assessment of the respective scenarios.
These are reported in Part 3 of this report.
19

The report card for Aoraki is not included in this document.
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PART 2: OUR CULTURAL FRAMWORK
This chapter summarises the process used to prepare this document. It starts by explaining how the principles of Kaupapa Maori
Research and a qualitative methodology enabled this output to be responsive to Ngai Tahu needs and aspirations and hopefully of
benefit to them. It also highlights the many challenges that were faced, of which the most significant concerned the need for increased
emphasis to be placed on examining the catchment in social, cultural and economic terms rather than bio-physical terms.

2.1

AN ECO-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE

The concept of eco-cultural” management includes an explicit link between ecosystems and cultural health. This is particularly relevant
in relation to what might be seen as the two main and interrelated dimensions of cultural health: persistence and resilience.
“Persistence”
practices.

refers to the ability of a culture or cultural group to maintain its core set of values, beliefs, knowledge, and

“Resilience” refers to the ability of a culture or cultural group to adapt to new conditions.
Cultural “health” is obtained when the stress of cultural change does not overwhelm the resilience of a group, and the group is able
to adapt to new circumstances while maintaining its core values, beliefs, knowledge, and practices.
Persistence of this core set does not mean unalterable, but rather that the core set maintains internal coherence as well as its
significance for the particular cultural group during the process of change. Explicit use of the phrase “health and wellbeing” in Figure 3
recognises that understandings of health and well-being can be enhanced by empirical evidence that aligns spiritual, social and cultural
elements in intimate connection with a bio-physical bases.
Assessing the state of valued environs recognises that the attributes of wellbeing can be adversely impacted. If the nature of the
resources changes, (i.e. becomes depleted, polluted, or inaccessible), then the culture, health and wellbeing of the communities who
have strong and extensive relationships with such resources may also be affected. On the other hand, the very ability to hold on to
values in the face of change may be a sign of a culture’s resilience, since values that have endured in a cultural group over a number of
generations suggest significant adaptive potential for the group.
The data collected for this report card confirms the Waitaki continues to be, a dominant ‘environmental’ context for Ngai Tahu. A
powerful sense of belonging to whanau and hapu has been nurtured over many generations that reinforces connections to whenua,
turangawaewae, and particularly their connection with their river. C¢ǡ
brings responsibilities and obligations.
However, the data also confirmed that the relationship between Ngai Tahu and the Waitaki has undergone changes. Some of these have
occurred over the lifetimes of today’s generations and others are the result of incremental change over several generations. There are
 ǡ¢ǡȀ ǡ    e slowly
being eroded. Some of the reasons for this relate directly to physical changes in local environments (e.g., pollution, agricultural and
horticultural developments, electricity generation, stock depletion), and the alienation of lands and access from whanau.
In additional to the concept of eco-cultural management, two other concepts guided our selection of indicators, specifically:

2.2

•

Cultural keystone species; and

•

Cultural landscapes.

CULTURAL KEYSTONE SPECIES

Garibaldi and Turner (2004) explain that there are species that are embedded in the cultural beliefs, values and uses of indigenous
peoples which can legitimately be considered as cultural icons. More specifically they describe cultural keystone species as:
"the culturally salient species that shape in a major way the cultural identity of a people, as reflected in the fundamental roles these
species have in diet, materials, medicine, and/or spiritual practices…" and
"Keystone species may serve a particular culture materially in a host of different ways: as a staple food or a crucial emergency food, in
technology, or as an important medicine."
In relation to the New Zealand context, many iwi will define specific species as taonga. Ngai Tahu was able to negotiate the inclusion of a
number of taonga species into Schedule 97 of the Ngai Tahu Claims Settlement Act 1998. It should be noted, that these were a small set
agreed upon by the Government of the day. Many other species are referred to as taonga by Ngai Tahu. When considering the Waitaki,
the eels in the catchment are a taonga and could be considered a cultural keystone species. The concept of cultural keystone species has
been vital to the development of this report card. We have not assessed the state of all taonga species in the catchment; only those that
were highly prized and most commonly found across the catchment.
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2.3

CULTURAL LANDSCAPES

Maori infuse natural and physical resources within their lands with spiritual dimensions, and in setting management priorities are likely
to seek to maintain, protect, Ȁ    ǤThis report assesses the state
of the eco-cultural system in the Waitaki. We conclude this report by identifying some of the stressors impacting the system, which is
shown as Level 3 in Figure 3. Despite having developed our conceptual framework (in Figure 3) we still faced the challenge of how to
apply the report card framework of goals, objectives and indicators. Another cultural conceptualisation, ki uta ki tai (mountains to the
sea) also provided guidance.

1.4

DATA SOURCES ACCESSED

Vuorela (2000) supports the analysis of changes to environments over time, arguing that it requires information of both natural and
human induced variables to be obtained from several sources, such as landscape descriptions, maps, historical records and photographs.
Table 5 provides a summary of the data sources yielding information about Ngai Tahu utilisation of the Waitaki Catchment that provide
insights to cultural belief, value or practice associated with this.

CULTURAL BELIEF, VALUE,
Whakapapa

Te Taiao

Rangatiratanga

Mahinga kai / resource base

Socio – economic

DATA SOURCES
x

Whanau manuscripts.

x

Iwi resource management plans.

x

Maori Land Court Records.

x

Original survey maps.

x

Maps drawn by explorers.

x

Journals of early explorers and surveyors.

x

Examples of indigenous cartography.

x

Paintings (sourced from National Library).

x

Photographs (sourced from national and regional.

x

Libraries.

x

Historic texts.

x

NZAA site records.

x

Original Purchase Agreements.

x

Maori Land Court minute books.

x

Original land titles.

x

Evidence submitted to hearings including Waitangi Tribunal.

x

Petitions to Government (found in AJHR).

x

Legal descriptions for lands found in the New Zealand Gazette.

x

Cultural maps (e.g the 1880 map).

x

Whanau manuscripts.

x

Text from early ethnographers (e.g. Beattie).

x

Paintings (sourced from National Library).

x

Photographs (sourced from national and regional libraries).

x

NZAA site records.

x

Petitions to Government (found in AJHR).

x

Journals and reports of Government employees tasked with allocating
reserves and assessing living conditions of Ngai Tahu.

x

Evidence submitted to hearings including Waitangi Tribunal.

Table 5: Some of the Written Data Sources that helped us understand Ngai Tahu
Utilisation of the Lands, Waters, and Resources of the Waitaki.
Over the years many Ngai Tahu whanui, especially those who frequent Ngai Tahu archives, have commented on the bulk of material that
has been amassed. Yet many of those same individuals have noted a paucity of readily accessible information to advance discussions at
a grass roots level1. Articles in academic journals and publications do not always engage or foster debates in Ngai Tahu communities or
even among Ngai Tahu scholars.

1

Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu has an archives project.
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To reiterate, the principal purpose of this report is to present information and to inform, with the principle audience being Ngai Tahu
whanui and resource managers. Its success will be assessed by various criteria, one of which will be the further research it encourages.
It is hoped readers will see how maps, photos, manuscripts, and journals can help bring alive our cultural past and increase
understanding of the landforms, landscapes, and resources that sustained our tupuna. It will provide a baseline that can guide
restoration priorities. Those undertaking restoration in the catchment can identify how restoration of bio-physical environs can
contribute to the protection of wahi tapu and wahi taonga. It is anticipated, that over time, others will identify opportunities to further
examine the body of relatively unprocessed information we reference and include in our appendices.

2.5

THE ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM

Although seeking to do an assessment of cultural health and wellbeing, when developing our indicators we have been guided, in part, by
the need to take an overview of the ecological system, which we have shown in Figure 5.

Climate and
Atmospheric
Condition

Time

D
Geology
Riparian Zone
Condition
Landform

Biological
Processes

E

I

Riparian and
Aquatic Biota

Landscape
Condition

F
A

Stream Flow

Water Quality
B

Stream
Geomorphology

G

Instream Habitat

C

H

Figure 5: An Overview of the Ecological System

2.6

THE ECO-CULTURAL SYSTEM IN THE WAITAKI

The term “eco-cultural restoration" was introduced by Dennis Martinez (1995) to overcome the artificial divide between culture and
nature, or between humans and the environment, and to reinforce the need for collaboration between indigenous knowledge and
western science. Driscoll (2003) and Underwood et al (2003) explain that eco-cultural initiatives range from initiatives involving tribal
lands and waters, utilising solely indigenous knowledge and involving indigenous peoples, to partnerships involving governmenȀ
or NGOs in the restoration of tribal lands and waters. As the term “eco-cultural” suggests, both ecosystems and cultures are to be
managed. This concept of reciprocity or reciprocal benefits is acknowledged by the Indigenous People’s Restoration Network (2005)
who stated that the goal of eco-cultural restoration is to enhance the survival of indigenous people and culture in conjunction with
restoring damaged landscapes.
In the different part of the report that follows we try to relate the current state of the Waitaki catchment to the cultural outcomes sought
by Ngai Tahu, one of which is the protection of wahi tapu and wahi taonga.
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Figure 6: The Eco-Cultural System in the Waitaki.
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PART 3. ASSESSING THE SCENARIOS USED BY THE LOWER & UPPER WAITAKI ZONE
COMMITTEES
3.1

INTRODUCTION

The Zone Committees included in their assessment framework a series of outcomes. Each scenario was to be evaluated against these
outcomes. One outcome was specific to the improvement of mahinga kai in the zone. This was broken into a number of sub-outcomes
as set out below.
x

Do flows and flow regimes meet cultural health needs?

x

Does water quality support mahinga kai species?

x

State of mahinga kai species (abundance, health, range).

x

State of Taonga species (abundance, health, range) (need species).

x

Qualitative Macroinvertebrate Index (QMCI) as indicator of food for taonga species.

x

Recreational / food gathering.

x

Cultural use likely to continue.

x

Likely satisfaction of mahinga kai gathering experience.

x

Access to important sites.

x

% catchment accessible for fish passage.

x

State and coverage of aquatic and riparian habitats.

x

% land under natural land cover.

x

Impact of cyanobacteria on mahinga kai 1.

x

Waterborne diseases at gathering places.

x

Heavy metal contamination.

The report cards (indicator scores, grades for objectives and goals) enabled us to award a score for each of the sub-outcomes under the
respective scenarios that were prepared for the management units set out in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Freshwater Management Units (FMU) assessed in the Waitaki
(map supplied by Helen Shaw, ECAN, 2015).

1

These three indicators in italics were not reported because of the lack of data.
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A number of different scenarios were developed for each management unit. These are set out in pages that follow, for example Table 7
the scenarios for the Upper and Mid Waitaki and the Ahuriri are detailed.

3.2

THE PROCESS OF ASSESSING THE SCENARIOS

The data for each of the indicators, (i.e. the aggregated scores for objectives and goals) were used to help us determine the current ecocultural state and ability to deliver the cultural outcome and the stated sub-outcomes. Each subsequent scenario assessment was then
to assess the extent to which the scenario would improve or degrade the current state. We use the five types of colour coding proposed
by Ecan. In the summary tables that follow, we identify:

3.3

x

The scenarios assessed for that particular FMU,

x

The assessment of the effect of the scenarios on cultural outcomes, including the assessment of the proposed solutions in the ZIP
addendum Solutions Packages,

x

How each of the sites that whanau assessed using the CHI could be impacted by the solutions package, and

x

We also provide a brief assessment as to whether or not the threats to each site that have been identified by whanau, are likely to
be addressed.

SCENARIO ASSESSMENTS FOR THE UPPER WAITAKI AND MID WAITAKI

The scenarios developed and evaluated are set out in Table 6.
Table 6: Scenarios Developed for the Upper Waitaki, Ahuriri and Mid Waitaki
SCENARIO
Current

Scenario 1a
Current + consented

Scenario 1b
Current + consented,
maximum feasible
mitigation
Scenario 2a
Aspirational land use –
small blocks

Scenario 2b
Aspirational land use –
large blocks

Scenario 2c
Aspirational land use headroom

SCENARIO COMPONENTS AND ASSUMPTIONS
Land use: current (Dec 2013).
x
It explores the impact of this land use mix operating at assumed good management practice.
x
Current consented and permitted discharges (ie, urban point source, aquaculture etc).
Land use: current (Dec 2013) plus consented irrigation development.
x
Permitted activities - considering expansion that will realistically occur.
x
Planned wilding pine removal based on DOC plans.
x
Consented activities, including:
o Consented but unimplemented irrigation development as of December 2013,
o Recently granted but appealed irrigation consents,
o Consented but unimplemented aquaculture,
o Consented but unimplemented township expansions in line with district plan, and
o Consented but unimplemented forestry.
x
Operating at assumed good management practice.
Land use: Scenario 1a.
x
Operating at maximum feasible mitigation.
Land use: Scenario 1a plus
x
Benmore Irrigation Company (BIC) expansion.
x
Remaining irrigation to 25,000 ha (excluding BIC).
x
Recently declined but appealed irrigation consents.
x
Additional irrigated area and land use as advised by Land Information Group (LIG).
x
Planned but unconsented aquaculture.
x
Current operative district plan rules regarding land use.
x
Planned but unconsented township expansion.
x
Configuration of irrigation will be in line with Recommendation 2.7 of the ZIP (i.e. small blocks).
x
New irrigated area is assumed to be equally used for sheep/beef and dairy farming.
Land use: Scenario 1a plus
x
BIC expansion.
x
Remaining irrigation to 25,000 ha (excluding BIC).
x
Recently declined but appealed irrigation consents.
x
Additional irrigated area and land use as advised by LIG.
x
Planned but unconsented aquaculture.
x
Current operative district plan rules regarding land use.
x
Planned but unconsented township expansion.
x
Configuration of irrigation will be large irrigation blocks.
x
New irrigated area is assumed to be dairy farming.
Land use: Scenario 1a plus
x
BIC expansion
x
Remaining irrigation to 25,000 ha (excluding BIC)
x
Recently declined but appealed irrigation consents
x
Additional irrigated area and land use as advised by LIG
x
Planned but unconsented aquaculture
x
Current operative district plan rules regarding land use
x
Planned but unconsented township expansion
x
Configuration of irrigation will be distributed in areas where there is the most headroom for water quality.
x
New irrigated area is assumed to be equally used for sheep/beef and dairy farming.
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Some of the Cross Zone Solutions Proposed 2
x

All lakeside campgrounds and huts have contained wastewater systems, or other technical solutions, that mitigate any effects on
water quality.

x

Key sites for the provision of new toilets at recreation locations, are identified along with options to fund these facilities.

x

Land managers of camping areas produce and implement plans to manage the environmental effect of the activity.

x

Farm Environment Plans (FEP) are necessary for all farm types (including agriculture and aquaculture) to facilitate and
demonstrate good management practice and these are audited.

x

Good Management Practice(GMP) is required for all land and resource use.

x

Good management practice is required for the treatment and disposal of urban and household wastewater, in accordance with
the Land and Water Regional Plan.

x

The Sub Regional section sets catchment load limits for urban, agricultural, and aquaculture discharges of nitrogen.

x

The Sub Regional section is enabling of small block development 3, that is within the catchment load and allocation limits, and
moreover has an area of conservation provided for.

x

The Sub Regional section enables land-users to collectively manage and report on their nitrogen losses in sub-catchments e.g.
operating as nutrient users groups.

x

The Sub Regional section uses the nitrogen allocation framework.

x

The Following Is To Be Achieved Through the Allocation Framework
o Protection of the integrity of the catchment load limits and water quality outcomes.
o Enabling small block development on extensive properties and flexibility for low emitters.
o Avoidance of load aggregation.
o Avoidance of localised effects on water quality.

A parallel workstream is implemented in the Ahuriri Arm, to develop catchment scale mitigations to reduce the nutrient load to the lake.
This is involving Environment Canterbury, The Waitaki District Council, farmers, Meridian Energy, and the Department of Conservation.

Mahinga Kai Solutions
x

The Sub Regional section is enabling of the actions in the Immediate Steps Biodiversity Programme, which includes in-stream
actions to enhance habitat, and interventions to manage fish passage.

x

Environment Canterbury, Tangata Whenua, and the wider community are work together to identify and realize opportunities for
improved management of fish passage and mahinga kai gathering.

x

Department of Conservation and Tangata Whenua are work together regarding the re-introduction of weka into the Waitaki
catchment.

x

The Zone Committee supports the closed commercial eeling area in the Ahuriri Arm of Lake Benmore and it also being extended
to include the Haldon Arm.

Remaining Uncertainties
x

Load is to be 1972 tonnes/yr.

x

There is a commitment to GMP but there is no information for Tangata Whenua to evaluate what this is and whether it .

x

The package doesn’t include any remediation for streams of concern for Manawhenua (e.g. Maryburn) – only one of the streams
is classed as “impacted” using bio-physical indicators.

x

There is no improvement in access.

x

No explicit protection for wetlands e.g. Grays.

x

Only includes explicit provisions for one nohoanga.

The Impact of the Solutions Package on Specific Sites in the Upper Waitaki
In the tables that follow, we assess the possible impact of the solutions packages, at sites that are being monitored by whanau members.
We start by naming the site monitored by whanau. We then have used colour coding to provide a summary of the results of the site
assessments. Scores were awarded for three components:
2
3

This is extracted from the Upper Waitaki Zone’s ZIP Addendum
Possibly % of a property and/or ha limit proportional to load available
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x

Site significance;

x

Cultural use; and

x

Stream health.

We then explain the components of the solution package relevant to that site. We conclude with an assessment as to whether or not we
think it likely that the solutions package will minimise the threats to the site as identified by whanau. The full set of Cultural Health
Assessments are found in Appendix 2.
SUMMARY OF HOW SELECTED SITES ARE AFFECTED BY SOLUTIONS PACKAGE
Cultural
significance

Lake Alexandrina

Cultural
use

Stream
health

Solutions Package

x

x
x
x

Lake McGregor

x
x
x
x

Forks Stream

x
x
x
x
x

Irishmans Stream

x
x
x
x
x

Maryburn (upper)

x
x
x
x
x
x

Maryburn (below the
fill)

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Are threats
addressed

Commitment to review the efficacy of water holding tanks. This is not a definitive
solution. What comes next? It is unclear what action is to be taken. There is no
commitment to act beyond the review. Further information is needed. The
“so what” question needs to be answered.
The sub regional chapter needs to ensure that N & P lost from rural land is
appropriate to maintain or improve water quality within the lake.
Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the
farming practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the
catchment loading limits for the lake.
Whanau need to know:
o Their input to the choice of sites to be monitored.
o Their role in monitoring going forward.
o How the adaptive management cycle will be triggered.
It is unclear how the issues identified by whanau will be addressed by the ZIP
addendum.
The sub regional chapter needs to ensure that N & P lost from rural land use is
appropriate to maintain or improve water quality within the lake.
Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the
farming practices are implementing Good Management. Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.
It is unclear whether willows will be managed at this site. Whanau believes they
contribute to stagnant water.
Farm management plans should benefit this catchment.
The sub regional chapter needs to ensure that N & P lost from rural land use is
appropriate to maintain or improve water quality within the lake.
Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the
farming practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.
The work of the Catchment Management Group is supported.
Whanau need to know:
o Their input to the choice of sites to be monitored.
o Their role in monitoring going forward.
o How the adaptive management cycle will be triggered.
Wetlands in headwaters should be protected by general goals for the zone.
Farm management plans should benefit this catchment.
The sub regional chapter needs to ensure that N & P lost from rural land use is
appropriate to maintain or improve water quality within the lake.
Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the
farming practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.
Whanau need to know:
o Their input to the choice of sites to be monitored.
o Their role in monitoring going forward.
o How the adaptive management cycle will be triggered.
Wetlands in headwaters should be protected by general goals for the zone.
Farm management plans should benefit this catchment.
A local catchment group is to be supported.
The sub regional chapter is to ensure that N & P lost from rural land use is
appropriate to maintain or improve water quality within the lake.
Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the
farming practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.
Whanau need to know:
o Their input to the choice of sites to be monitored.
o Their role in monitoring going forward.
o How the adaptive management cycle will be triggered.
Wetlands in headwaters should be protected by general goals for the zone.
Farm management plans should benefit this catchment.
A local catchment group is to be supported.
The sub regional chapter is to ensure that N/P lost from rural land use is
appropriate to maintain or improve water quality within the lake.
Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the
farming practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.
Whanau class this stream as impacted. Small block development should not
lead to more degradation.
Whanau need to know:
o Their input to the choice of sites to be monitored.
o Their role in monitoring going forward.
o How the adaptive management cycle will be triggered.

Maybe

Maybe

Yes

Yes

Yes

Uncertain

Paterson Ponds
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Tekapo R.
(Patersons Ponds)

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
Tekapo R. (Haldon
Arm)

x
x
x
x

x
x

Tekapo River (Steel
Bridge)

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

Farm management plans could benefit parts of the catchment.
There is to be development in the Haldon Arm of Lake Benmore. ECan is saying
that there is “headroom” and potential for some development.
The TLI in the Haldon Arm is at risk.
It is not clear what happens if the TLI in the Haldon Arm exceeds what is being
modelled.
o What is the “Plan B”?
o What triggers are to be put in place?
o What actions will be undertaken if those triggers are reached?
The sub regional chapter is to ensure that N & P lost from rural land use is
appropriate to maintain or improve water quality within the lake.
Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the
farming practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.
Some of the issues identified by whanau will be addressed during the review of
the WAP.
Farm management plans could benefit parts of the catchment.
There is to be development in the Haldon Arm of Lake Benmore. ECan is saying
that there is “headroom” and potential for some development.
The TLI in the Haldon Arm is at risk.
It is not clear what happens if the TLI in the Haldon Arm exceeds what is being
modelled.
o What is the “Plan B”?
o What triggers are to be put in place.
o What actions will be undertaken if those triggers are reached?
o How will the adaptive management cycle be initiated?
The sub regional chapter is to ensure that N & P lost from rural land use is
appropriate to maintain or improve water quality within the lake.
Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the
farming practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.
Whanau believe this stream is impacted.
There is no mention of protection or springs and wetlands, Whanau believe that
these are at risk.
Farm management plans could benefit parts of the catchment
There is to be development in the Haldon Arm of Lake Benmore. ECan is saying
that there is “headroom” and potential for some development.
The TLI in the Haldon Arm is at risk.
It is not clear what happens if the TLI in the Haldon Arm exceeds what is being
modelled.
o What is the “Plan B”?
o What triggers are to be put in place
o What actions will be undertaken if those triggers are reached?
o What actions will be undertaken if those triggers are reached?
The sub regional chapter needs to ensure that N & P lost from rural land use is
appropriate to maintain or improve water quality within the lake
Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the
farming practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.

Yes

Uncertain

Uncertain

Tekapo Canal
Grays River

x
x
x
x

x
x

Fraser Stream

Twizel River

Upper Ohau River

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
Temple Stream

x

Farm management plans could benefit parts of the catchment.
The Grays is located in the Haldon Arm. There is to be development in the
Haldon Arm of Lake Benmore. ECan is saying that there is “headroom” and
potential for some development.
The TLI in the Haldon Arm is at risk.
It is not clear what happens if the TLI in the Haldon Arm exceeds what is being
modelled.
o What is the “Plan B”?
o What triggers are to be put in place?
o What actions will be undertaken if those triggers are reached?
The sub regional chapter is to ensure that N & P lost from rural land use is
appropriate to maintain or improve water quality within the lake.
Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the
farming practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.
This stream will rely on general provisions to protect existing water quality.
Whanau need to know:
o choice of site to be monitored.
o Their role in monitoring going forward.
o How the adaptive management cycle will be triggered should a
deterioration in the water quality be detected.
This stream will rely on general provisions to protect existing water quality.
Whanau need to know:
o choice of site to be monitored.
o Their role in monitoring going forward.
o How the adaptive management cycle will be triggered should a
deterioration in the water quality be detected.
This stream will rely on general provisions to protect existing water quality.
Whanau need to know:
o choice of site to be monitored.
o Their role in monitoring going forward.
o How the adaptive management cycle will be triggered should a
deterioration in the water quality be detected.
Flow issues will be addressed in other forums.

This stream will rely on general provisions to protect existing water
quality.

Uncertain

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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3.4

Overall assessment of the different scenarios proposed for the Upper Waitaki

The final two pages of the assessment of the solutions package for the Waitaki we used a spreadsheet that integrates many of the
aspects of concern to Ngai Tahu whanui. We have drawn data from the report card and from the CHI site assessment forms to complete
an 8 step assessment process.

Take Account of the Wahi Tapu and Taonga in the Catchment (Steps 1 and 2)
This step drew on CIAs, evidence to hearings, and statutory recognition (e.g. Statutory Acknowledgements).

Step 1: Define river unit

Step 3: Identify wahi tapu /
wahi taonga

Assess Overall Condition of Taonga (Steps 4 and 5)
This required an assessment of the ability of the sub-catchment to benefit from the solutions package. It draws on information from the
report card and CHI assessments (see the Apppendices)

Step 4:
Assess
condition

Step 5 Assess
reversibility /
potential for
restoration

Assess Use (Step 6 and 7)
This pulled together the scores for cultural use. Scores were taken from the CHI assessments and component 2 indicated if the site could
sustain cultural use. This took into account recreational standards and whanau satisfaction with their experiences in the Waitaki
Catchment.
Step 7: Assess as being fit for cultural use

Step 6, 7: Assess as being fit for cultural use

4: Assess condition

Assess Impact of Scenarios on Realisation of Cultural Outcomes (Step 11)
This drew on information from the report card. It also drew on the reports prepared by Ecan’s technical team, especially the biophysical reports.

Step 8: Apply impact on cultural outcomes (as articulated in
the report cards)
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Conclusion for the Upper Waitaki

CONCLUSION FOR STREAMS FLOWING INTO THE HALDON ARM OF LAKE BENMORE
Here was only one stream in the Upper Waitaki Zone that was classed as ‘impacted”. This contrasts with the assessments of
whanau who believe that there are a number of streams that are already impacted by current activities.
Although Ngai Tahu is concerned at the potential increase in irrigated area and the impact that this could have on the small
streams that enter Haldon Arm, there are parts of the solutions package that are supported by Ngai Tahu. Further, some of
the initiatives respond directly to whanau concerns. The most obvious shortcoming though, is the lack of a Plan “B” – what
will happen if the state of a number of smaller waterways in the zone starts to decline. Currently there is no description of:
the monitoring process that is to be implemented,
how thresholds are to be developed and monitored,
how monitoring will enable the adaptive management to be triggered, and
the role of Ngai Tahu in helping to develop the monitoring programme.
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3.6

SCENARIO ASSESSMENTS FOR THE AHURIRI

Some of the Cross Zone Solutions Proposed

4

The solution aims to maintain the Ahuriri Arm in an oligotrophic state by setting a catchment load limit based on the current consented
load – this means the arm of the lake is at its limit and any new development will be required to come from within this load. This load is
based on all current activities in the catchment, including currently implemented consents and unimplemented consents granted in the
2009-2011 Upper Waitaki resource consent process.
It also aims to improve the ecological health of the Willowburn, rehabilitate the nohoanga 5, and enhance mahinga kai gathering in the
customary fishing area of the spring-fed streams.
x

The Sub Regional section requires Good Management Practice for nitrogen loss (N) (kg/ha/yr) on all farms from 2017.

x

The Sub Regional section bases the catchment load limit on a trophic level index of 2.9 at the Ahuriri arm site and 2.7 at the
Benmore dam site.

x

The Sub Regional section implementation contains a trigger mechanism so that TLI measurements that are outliers from the
normal range, trigger an investigation and subsequent action based on whether these outliers are due to point source discharges,
natural events, or the cumulative effects of land-use.

Mahinga Kai Solutions
For the spring-fed streams of the Ahuriri Customary Fishing Area, Nohoanga, and Mahinga Kai - Implement a whole of catchment
rehabilitation programme on the Willowburn with the following features:
x

Identification and management of critical source areas, for sediment and phosphorus loss on every farm in the catchment.

x

Good Management Practice for nitrate losses on-farm.

x

Implementation/remediation of appropriate riparian management.

x

Removal of legacy sediment in the stream bed.

x

Removal of in-stream blockages.

Explore and implement opportunities to enhance fish passage in the customary area, including potential use of infrastructure to link
lakes and streams where these have been disconnected, but only if these actions would not place native species under threat.
Environment Canterbury and landowners integrate opportunities for enhancing mahinga kai into catchment work in the Omarama
Stream and Henburn/Quailburn catchments.

The Impact of the Solutions Package on Specific Sites in the Ahuriri
In the tables that follow we assess the possible impact of the solutions packages at sites that are being monitored by whanau members.
We start by naming the site monitored by whanau.

SUMMARY OF HOW SELECTED SITES ARE AFFECTED BY SOLUTIONS PACKAGE
Cultural
significance
Ahuriri River

Cultural
use

Stream
health

Solutions Package
x
x
x

Willowburn
(at nohoanga)

x
x
x
x

x
x
Omarama
Stream
(behind town)

x
x
x
x
x

4
5

Are threats
addressed

The Ahuriri catchment is closed in that there is to be no increase in contaminant load
beyond what is already consented.
Sub regional chapter is to ensure that N & P lost from rural land use is appropriate to
maintain or improve water quality within the lake.
Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the farming
practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the catchment loadings limits
for the lake.
The catchment should also benefit from farm management plans.
Allocation issues can be addressed in the review of the WAP.
The Ahuriri catchment is closed. There is to be no increase in contaminant load beyond
what is already consented.
A whole of catchment rehabilitation programme is proposed for the Willowburn.
Sub regional chapter is to ensure that N/P lost from rural land use is appropriate to
maintain/improve water quality within the lake
Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the farming
practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the catchment loadings limits
for the lake.
The discharge from Omarama Township is to be addressed.
The Ahuriri catchment is closed in that there is to be no increase in contaminant load
beyond what is already consented.
The sub regional chapter is to ensure that N/P lost from rural land use is appropriate to
maintain/improve water quality within the lake
Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the farming
practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the catchment loadings limits
for the lake.
The catchment group is supported.

This is extracted from the Upper Waitaki Zone’s ZIP Addendum
Temporary campsite
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Yes

Yes

Yes
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The spreadsheet confirms that there are components of that will benefit Ngai Tahu and is likely to be an improvement on the status quo. However, the comments made in the conclusion for the Upper
Waitaki catchment re monitoring are also relevant to the Ahuriri.

Conclusion for the Ahuriri

3.7

SCENARIO ASSESSMENTS FOR THE MID WAITAKI

Some of the Cross Zone Solutions Proposed 6
The solution aims to maintain an oligotrophic state in Lakes Aviemore and Waitaki, and protect the water quality delivered to the
Waitaki River.
Ecan advise that Lakes Aviemore and Waitaki have very short residence times of 14 and 1.1 days respectively. The catchments of the
two lakes are naturally limited for development by slope, elevation, temperature and rainfall. However, given the short residence times,
any in-lake development (especially those that discharge ammonia), must be very carefully managed to avoid risking impacts on the
Waitaki River.
Environment Canterbury, Waitaki District Council, Meridian, Ahuriri Community board, and NZTA work together to come up with a
funding solution to address the legacy gravel in the Otematata River and Parsons Creek. Gravel aggregation and vegetation in the
Otematata River and Parsons Creek is causing elevated flood risk to the township and campground. Periodic gravel removal around the
bridge is undertaken by NZTA; however, a large wall of legacy gravel needs to be removed so that any ongoing removal is effective.
x

The Sub Regional section requires Good Management Practice for nitrogen loss (N) (kg/ha/yr) on all farms from 2017

x

The Sub Regional section bases the catchment load limit on a trophic level index of 2.0

x

The Sub Regional section sets an N catchment load limit (tonnes/yr).

x

The Sub Regional Section manages the risk to the Waitaki River by restricting in-lake developments

Mahinga Kai Solutions
x

The Zone Committee supports the non-commercial eeling area in the Ahuriri Arm of Lake Benmore being extended to include the
Haldon Arm.

Remaining Uncertainties
x

Load set at 403 tonnes/yr (currently consented).

x

The role for Ngai Tahu in ongoing monitoring.

x

It is unclear what Plan “B” is if the TLI continues to decline.

3.8

SCENARIOS ASSESSMENT FOR THE HAKATARAMEA

The scenarios developed and evaluated are set out in Table 7.

Table 7: Scenarios for the Hakataramea
SCENARIO
Current

Current +
Consented

LUC

Flex cap 15

6

SCENARIO COMPONENTS AND ASSUMPTIONS
x

Land use and irrigation in the Hakataramea as at December 2014.

x

All land users assumed to be operating at Good Management Practice.

x

Land use and irrigation and consented land use and irrigation in the Hakataramea as at December 2014.

x

Assumes all unimplemented consents will be given effect to.

x

All land users assumed to be operating at Good Management Practice.

x

Assumes that all current and consented irrigation continues as per the Current + Consented scenario at Good Management Practice.

x

Non irrigated land in the LUC 7+ class is assumed to continue as per current at Good Management Practice.

x

Constant leaching rates are assumed for non-irrigated land (excluding that in LUC 7+) in the catchment based on a Land Use
Capability (LUC) assessment:
o

Non irrigated land in LUC classes 1-3 have been assigned an assumed leaching rate of 20 kg/ha/yr

o

Non irrigated land in LUC classes 4-6 have been assigned an assumed leaching rate of 5 kg/ha/yr

x

Assumes that all current and consented irrigation continues as per the Current + Consented scenario at Good Management Practice.

x

Non irrigated land in the LUC 7+ class is assumed to continue as per current at Good Management Practice.

x

Constant NNN? leaching rates are assumed for non-irrigated land (excluding that in LUC 7+) in the catchment based on a Land Use
Capability (LUC) assessment:
o

Non irrigated land in LUC classes 1-3 have been assigned an assumed leaching rate of 15 kg/ha/yr.

o

Non irrigated land in LUC classes 4-6 have been assigned an assumed leaching rate of 8 kg/ha/yr.

This is extracted from the Upper Waitaki Zone’s ZIP Addendum
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SCENARIO

Max Cap 20

Max Cap small
flexibility

Method 2

SCENARIO COMPONENTS AND ASSUMPTIONS
x

Assumes that all current and consented land use as at December 2014 that is modelled as leaching at a rate greater than 20 kg/ha/yr
immediately reduces leaching to a rate of 20 kg/ha/yr.

x

Assumes that all current and consented land use as at December 2014 that is modelled as leaching at a rate less than 20 kg/ha/yr
continues as per the Current + Consented scenario at Good Management Practice.

x

Assumes that all current and consented land use as at December 2014 that is modelled as leaching at a rate greater than 20 kg/ha/yr
immediately reduces leaching to a rate of 20 kg/ha/yr.

x

Assumes that all current and consented land use as at December 2014 that is modelled as leaching at a rate less than 20 kg/ha/yr
continues as per the Current + Consented scenario at Good Management Practice.

x

In addition 1 kg/ha/yr of additional load is assumed to be applied to all current and consented land use as at December 2014 that is
modelled as leaching at a rate less than 20 kg/ha/yr that is located within the Riverside or Flat/ Rolling bands.

x

Assumes that all current and consented land use located within the Riverside band as at December 2014 that is modelled as leaching
at a rate greater than 20 kg/ha/yr immediately reduces leaching to a rate of 20 kg/ha/yr.

x

Assumes that all current and consented land use within the Riverside band as at December 2014 that is modelled as leaching at a rate
less than 20 kg/ha/yr continues as per the Current + Consented scenario at Good Management Practice.

x

Assumes that all current and consented land use as at December 2014 in the Steep band continues as per the Current + Consented
scenario at Good Management Practice.

x

A constant NNN leaching rate of 15 kg/ha/yr has been assumed in the Flat band.

x

A constant NNN leaching rate of 8 kg/ha/yr has been assumed in the Rolling band.

Solutions for throughout the Hakataramea
x

Compulsory on farm practices:
o Exclude all deer, cattle and intensively grazed stock from the Hakataramea River mainstem as per the pLWRP rules. The
community recommends that ECan work with relevant parties to determine if the current significant salmon spawning site
boundaries are correct.
o Exclude intensively grazed stock from all waterways including ephemeral streams. Exclusion can be achieved by either
temporary or permanent fencing.
o Setbacks between waterways and intensively grazed stock must be at least 12m from the Hakataramea main stem and 5m
from the tributaries.

x

Good Management Practice to be adopted by all land managers

x

Farm Environment Plans are encouraged.

x

Education, field days, and facilitation be provided by the ECan, industry groups and other stakeholders in a co-operative way to
support the catchment group in understanding and integrating best practice management on their farms.

x

A waterway health monitoring regime that is targeted and well-coordinated involving farmers, consent holders and Ecan be
developed and implemented

x

A holistic river management programme is to be developed and implemented by catchment members (farmers, DOC, Iwi, Fish
and Game), ECan river engineers and biodiversity staff. This programme is to include river channel maintenance, riparian
management and weed control.

x Indigenous fish species and their habitat should be protected including galaxias, long fin eels and torrent fish through cooperation between land managers and Department of Conservation.
Solutions for Hakataramea Water Quality
x

A catchment load limit based on the current consented load plus an additional 4%.

x

Good Management Practice for current land-use, and:
o Consent for land-use change above a certain threshold e.g. winter fodder grazing and irrigation.
o Consent for up to 15kgs/N/ha/yr with a maximum amount to be applied for, based, for example, on a percentage of the
headroom or a land area of 100ha.
o Consent is only granted up until the catchment load limit is reached.
o The consented headroom is only available on the flat/rolling land band.

x

Three land bands for the valley: near river, flat/rolling, steep/undeveloped.

x

Maximum caps in the near river band, to manage the risks of intensive landuse affecting localized water quality:
o expressed as either a percentage better than Good Management Practice, or as a number
o to be achieved by consent expiry.
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o that balances gain (reduced risk) with pain (economic implications for individuals).

Solutions For Hakataramea Water Allocation Solutions
x

Environment Canterbury addresses community concerns with water quantity in the Hakataramea River in the scheduled 10 year
review of the Waitaki Catchment Water Allocation Regional Plan.
o Environment Canterbury creates a publicly accessible, regularly updated running total of surface water allocation from the
Hakataramea catchment.
o Environment Canterbury provides adequate advice to prospective applicants including about available allocation, and
likely flow restrictions to protect existing users’ reliability of supply.
o Environment Canterbury creates a hydrological model of the Hakataramea catchment capable of exploring the impacts on
reliability of any further takes in the catchment.
o Environment Canterbury undertakes a range of investigations to inform the 10-year review of the Waitaki Catchment
Waitaki Allocation Regional Plan.

x

Environment Canterbury supports a facilitator working with the Hakataramea catchment group.

The Potential Impact of the Solutions Package on Specific Sites in the Hakataramea
In the tables that follow we assess the possible impact of the solutions packages at sites that are being monitored by whanau members.
We start by naming the site monitored by whanau.
SUMMARY OF HOW SELECTED SITES ARE AFFECTED BY SOLUTIONS PACKAGE
Name
Hakataramea (at State Highway
Bridge)

Site status

Cultural
use

Stream
health

A-1

3.40

3.58

Solutions package
x

x

Hakataramea (mid catchment at
Wright’s Crossing)

A-1

3.22

2.73

x
x
x

MacKays Stream

A-0

1.8

1.82

x
x

Cattle Creek

A-1

3.66

3.69

x

A-1

3.98

2.98

x

x

Hakataramea (at junction with
Cattle Creek)

x
x
x
x
x

x
Hakataramea (at ECan raingauge)

A-1

3.71

4.17

x

Dalgety Stream

A-1

3.3

4.27

x
x

Hakataramea - open wetland at head of
complex

A-1

4.83

3.75

x

Hakataramea - raupo wetland in the
middle of the complex

A-1

4.5

2.75

x
x

Hakataramea – open channel towards
the bottom of the complex

A-1

3.75

2.75

x
x

x

x

Address
threats

The catchment should benefit from both the river
management strategy and the use of farm management
plans. However Whanau need to know:
o Their input to the choice of sites to be monitored.
o Their role in monitoring going forward.
o How the adaptive management cycle will be
triggered.
It is important that Ngai Tahu has input to the range of
investigations to inform the 10-year review of the
WCWARP.
Should benefit from a river management strategy.
Should benefit from farm management planning.
Monitoring provisions do not refer to Ngai Tahu. Whanau
need to know:
o choice of site to be monitored.
o Their role in monitoring going forward.
o How the adaptive management cycle will be
triggered should a deterioration in the water quality
be detected.
It is unclear how tributary management will be improved.
Should benefit from farm management planning.
Monitoring will be important.
It is unclear how tributary management will be improved.
Should benefit from farm management planning.
Monitoring will be important.
It is unclear how tributary management will be improved.
Should benefit from farm management planning.
Should benefit from the river management strategy.
Monitoring will be important. Whanau need to know:
o choice of site to be monitored.
o Their role in monitoring going forward.
How the adaptive management cycle will be triggered
should a deterioration in the water quality be detected.
It is expected that there will be little change in the
headwaters of the catchment.
Should benefit from farm management planning.
It is expected that there will be little change in the
headwaters of the catchment.
Should benefit from farm management planning.
It is unclear how the wetlands at the mouth will be
impacted.
This needs to be a monitoring site.
It is unclear how the wetlands at the mouth will be
impacted.
This needs to be a monitoring site.
It is unclear how the wetlands at the mouth will be
impacted.
This needs to be a monitoring site.

Uncertain

Maybe

Uncertain

Maybe

Maybe

Yes

Yes

Uncertain

Uncertain

Uncertain
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3.9

SCENARIOS ASSESSMENT FOR THE NORTHERN FAN

The scenarios developed and evaluated are set out in Table 8.

Table 8: Scenarios for the Northern Fan
SCENARIO
Current

LUC

SCENARIO COMPONENTS AND ASSUMPTIONS
x

Land use and irrigation in the Northern Fan as at December 2014.

x

All land users assumed to be operating at Good Management Practice

x

Assumes that all current irrigation as at December 2014 continues as per the Current scenario at Good Management Practice.

x

Non irrigated land in the LUC 7+ class is assumed to continue as per current at Good Management Practice.

x

Constant leaching rates are assumed for non-irrigated land (excluding that in LUC 7+) in the catchment based on a Land Use
Capability (LUC) assessment.
o

Non irrigated land in LUC classes 1-3 have been assigned an assumed leaching rate of 20 kg/ha/yr

o

Non irrigated land in LUC classes 4-6 have been assigned an assumed leaching rate of 5 kg/ha/yr

x

Assumes that all current non irrigated land use as at December 2014 continues at Good Management Practice.

x

Assumes that all current spray irrigation as at December 2014 continues at Good Management Practice.

x

Assumes that 100 percent of existing Border Dyke irrigation as at December 2014 is converted to spray irrigation.

x

Assumes that all current irrigated land as at December 2014 is converted to dairy land use with a stocking rate of 3 cows per
hectare.

x

Assumes that all non-irrigated land use as at December 2014 is converted to a spray irrigated dairy land use with a stocking rate
of 3 cows per hectare.

x

Assumes that there is no additional nitrogen load associated with industrial discharges. Currently consented industrial
discharges have been represented as 0 tonnes

x
GMP Dairy +
Industrial

Assumes that all current irrigated land as at December 2014 is converted to dairy land use with a stocking rate of 3 cows per
hectare.

x

Assumes that all non-irrigated land use as at December 2014 is converted to a spray irrigated dairy land use with a stocking rate
of 3 cows per hectare.

(Whitneys Creek
only)

x

An existing consented industrial discharge accounting for 9 tonnes has been accounted for.

x

Assumes that an additional ‘aspirational’ industrial load of 31 tonnes is to be discharged in the catchment

x
GMP Dairy (4
cows) + Industrial

Assumes that all current irrigated land as at December 2014 is converted to dairy land use with a stocking rate of 4 cows per
hectare.

x

Assumes that all non-irrigated land use as at December 2014 is converted to spray irrigated, dairy land use with a stocking rate
of 4 cows per hectare.

(Whitneys Creek
only)

x

An existing consented industrial discharge accounting for 9 tonnes has been accounted for.

x

Assumes that an additional ‘aspirational’ industrial load of 31 tonnes is to be discharged in the catchment

Border to spray

GMP Dairy
(Whitneys Creek
only)

Solutions across the Northern Fan zone
x

Enabling of actions in the Immediate Steps Biodiversity Programme, including the construction/removal of fish barriers as
appropriate.

x

Environment Canterbury and catchment groups identify and implement opportunities to develop native fish reserves across the
catchments where appropriate.

x

Environment Canterbury and catchment groups identify and protect spring heads across the catchments, in particular in the
Waikakahi and Whitneys catchments.

x

The LWZC host a stakeholder biodiversity workshop in the Waitaki to identify opportunities for coordinated and aligned actions
to deliver on biodiversity outcomes in the Valley.

x

Requires Good Management Practice (GMP) for all industries, based on the Matrix of Good Management Project (for agriculture).

x

Requires Farm Environment Plans (FEP) that are audited as part of a consenting regime and investigates whether FEPs can be
required as part of a permitted activity.

x

Environment Canterbury support catchment groups where these are working on local land and water actions that aligns with the
CWMS and deliver on Zone Committee outcomes.

x

Environment Canterbury prioritizes work around stock exclusion, including improved compliance and enforcement of rules.
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Whitneys Solutions
x

A flow and allocation regime for Whitneys Creek with the following:
o A minimum flow of 10 l/s measured at the current point of take.
o A total allocation limit of 35 l/s plus provision for suitable access for stockwater that has a maximum that does not need to
be consented.
o Prevention of relocation of existing consented abstraction upstream of the existing point of take and the re-allocation of the
existing consented abstraction if this is relinquished.

x

A catchment load limit to achieve 95% Nitrate-N toxicity protection, and provide for existing consented activity, & flexibility for
the undeveloped land,.

x

Requires farms receiving ‘industrial discharge’ to operate within Good Management Practice for their land- use.

x

Good Management Practice for all land use based on the Matrix of Good Management project.

x

Resource consent for land use change over a certain intensity threshold.

x

All resource-use, uses a Farm Environment Plan or Environmental Management Systems for industrial activities.

x

ó .

x

ó.

x

Land managers focus on a riparian programme to reduce E.coli and sediment impacting the stream.

Waikakahi Solutions
x

A catchment load limit based on the current land use at Good Management Practice.

x

Good Management Practice for all land use based on the Matrix of Good Management project, from 2017.

x

A 10% reduction in nitrate-N loss, below GMP for high emitting land uses by 2026.

x

Provide permitted flexibility for low intensity land use, equivalent to the 10% gain from 2016, or when the plan is operative.

x

All land managers use a Farm Environment Plan to identify and manage risks.

x

Land Managers Ǯ¢ ǯ.

x

 Ǯǯ ¢.

x

Environment Canterbury investigate the link between groundwater and surface water in the catchments, in particular the
connections between Elephant Hill/Waihuna and Waikakahi stream.

x

Environment Canterbury implement a monitoring programme to inform progress to meeting the catchment outcomes.

x

Environment Canterbury check the impact of Glenavy township discharges on local wells.

x

If Glenavy township discharges are affecting local wells, then Waimate District Council investigate a scheme of regular cleaning
and maintenance of township septic tanks.

The Impact of the Solutions Package on Specific Sites in the Waikakahi and Whitney
In the tables that follow we assess the possible impact of the solutions packages at sites that are being monitored by whanau members.
We start by naming the site monitored by whanau.

SUMMARY OF HOW SELECTED SITES ARE AFFECTED BY SOLUTIONS PACKAGE
Name
Waikakahi (at Cock
and Hen Road)

Site status

Cultural
use

Stream
health

A-1

2.58

2.97

Solutions package
x
x
x
x
x

Waikakahi (at Te
Maiharoa Road)

A-1

2.71

2.73

x
x
x
x
x

Whitneys Creek

A-0

1.3

2.3

x
x

x

The catchment should benefit from continuance of the restoration
project.
Farm management plans should also benefit the catchment.
There is the opportunity for greater engagement with runanga.
Likely to take time to see benefits of the restoration.
Further investigations of the springs and groundwater are important.
The catchment should benefit from continuance of the restoration
project.
Farm management plans should also benefit the catchment.
There is the opportunity for greater engagement with runanga.
Likely to take time to see benefits of the restoration.
Further investigations of the springs and groundwater are important.
It is unclear how tributary management will be improved.
Should benefit from farm management planning.
Monitoring will be important.

Address
threats

Yes

Yes

Uncertain
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3.10 SCENARIOS ASSESSMENT FOR THE LOWER WAITAKI
The success of all the respective solutions packages will ultimately be seen in the health of the Lower Waitaki. The river below Waitaki
Dam represents the receiving waters. Our final table provides a summary of how the sites monitored by whanau could be affected.

SUMMARY OF CULTURAL HEALTH INDEX SCORES AT SELECTED SITES ARE AFFECTED BY SOLUTIONS PACKAGE
Cultural
significance

Culturaal
use

Stream
health

Solutions Package

Are threats
addressed
Maybe

Takiroa

x
x

Should benefit from farm management planning.
Unclear if protection of wetlands and springs on private land is a priority.

Tauhinu

x

Needs to be re-assessed by whanau and Ecan.

Sites around Waitaki
Bluffs
Te Puna Kia Toa

x

Needs to be re-assessed by whanau and Ecan.

x

Will benefit from groundwater investigations proposed as part of the Northern Fan
solution.
Need to be re-assessed by whanau and Ecan.
Will benefit from groundwater investigations proposed as part of the Northern Fan
solution.
Need to be re-assessed by whanau and Ecan.
Should benefit from farm management planning.
Monitoring is needed to ensure there is no degradation in adjacent Maerewhenua.
Allocation in tributaries can be addressed in review of WAP.
Will benefit from groundwater investigations proposed as part of the Northern Fan
solution.
Need to be re-assessed by whanau and Ecan.
Should benefit from farm management planning.
Monitoring is needed to ensure there is no degradation.
Whanau need to be part any monitoring.
This needs further attention.

Sites around Stonewall
West
Sites between
Maerewhenua and Te
Kohurau
Sites around Stonewall

Sites between Awamoko
and Te Kohurau
Te Puna Maru (Ferry
Road to Wilsons Road)
Sites around Stonewall
East
Te Awa Te Maiharoa

State Highway 1 Bridge
to Korotuaheka
Lower Waitaki Irrigation
offtake
Korotuaheka – Site 1

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Maybe

Maybe

Maybe

Maybe

Will benefit from groundwater investigations proposed as part of the Northern Fan
solution.
x Need to be re-assessed by whanau and Ecan.
x Will benefit from groundwater investigations proposed as part of the Northern Fan
solution.
x Should benefit from farm management planning
In the Otago region

Uncertain

Maybe

In the Otago region

Uncertain

Korotuaheka – Site 2

In the Otago region

Uncertain

Penticoco Stream

Should benefit from farm management planning.

Maybe

Streams around
Duntroon wetland

x Should benefit from farm management planning.
x Monitoring is needed to ensure there is no degradation in adjacent Maerewhenua.
x Whanau need to be part any monitoring.
x Mahinga kai values of artificial races still needs to be recognised
Should benefit from farm management planning but being on private farmland, they
may be difficult to monitor.
Should benefit from farm management planning but being on private farmland, they
may be difficult to monitor.
Should benefit from farm management planning but being on private farmland, they
may be difficult to monitor.

Maybe

Wetland below Eastern
Road
Wetland North Bank
Otiake
Kurow Creek Wetland

Maybe
Maybe
Maybe

Overall Assessment of the Different Scenarios Proposed For the Lower Waitaki
The final two pages of the assessment of the solutions package for the Waitaki we used a spreadsheet that integrates many of the
aspects of concern to Ngai Tahu whanui. We have drawn data from the report card and from the CHI site assessment forms to complete
an 8 step assessment process.
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The spreadsheet confirms that there are components of the solutions packages proposed by both the Upper and Lower Waitaki Zone Committees that could lead the realisation of some of the goals held by
Ngai Tahu with respect to the river. If implemented successfully there could be an improvement on the current status of the catchment. However, the comments made in the conclusion for the Upper
Waitaki catchment re monitoring are also relevant to the Ahuriri. The most obvious shortcoming though is the lack of a Plan “B” – what will happen if the state of a number of the smaller waterways in the
zone starts to decline. Currently there is no description of the monitoring process that is to be implemented, how thresholds are to be developed and monitored, how monitoring will enable the adaptive
Management to be triggered, and the role of Ngai Tahu in helping developing the monitoring programme

Conclusion for the Lower Waitaki Catchment

PART 4: REPORT CARDS ON THE CURRENT HEALTH OF THE WAITAKI CATCHMENT
4.1

INTRODUCTION

Environmental report cards are increasingly being used around the world to define and measure progress towards environmental
sustainability, in part because they can be an effective communication and engagement tool that can be a key driver in community and
political commitment and action. There are numerous examples of reporting frameworks. Although there is no formal definition, a
report card can define a number of principles that should underpin a report card. It should:
x Be simple to understand, yet be underpinned by sound, quality-assured science,
x Integrate a range of data types and have indicators that have a sound conceptual basis,
x Harness existing long-term data collection systems,
x Incorporate data from catchment, hydrological, ecological and social sources,
x Provide information not only on resource condition, but if possible causality and management options,
x Support evaluation of the effectiveness of actions from sub-regional to landscape scales,
x Include different dimensions to inform decision frameworks,
x Identify, address and incorporate knowledge gaps in our understanding, and
x not only detect change in indicators of eco-cultural health, but to diagnose causes and the system interactions among causes so as
to provide useful feedback to support adaptive management responses.
Colour coding can be used to quickly communicate scores. For example, it is common to associate green with ‘go’ or ‘good’ and red with
‘stop’ or ‘bad’. When colour associations are used appropriately, they help to give the reader a general understanding of health (EPA,
1999; Paul et al. 2000, IISD, 2006).

4.2

THE USE OF MAPS & CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAMS

Maps provide a valuable tool for reporting condition across a geographic area. Many report cards include a map of the reporting area,
but then provide the data in a non-spatial format, such as a table (Paul et al., 2000). This may make it difficult to compare adjacent
regions or regions with similar characteristics, such as elevation. Therefore, for each outcomes in the Waitaki Catchment Report Card,
condition ratings for each sub-catchment are mapped which enables the reader to quickly identify spatial patterns in the condition.
Conceptual diagrams have also been prepared for each sub-catchment. They are an effective tool to communicate complex messages in
a simple and informative manner. Conceptual diagrams have been used to:
x
x
x
x

Identify ecosystem characteristics,
List existing uses,
Summarise stressors in the sub-catchment, and
Identify some of the initiatives underway in response to the stressors.

Report cards for the following spatial areas have been completed and are presented in the following Parts of this Report:
1. The Waitaki catchment as a whole,
2. The Upper Waitaki sub-catchment,
3. The Ahuriri catchment,
4. The mid Waitaki sub-catchment,
5. The Lower Waitaki sub-catchment,
6. Hakataramea catchment, and
7. Waikakahi and Whitneys catchments.
Each report card is formatted so that it can be a “stand alone” summary of the cultural health. This means that people need only take
the report card relevant to them. However, it also means that anyone reading all the report cards may find some repetition.
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The Cultural Health of the
Waitaki Catchment
Ki uta ki tai

C4.1 Introducing the Waitaki
Consistent with the Ngai Tahu management philosophy - ki uta ki tai - managers must consider the Waitaki in its entirety: from its source at Aoraki, its storage in
the natural (yet dammed) lakes of the Upper Waitaki before its passage through a network of power canals and artificial reservoirs of the Mid Waitaki, to the
braids of the lower floodplains, to its interface with the saltwater at the river mouth.
The protection of Aoraki in particular, and the water sourced from it, nga Roimata o Aoraki 1, (the tears of Aoraki), and the natural resources supported by either
the land or the water, is one of the most important issues from the perspective of Ngai Tahu. The fact that Aoraki is inextricably linked to all other values
associated with the Waitaki makes protection of significance features and sites within this catchment even more urgent. To reiterate, the ancestor embodied in
the mountain remains for all time the physical manifestation of Aoraki, the eternal link between the supernatural and natural worlds 2.
The tributaries that combine to become the Waitaki River have coursed from mountain valleys to the lowland plains for millennia. Some years droughts in the
valley saw the river run low. Other years the sky imparted a surfeit of water and snow resulting in the river filling its wide river bed and connecting with the
surrounding floodplain, enriching the plains with fresh deposits of mineral rich and nutrient laden material. This regular enrichment in time developed into a
series of bountiful ecosystems. The richness of plant life sustained an abundance of bird life while the river system itself afforded numerous habitats for aquatic
species and materials.
When focusing on the waterbodies the first point to note is that the Waitaki River drains an enormous area, estimated at 11,826 km². As well as the rivers feeding
its main natural lakes, its mainstem flow is augmented by numerous rivers and streams.
The Upper Waitaki
Ngai Tahu identified seven lakes as the headwaters of the Waitaki. Historically the river spread out and meandered over the plains of the Upper Waitaki. Many
small creeks came tumbling in adding water as the mainstem Waitaki gained in size and power as it moved downstream. Today it is more commonly recognised
that the three natural lakes discharging their waters into the Waitaki are Pukaki, Ohau and Tekapo. The Southern Alps - rugged mountains with icy peaks and
alpine lakes, secluded valleys, streams winding downstream across the river valley – shed source waters that once ran down the rivers but is now captured and
stored or diverted. Through a network of dams, canals and reservoirs today the catchment contributes to the upper, mid and lower Waitaki hydro schemes.
Hall Jones (1992) wrote that the Pukaki branch is the “parent river” and gives the Waitaki its “milky whiteness….The lake out of which the river flows also has a
blueish milky appearance”. The four rivers - Tekapo, Pukaki, Ohau and Ahuriri - formed the Waitaki River. But a number of smaller tributaries also contributed
flow to this mainstem. The upper tributaries (smaller streams connected with lakes, lagoons, tarns) represent valued sources of biological diversity. Such
streams include Irishmans, Maryburn, Frasers Stream, Fork Stream, Grays Stream, Murchison and Temple Stream.
The Mid Waitaki
Three man made hydro lakes (Benmore, Aviemore and Waitaki) occupy a 56 km stretch of the Waitaki Valley through which the river used to flow. But these manmade lakes will be viewed differently by different people largely because of the way they are personally affected. To the farmer whose land was inundated his
attitude may not be enthusiastic. To Ngai Tahu inundation resulted in the loss of valued rock art, rock shelters and other significant sites. Today induced
fluctuations in lake levels and river flows has seen the loss of mahinga kai caused by changing the seasonal rhythms of the rivers and lakes. Benmore Dam was
built where the Waitaki River used to merge with the Ahuriri River. Its construction started in 1958 and was finished in 1965, creating a large man made lake.
This lake covers two river basins. It stretches from the dam to near the Chain Hills on the Ahuriri side and from the dam up the old Waitaki Basin to near the
1
2

This is the source of the Waitaki. Its continued protection is essential.
This quote is taken from the Topuni Brochure for Aoraki prepared by Department of Conservation.
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junction with the Ohau River on the Canterbury side. An excellent harbour and caravanning camping site has been provided near Sailors Cutting on the south side.
Some very interesting rock drawings in a cave at Goose Neck Bend on the Waitaki disappeared under the deep waters of Lake Benmore (Stevenson, 1949).
A feature of the infrastructure at Benmore Dam is the “Cook Strait Cable Terminal”. The power is produced at Benmore as alternating-current, the same as all the
electricity generation stations in the country. This power is then fed into the national grid and is used to meet as much of the South Island demand as cannot
conveniently be serviced by other stations. When a surplus is available this is transmitted to the North Island by special landline to the top of the South Island, then
by Cook Strait cable to the North Island. Before any power is transmitted between the islands it is converted into direct current and transformed into a very high
voltage to minimise line losses. Power transmitted to the North Island may come from other power stations but it is taken from the national grid at Benmore and
converted into direct current for transfer.
Lower Plains
The flood plain-delta comprising the lower Waitaki valley extends 60km from Kurow to the river mouth. In keeping with other major rivers, before damming the
Waitaki was somewhat volatile. Flooding could be severe and relatively unpredictable, yet the river could be forded during periods of low flow, especially during
winter. The plain is a manifestation of the river. Today, the river flow is regulated by the outflows from Waitaki Dam. In some places adjoining the river the outwash gravels are arranged in distinctive terraces ranging in height up to several metres. These terraces, along which those generally closer to the river, have been
used as pathways and places for settlement (i.e. above normal flood level). The hills lining the southern side of the valley contain orthoquartzite and schist
outcrops where deformation has resulted in ridge and valley systems, supporting mineral resources and mahika kai in close association (Allingham et al, 2002) .
Limestone outcrops intermittently lining the plains were used as shelters, and were natural canvasses for cultural expression, with some of this rock art surviving
to this day.
The network of waterways and springs, both directly associated with the main river bed, and deriving from side-valley tributaries comprising the wider
catchment, provided a patchwork of wetland environments supporting fish, bird and plant life regimes throughout an otherwise arid plain. Written descriptions
dating from the 1840s show the extensive plain and most of the adjoining hills lining both sides of the lower Waitaki Valley were largely grassed, with the nearest
forest-bush areas occurring in isolated pockets, such as Papakaio and Waikoura Creek on the south side (Shortland, 1974).
River mouth
The place where the river meets the Pacific would vary from year to year, depending on river flows and coastal conditions. Sometimes the river flowed into the
waves near the current south bank; at times the waves surged into the river near today’s north bank. And there were months during drought years or when too
little water flowed and Ngai Tahu feared the river lacked enough force to reach the ocean 3. The richness of fish and bird life from the river sustained Ngai Tahu for
hundreds of years (Anderson, 1998). Little more than a century ago whanau lived on its banks. It was the hub for a network of trails – north, south and inland.
Today a scattering of houses at a fishing village, reserved lands and an urupa, now dislocated from the river, are remnants of settlements that had been continually
inhabited for centuries.
Traditionally Ngai Tahu whanui developed use patterns in designated whanau and hapu managed territories (Anderson, 1998) that centred on the shores of lakes,
wetlands, streams and at the river mouth with more than 170 sites identified in the Waitaki (see Figure 8). Today the landscapes and patterns of settlement and
use throughout the Waitaki bear little resemblance to the places known and valued by those who ranged over the lands hundreds of years ago. Lands where moa
and weka once roamed, that were crossed by a multitude of streams abundantly stocked with native fish (especially eels), are now replaced by dry riverbeds,
highly visible roads, hydro canals, artificial lakes, and intensively stocked, irrigated fields. Land interests are reduced to reserves and easements located in the
lower catchment. Yet, the modifications have not severed the relationship of Ngai Tahu with the lands and waters of the Waitaki. As Manawhenua, through
whakapapa, Ngai Tahu have an enduring relationship with the Waitaki that is accompanied by a responsibility to assess how changes to the use and development
of freshwater resources within the catchment impact their cultural beliefs, values, practices and most significantly their customary and Treaty rights to utilise
lands and waters in the Waitaki.

A report card for the Waitaki
This report card seeks to bring together information about the Waitaki and presents it in a framework that increases understanding of the whole system, including
natural processes, human needs and aspirations, and the cultural rights and interests of tangata whenua. The focus of this Report Card is therefore the condition
of the Waitaki River catchment today, from the perspective of Ngai Tahu. A critical feature of the structure of the Report Card is reporting against tangata whenua
goals and objectives for the Waitaki River Catchment. In the absence of a Waitaki Iwi Management Plan, the outcomes agreed by the Project Aqua joint working
party (comprising representatives from the three kaitiaki runanga and Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu) were used 4.

Figure 8: Settlements in the Waitaki pre European Settlement (map adapted
from a map in the Hocken Library dated 1920)
3
4

Figure 9: The location of reserves allocated post European Settlement

Pers com (KD, FH)
See Tipa, G. Crengle, D. Davis, K. Allingham, B and Symon, A. (2002) Project Aqua Cultural Impact Assessment A Report prepared for Meridian Energy Ltd.
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What do the scores mean?
Very few or no
indicators meet
desired levels
that would lead
to the goal of
whanau being
realised.
Quality of
ecosystem
tends to be very
poor, creating
very poor
conditions for
taonga, leading
to a cultural
impact.

The overall rating of cultural health for the Waitaki

Some or few
indicators meet
desired levels
that would lead
to the goal of
whanau being
realised.
Quality of
ecosystem
tends to be
poor creating
poor conditions
for taonga,
leading to a
cultural impact.

There are a mix
of good and
poor scores for
indicators.
Quality of
ecosystem
tends to be
good, sustaining
taonga, without
creating a
cultural benefit.

D

C

F

The goals of Ngai Tahu

Most of the
indicators meet
desired levels
that are likely to
lead to the goal
of whanau
being realised.
Quality of
ecosystem
tends to be very
good, sustaining
taonga, and
leading to a
cultural benefit.

B

All of the
indicators meet
desired levels
that are likely to
lead to the goal
of whanau
being realised.
Quality of
ecosystem
tends to be
excellent,
sustaining
taonga, and
leading to a
significant
cultural benefit.

Instead of providing a score between F and A, we have used maps –
one for each goal – to provide an overview of how the catchment as a
whole has performed against each of the goals.
Where a sub-catchment has met most of the indicators for a goal, we
have shaded it light green. This is the case for the stated goal of Ngai
Tahu to protect Aoraki.
Where a sub-catchment has met few or none of the indicators for a
goal it is shaded red. This is the case for the goal “To protect the
waters of the catchment”.
These maps have informed, in part, the assessment of scenarios.

A

The rating for the respective
subcatchments of the Waitaki

The reason for the score
The transfer of ownership of Aoraki from the Crown to Ngai Tahu was a
cornerstone of the Ngai Tahu Claim settlement. This together with the
change of the name from Mount Cook to Aoraki recognised the
significance of the maunga to Ngai Tahu (NTCSA, 1998).
A high level of protection is afforded to Aoraki and nga roimata o Aoraki
due to their location within the national park. Such protection is a
priority for Ngai Tahu whanui. Policies are also included within the
Aoraki Mount Cook National Park Management Plan to address issues of
concern to Ngai Tahu. However, the challenge now is for whanau to see
the provisions being implemented, and their issues addressed.

To protect Aoraki and nga roimata o
Aoraki

The source waters flowing from Aoraki are protected within the
boundaries of the national park. However the waters flow into Lake
Pukaki, which is impounded. The waters cannot flow ki uta ki tai.
The type of vegetation found on Aoraki is another indicator. While
introduced plants are an issue in the national park, the areas most at risk
are the valley floors (e.g. Tasman River valley) and less so Aoraki (DOC,
2010).
To improve the rating for this goal, all issues of concern to Ngai Tahu that
are explained in the Aoraki Mount Cook National Park Management Plan
need to be resolved.

The kaitiaki runanga engage in multiple participatory endeavours. Cogovernance is seen by many whanau members as the ultimate
expression of Ngai Tahu rights and interests. Further, co-governance is
a means of increasing the level of confidence within Ngai Tahu that their
concerns will be heard, interpreted correctly and addressed
appropriately.

To recognise
Manawhenua

the

rights

of

At present, neither Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu nor the three kaitiaki
runanga have negotiated co-governance arrangements specific to the
Waitaki catchment.
Despite securing the transfer of ownership for Aoraki, Ngai Tahu does
not co-govern Aoraki Mount Cook National Park.
It is likely that only the Rock Art Trust could be considered to be a formal
co-management agreement. The Ngai Tahu Maori Trust Board (now Te
Runanga o Ngai Tahu) was a signatory to the 1990 Waitaki Agreement
(negotiated when the water rights for the Waitaki Power Scheme were
Subsequent to this the three kaitiaki runanga, Te
re-consented).
Runanga o Ngai Tahu and Meridian Energy Ltd have negotiated a
relationship agreement that provided for the establishment of the Rock
Art Trust.
At present there is one closed area in place to give effect to the mahinga
kai ¢ (Home, 2013). An application
to the Minister of Fisheries in 2004 to close the Ahuriri Arm of Lake
Benmore to commercial eeling was successful. A trap and transfer
programme is reseeding this area with elvers (juvenile eels). Whanau,
however, have aspirations to implement a range of customary
management tools across the Waitaki catchment including establishment
of a Mataitai (for customary food gathering).
Ngai Tahu has been involved in a range of monitoring activities in the
Waitaki. Some activities have been initiated by agencies / resource
users while some have been instigated by Ngai Tahu.
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To protect the waters of the Waitaki

To protect the ecological integrity of
aquatic habitats

To ensure abundant mahinga kai
resources and cultural materials are
available for gathering, particularly
in the wetlands, side braids,
backwaters, tributaries and the
Waitaki River mainstem

The waters of the Waitaki have been significantly modified. Water
flowing into the Upper Waitaki Lakes is impounded. Immediately below
dams, the waters of the Tekapo, Pukaki and Lower Ohau River are
dewatered as a result of waters being diverted into man made canals that
feed into sixty kilometres of artificial lakes found in the mid Waitaki.
Although the lower Waitaki Rver is still braided, it is a regulated river, as
the discharge to the Lower Waitaki comes from Waitaki Dam. However,
it must be acknowledged that the waters in different parts of the
catchment have been impacted to varying degrees. The source waters
flowing from ¢-o-te-Moana (the Southern Alps) to the lakes of
the Upper Waitaki are unimpeded by infrastructure, with few extractions
of water. The Ahuriri, although impacted by extraction of water, remains
a braided river free of large scale infrastructure and is partly protected
by the Ahuriri Water Conservation Order. Manipulation of flows means
sediment no longer flows through the catchment, as the sediment supply
from the Upper Waitaki is now trapped in Lakes Ohau, Pukaki and
Tekapo. The braiding pattern of the Lower Waitaki has been impacted
by the Waitaki Dam which has stopped the supply of bed material from
areas upstream of the dam, and dampened flood flows (Hicks, 2006). In
addition, changes to vegetation cover, channel/floodplain connectivity,
and soil composition (e.g. loss of some types of soils from surface
erosion) can all contribute to hydrologic alteration. More recently Ngai
Tahu have voiced concern that the water quality of the Waitaki is at risk.
For example Clarke, 2015 explains:
x The rising Trophic Lake Index in the Ahuriri Arm of Lake Benmore is
of concern.
x Didymo is present throughout the system.
x High E-coli is an issue at a number of sites heavily used in summer
x Nutrient levels are increasing in a number of streams throughout the
system – some of which are valued mahinga kai
Connectivity - ki uta ki tai – is essential to ensure the ecological integrity.
We have chosen to focus on upstream-downstream connectivity given
that a high proportion of New Zealand’s indigenous fish fauna are
diadromous (and migrate as a part of their natural life cycle) which
requires connection between high quality marine environments and
freshwater habitats. Barriers may include culverts, fords, dams, weirs,
pipes, bridges and roads. These alter the natural flow of rivers, by taking,
diverting, or damming water, which in turn alters the habitat that species
rely on to live, migrate, and breed. Altered water flow can also lead to
erosion of river banks and disruption of river bed habitats.
In the Waitaki only 19% of the catchment is accessible for migratory fish
species. Twenty-four species of indigenous fish are found in the
catchment along with three introduced species. Thirteen of these species
are diadromous (i.e. they complete some part of their life cycle at sea).
The Waitaki Dam is the first barrier across the mainstem river. Culverts
and weirs could further limit access. The desired condition is to have no
barriers in the aquatic habitat. This could mean all barriers are to be
configured such that they generate no impact on the movement of
aquatic species. Passage also provides the opportunity to have aquatic
ecosystems with no introduced species. Ngai Tahu aspires to have
“native fish reserves” in the upper Waitaki. At this stage there are no
native fish reserves. For the score for this goal to improve at least one
reserve needs to be created. Ngai Tahu believe that it is feasible to
establish a selection of native fish reserves throughout the catchment.
Finally, wetlands play a vital role in connecting land and water, and
sustaining indigenous biodiversity that is highly valued by Ngai Tahu. It
is estimated that currently 33% of historic wetlands remain in the
Waitaki system. Protecting remaining springs and wetlands is a priority.
The Waitaki catchment was a particularly significant area for the
seasonal harvesting of mahinga kai resources. More than 170 mahinga
kai sites were found in the network of backwaters, streams and wetlands
where the slower moving water made it an optimal habitat for species
such as the eel to thrive, and also a much safer place to gather kai,
compared to the deeper and swifter waters of the braided mainstem of
the Waitaki River. Gray (2014) explains that the Upper Waitaki contains
important habitat for native and introduced fish but concludes that fish
populations are sensitive to the potential impacts of land use change.
Gray observes that galaxias and lowland long jawed galaxias which
occupy spring fed systems and wetland systems are at risk from drainage
and stock access to habitat. Six of the freshwater fish species recorded
from the Waitaki River catchment are threatened with extinction.
Bird communities in the catchment are an important and highly visible
component of biodiversity. Nine birds are classed as threatened, at risk,
or critical.
There were in excess of 30 different species taken from the Waitaki
catchment with eels taken from about 70% of them (Taiaroa, 1880).
When we focus on the ten that were most commonly taken, we find that
none of those species are now found across their historic range.
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Within the Waitaki Catchment the most intact archaeological sites are
found to be in the Lower Waitaki while the greatest number of destroyed
sites are located in the Mid Waitaki which is where much of the major
hydro power development has taken place. In the 1960s –1970s sixty
kilometres of artificial lakes (Benmore, Aviemore, Waitaki) destroyed or
flooded many sites. In comparison in the Lower Waitaki (from the
Waitaki Dam to Waitaki mouth) there has been little hydro development.
Slightly less than half the catchment remains in natural cover (MFE,
2006).
To protect the association of Ngai
Tahu with cultural landscapes, sites
and resources throughout the
catchment

Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu and papatipu runanga are implementing a
number of programmes to record the location of taonga, document the
knowledge associated with the respective taonga, and to share
knowledge of taonga. The history of movement and settlement is
recorded in the names on the landscape. Such names take their source
from the earliest people, creation traditions, incidents, weather and
ancestors, or reflect specific characteristics of a location. Within the
memory of individual Kai Tahu there would be a map of important places
and it would include the detailed names of camping places, ancient
settlements, different foods that could be obtained - all held in memory
like whakapapa, where the sequence and significance of every name had
its own place.
It is vital for Ngai Tahu that programmes are being implemented thus
ensuring that whanau know the location of sites of cultural significance,
including the sites used historically.

To protect cultural landscapes
throughout the catchment

Protecting sites within a wider catchment system is a complicated and
challenging task. In order to successfully protect the many wahi taonga
found in the catchment that are dependent on restored ecosystem
components (e.g. restored stream corridors, riparian buffers, wetlands,
revegetated areas, and other natural spaces), management plans are
needed. For management plans to be acceptable, they must address
conservation of taonga itself, and aim to improve the health of the
ecosystem within which it is situated. The target is for Ngai Tahu to be
actively engaged in processes to identify significant cultural landscapes
across the catchment, to develop management plans. Management Plans
have been prepared for a number of sites of significance to whanau; most
notably some rock art sites. In order for the score to improve, all sites
and resources of concern to Ngai Tahu would be subject to a
management plan. There remain a number of landscapes still at risk e.g.
from the spread of wilding pines. From the perspective of Ngai Tahu
braided rivers represent significant cultural landscapes. The Ahuriri and
Lower Waitaki remain remnants of the Waitaki system yet both are
arguably at risk. Ngai Tahu believes that it is imperative that the
regional council set limits for nutrients for individual sub-catchments
that
x protect ecosystem health,
x can be easily translated into a farm limit; and
x that can be audited at both the farm and catchment scales.
The adverse effects of land use change and intensification continue to
threaten cultural landscapes. At this stage Environment Canterbury is yet
to confirm nutrient limits for the Waitaki. Nevertheless data is available
showing sites in the catchment where N and P levels are already a cause
for concern (Gray, 2014). Further, with respect to the performance of
existing landholdings, no areas within the valley have full compliance
(Ecan, 2012).
Despite the Alps to Ocean cycleway, barriers preventing cultural use
remain an issue in the Waitaki. For people to value the catchment and
the many streams, creeks and rivers that flow into it, and to visit these
areas, they need access. Interaction reinforces the personal connection
with the catchment and builds support for restoration efforts.
Programmes, such as the Alps to Ocean cycle track, continue to increase
and improve access through the catchment. For example there are only
limited access routes to the Lower Waitaki for those without access to a
boat who wish to gather from the riparian areas.

To increase cultural use of the
catchment through enhanced access
to the river system

The target in the long term is to have all of the waterways in the
catchment accessible to Ngai Tahu who are able to use them for a range
of cultural purposes.
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Whanau have multiple and diverse aspirations with respect to the future,
use, development and protection of the Waitaki catchment. One of their
aspirations is to use reserves and easements within the catchment.
At this stage we have not assessed the full range of barriers to Ngai Tahu
realising their aspirations. However, using data collected from a
questionnaire that was completed by whanau members we know there
are a range of issues / barriers. To improve the score, many of the
barrier identified by whanau need to be removed to the satisfaction of
whanau.
To promote economic development
opportunities for Ngai Tahu whanui

In the following paragraphs we expand on the issues described above. We focus on three of the goals listed in our report card – the modification of waterways, the
state of mahinga kai and the ability to use nohoanga that were negotiated as cultural redress in the Ngai Tahu Claim settlement.

4.1.2 The waterways of the Waitaki
The waters of the Waitaki are modified but the level of modification and regulation varies across the catchment. Without doubt damming has been one of the
principal contributors to the transformation of the waterways in the catchment. Some of the transformations in this part of the catchment include the following:
x
x
x
x

Lakes Pukaki, Ohau and Tekapo have been modified. The outlets of Tekapo and Pukaki have been dammed and the lakes artificially raised.
A weir is found at the outlet of Lake Ohau, although the lake is still managed within its historic range.
Reaches of the Tekapo, Pukaki and Lower Ohau river are dewatered.
Four artificial lakes have been created – Ruataniwha, Benmore, Aviemore and Waitaki.

As a result of damming and raising the lake levels, the three natural watercourses flowing from these lakes have been modified e.g. the Tekapo River, Pukaki River,
and the Lower Ohau River have reaches that are dewatered. A flow in the Upper Ohau River between Lake Ohau and Lake Ruataniwha was restored in the early
1990s as an outcome of the Waitaki Agreement 5, however the Lower Ohau River below Ruataniwha Dam remains dewatered.
Figure 6 shows the contribution that streams in the different areas found within the
catchment make to flows in the lakes and Waitaki River mainstem. This figure also
helps us understand how storage has changed both the size of flows and their seasonality.

Figure 10: Waitaki Catchment mean flows by zone from 1980 to 2003
(Leong 2005, MFE 2006)

Of interest, Figure 10 shows that flows into the three headwater lakes of Tekapo,
Pukaki and Ohau, which are unregulated, in summer contribute 122.3 cumecs, 216
cumecs and 113 cumecs respectively. Historically these high flows would have
passed downriver. Freshes and floods would have been experienced in the lower
reaches of the catchment. Now that the system is managed for electricity, demand
for electricity is lower in the summer months so part of this water is stored for use
in winter.
The lowest inflows to the lakes occur in winter with flows of 55.1 cumecs, 64
cumecs and 53 cumecs. Historically this would have meant lower flows in the
downstream river. In contrast, today the demand for electricity is greater in the
winter months and therefore higher flows occur as water must be passed through
the power stations and downriver to generate electricity to meet the winter demand.
For over 20 years there have been plans to take water from Lake Tekapo over
Burkes Pass to supply the demand for irrigation in South Canterbury.
Such
proposals are not supported by Ngai Tahu.
Damming means that sediment no longer flows through the catchment. Hicks
(2006) confirms a major reduction of sediment supply from the Upper Waitaki as
sediment is trapped in Lakes Ohau, Pukaki and Tekapo. This is one of the likely
contributors to the entrenchment of the lower river. Hicks describes how the bed of
the Waitaki has been incising for thousands of years.
Hicks (2006) and Ryder (2013) describe the impact of flows on the movement of
sediment, vegetation encroachment of the river channel and the braiding pattern of
the Lower Waitaki.
The braiding pattern of the Lower Waitaki (which is shown in Figure 11) has been
impacted by the Waitaki Dam which has stopped the supply of bed material sourced
from areas upstream of the dam; and dampened the flood flows.
5

The Waitaki Agreement formed part of the consents granted to Electricity Corporation of New Zealand for the operation of the Waitaki Power Scheme.
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Maintaining a braided riverscape is important to Ngai Tahu whanui. Hall (1984) and Ministry of Works and Development (1982) explain the reduced sediment load
and the reduced flows should lead to a reduced number of braids in the Lower Waitaki River.

Figure 11: The changes to the braiding pattern between 1936 and 2001 (Hicks, 2006)

Ryder (2013) explains that hydrologists giving evidence at Lower Waitaki hearings contend that floods of 900 cumecs will provide energy sufficient to move bed
material in the Lower Waitaki mainstem and assist with maintaining the braiding pattern. Floods of 900 cumecs are called “channel maintenance flows”. Smaller
flows of 450 cumecs are called “flushing flows” and are considered to be sufficient to clear the channels of fine sediment and periphyton growth. Annual flushing
flows are required pursuant to the provisions of the Waitaki Allocation Plan. Vegetation changes, especially infestations of willows, impact channel shape and width
of the river channel (Hicks, 2006). Willows are a dominant feature in the riparian areas of the Lower and Mid Waitaki. European settlers introduced crack willow
to the Waitaki. The landscape without willows is shown in Figures 12 and 13.

Figure 12 (left): The Mid Waitaki River showing the absence of willows (Source: Alexandra Turnbull Library)
Figure 13 (right): Looking over the Mackenzie Basin towards Lakes Tekapo – again a noticeable lack of willows (photos: Alexandra Turnbull Library).

With regulation of the lower Waitaki River flows, willows have established on the river margins and on the islands. Willow growth can impact the width of the
channel.
While environmental flows, which are set out in the Waitaki Allocation Plan, are important to Ngai Tahu, of equal importance are the allocation limits. As illustrated
by Table 9 a number of streams in the Waitaki are considered over-allocated and, from the perspective of whanau, are under stress.
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Table 9: Indicative measure of potential pressure – allocation of surface takes as a proportion of MALF (taken from Ecan 2014)

Waitaki

Ahuriri

Tekapo

River

Mean flow (m3/s)

Minimum flow

Naturalised
7day MALF

Current used allocation
as % of 7day MALF

Minimum flow % of 7D
MALF

Sawdon Stream

-

-

0.100

193

-

Edwards Stream

0.573

-

0.184

46

-

Irishmans

1.408

0.300

0.493

14

60

Maryburn

0.715

0.300

0.444

40

67

Tekapo

8.750

3.400

6.171

1

55

Twizel

4.231

0.800

0.412

47

194

Ahuriri

-

27.912

11.283

7

-

Sutherlands

0.079

-

0.014

250

-

Omarama Stream

1.680

0.250

0.612

95

41

Henburn

0.619

0.020

0.227

24

9

Quailburn

0.722

-

0.305

57

-

Waitaki

382

150

0.196

-

26

Hakataramea

5.83

0.92

-

99

Maerewhenua

2.92

0.64

-

198

0.64

Whanau note that although Ecan is setting limits in the catchment with respect to water quality, review of the Waitaki Allocation Plan is needed as this will afford
the opportunity to review environmental flows and allocation limits.

4.1.3 Mahinga Kai in the Waitaki Valley
Mahinga kai lies at the heart of Ngai Tahu culture. There were in excess of 30 different species taken from the Waitaki catchment, with the most commonly
harvested species shown in Table 10. Eels were taken from 69% of sites in the catchment.
Species

Percentages of sites

Eels

69%

Weka

53%

Turnip / potato

20%

Aruhe (bracken fern)

17%

Koareare (raupo)

8.6%

Birds

8.6%

Kakapo

7.9%

Kauru (from Cabbage
Trees)

69%

The maps at right illustrate the impact of
damming on the eel fishery. The left map shows
the historic distribution of sites from which eels
were taken by Ngai Tahu. Ngai Tahu does not
accept the current prediction of eel habitat in the
catchment using FENZ (Freshwater Ecosystems of
New Zealand). Using FENZ all waterways that
appear brown (which corresponds with all
waterways upstream of Waitaki) represents no
habitat for eels. Ngai Tahu does not accept that
there is no habitat for long fin eels upstream of
Waitaki Dam.
As noted earlier, restoration of the eel fishery is
underway with relocation of elvers from a trap at
the Waitaki Dam to the upper catchment,
principally Lake Benmore and the Ahuriri
catchment.

Figure 14: Sites in the Waitaki from which eels were
taken historically (adapted from a written manuscript
listing sites where eels were harvested).

Figure 15: Predictive Habitat for Long Fin Eels
(using FENZ) with the eel recordings from the New
Zealand Freshwater database. The map was
supplied by Iain Gover (TRONT)

EELS
Historically for many whanau, eels were a staple and consumed all year round. Eel stocks have declined in recent years, an impact that Ngai Tahu contend has
resulted from a combination of habitat loss, poor recruitment compounded by fish passage issues, and overharvesting by commercial interests 6. Large scale
exporting of eel started in the early 1960s and peaked in the 1970s. Management constraints were introduced in the 1980s to reduce the pressure on eel stocks 7.
6

See Waitaki South Canterbury Eel Management Plan.
NIWA - dĞ<ƻǁĂŚĂ͘;Ŷ͘ĚͿ͘Tuna - Commercial Fisheries. Retrieved June 2013 from http://www.niwa.co.nz/te-k%C5%ABwaha/tuna-information-resource/pressures-on-new-zealandpopulations/commercial-tuna-fisheries
7
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Today eels are both a mahinga kai and a commercial catch species managed by the Quota Management system (QMS). Eels were introduced into the QMS in the
South Island in 2000. The QMS also introduced size constraints and total allowable commercial catch (TACC) for a specific fishery management zone and species.
Under the QMS Maori received 20% of the total allowable commercial catch of eels and were able to continue to catch eels for customary non commercial use.

Total Allowable Catch (TAC) 8
Within the Waitaki Catchment / South Canterbury (known as ANG 14) the total allowable catch (TAC) for freshwater eels is 45,000kgs. This consists of:
x

Commercial = 35,100kgs

x

Customary = 9,000kgs

x

Recreation = < 1000kgs

How the Waitaki TAC compares other regions is shown in Table 11.
Table 11- TACs, and customary non-commercial and recreational allowances (t) for South Island eel stocks. Note that an allowance for other sources of fishingrelated mortality has not been set (measured as tonnes).
ANG 11

ANG 12

ANG 13

ANG 14

ANG 15

ANG 16

Nelson /
Marlborough

North Canterbury

Te Waihora

South Canterbury

Otago/Southland

West Coast

TAC

51

55

156

45

151

80

Customary NonCommercial Allowance

10

11

31

9

30

16

Recreational Allowance

1

1

3

<1

3

2

Commercial - Since 2008 the TACC has never been reached with it peaking at 26,742kgs (reported catch) in 2012. The trends (2002 – 2008) have been
steady at 20,000kgs or below. A dramatic catch drop occurred in 2009 where the reported catch was only 4,333 kgs. Since then there has been an
exponential reported catch increase with the reported catch hitting a high in 2012. From 2011 to 2012 the reported catch more than doubled going from
12,406 kg to 26,742kg. Despite this increase, the reported catch still falls under the TACC of 35,100 kgs.
Customary - The size of the customary take is unknown. Ngai Tahu has, however, not been able to fill its customary quota “As the eels are just not there”
Recreation - The amount of recreation take is unknown.

Catch per unit effort analyses
Catch per unit effort (CPUE) is an indirect method of assessing the state of a fishery. The method involves assessing how much effort is required to catch a specific
species. A decreasing CPUE could indicate the fish stocks are under pressure or being overexploited while an unchanging CPUE can indicate a sustainable fishery.
Trends over time
The data used in the trend analysis of CPUE 9 is over a 15 year time period.
Shortfin eel - When looking at CPUE data collected on the Waitaki Catchment for shortfin eel x

From 1991 to 1995 there was a decrease in CPUE.

x

In 1996 the CPUE started to increase and has remained stable to 2000 10.

x

The most recent CPUE data from 2004 shows CPUE has remained stable.

Longfin eel - When looking at CPUE data collected on the Waitaki Catchment for longfin eel x

There was initially a large drop from 1992 to 1993.

x

It recovered slightly in 1994.

x

From 1994 to 2000 the CPUE was stable.

x

By 2000 there was a slight decrease in CPUE and it continued to decrease in 200411

Elvers
Glass eels returning to New Zealand from their spawning grounds within the South Pacific develop darker pigment as they move into freshwater. As they
move upstream they feed and live amongst the gravels. The movement of elvers in the Waitaki is blocked by dams, culverts and other obstacles. Meridian
Energy Ltd has fully funded an elver trap and transfer programme to relocate elvers from below Waitaki Dam to the upper Waitaki. Elvers are released into
the Ahuriri Arm of Lake Benmore.

8

Ministry of Primary Industries. (n.d). Freshwater Eels – Stock Assessment. Retrieved June 2013 from http://fs.fish.govt.nz/Doc/21722/25_EEL_09.pdf.ashx
Ministry of Primary Industries. (n.d). Freshwater Eels – Stock Assessment. Retrieved June 2013 from http://fs.fish.govt.nz/Doc/21722/25_EEL_09.pdf.ashx
10
Data for 2001, 2002, 2003, 2005, 2006 is unavailable
11
Data for 2001, 2002, 2003, 2005, 2006 is unavailable.
9
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Figure 16: the fish pass at Waitaki
Dam to enable the capture of elvers
(baby eels): they enter the pipe
marked by the dashed red line and
travel up the pipe to be dropped in
the holding tank shown below
(photo supplied by Dr Erica
Williams).

Figure 17: the holding tank at the
end of the pipe. Elvers are captured
in the tank and transported to
habitats above the dams (photo
supplied by Dr Erica Williams).

We can compare recruitment of elver at the various hydro facilities across New Zealand. Table 12 confirms short fin elver recruitment at Waitaki dam is the lowest
by far. This Table together with Table 13 for long fins highlights the potential elver recruitment issues within the Waitaki Catchment for shortfin and longfin
respectively.

Table 12 - Estimated numbers (1000s) of shortfin elvers trapped at elver recruitment monitoring sites by season (December-April) 1995-96 to 2010-11. Figures in italics
are incomplete records. 12

12

Jellyman, D. (2012). The status of longfin eels in New Zealand - an overview of stocks and harvest
Prepared for Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment. NIWA Report. Retrieved June 2013 from http://www.pce.parliament.nz/assets/Uploads/Jellyman-report-final2.pdf
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Table 13 – Estimated numbers (1000s) of longfin elvers trapped at elver recruitment monitoring sites by season (December-April) 1995-96 to 2010-11. Figures in
italics are incomplete records. 13

Figure 18: Eels (tuna) are a
taonga species (Photo by T.
Aleki)

The data presented in this section confirms that the goal of having eel populations abundant and distributed over their historic range is a challenge for Ngai Tahu.
A range of innovative strategies needs to be employed.

WEKA
Weka were taken from about 53% of sites in the Waitaki. Sadly, weka were last seen in
the Godley Valley in 1916. A priority for whanau is reintroduction of weka to the upper
Waitaki 14. A programme to reintroduce weka to Otago has been underway for the last
decade. Lessons learned from this experience can inform whanau efforts in the Waitaki.

Figure 19: A buff weka (the species that is being
reintroduced to Otago)

Whanau are watching with interest the initiative underway in Otago. Initially released on
an island in Lake Wanaka, populations of weka have been relocated to other sites in the
Clutha – Mata-Au catchment.
Whanau have aspirations to see weka returned to the upper Waitaki.
The historic distribution of sites from which weka were gathered is shown in Figure 20
Historic manuscripts were used to identify the sites.

13

Jellyman, D. (2012). The status of longfin eels in New Zealand - an overview of stocks and harvest
Prepared for Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment. NIWA Report. Retrieved June 2013 from http://www.pce.parliament.nz/assets/Uploads/Jellyman-report-final2.pdf
14
Expressed during hikoi in Upper Waitaki (January, 2009)
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Figure 20: The Historic Distribution of Weka Hunting Sites in the Waitaki (this map was prepared using the manuscript of sites where weka
were gathered (Taiaroa 1880 papers))

RAUPO
Raupo continues to be gathered from sites in the Waitaki that are accessible to whanau.
Access to Raupo, however, remains difficult with the
resource either being on private property, in areas
protected within Department of Conservation lands,
covenanted (e.g. Raupo Lagoon), or inaccessible unless the
gatherer has access to a boat (e.g. the stands around the
shores of Lake Aviemore) 15.

Figure 21: The Raupo Resource around Omarama (photo by David
Wall Photography)

The fact that many landowners control raupo has
contributed to a decline in raupo distribution. A number of
landowners have not seen raupo as a resource but instead
have stated a preference for open water.

D. OTHER SPECIES
The status of other resources gathered historically are summarised in Table 14.
Table 14: The current status of kai species taken from the Waitaki

15

Species
Aruhe (bracken fern)

x

Turnip / potato

x

Birds

x

Kakapo

x
x

Kauru (from Ti Kouka or
Cabbage Trees)

x
x

Contemporary status
No longer gathered from the Waitaki. It is no longer
used as a food.
No longer are collective whanau cultivations found
in the Waitaki
Duck shooting is permitted. However, the
traditional practice of taking flappers (young ducks)
is not permitted.
Kakapo are extinct from the catchment.
The species is protected and subject to a recovery
programme.
No longer extracted and used as a sweetener.
Knowledge of the practice of extracting kauru is
being lost.

Pers com MT, 2013).
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4.1.4 The Cultural Helath Index (CHI)
Although the goal is to have abundant populations, whanau need to want to use sites. We have assessed a number of sites in the Waitaki Valley using the Cultural
Health Index for streams (Tipa and Teirney, 2003, 2006). The goal is for all sites where whanau choose to gather, to be accessible and in a condition that sustains
cultural use. The CHI when applied to a specific site will result in a score such as A-1/2.9/4.1. It is necessary to understand what each part of the score represents.

Site Status

Mahinga kai
measure
2.9

A–1

Stream health
measure
4.1

For example:
x A-1/2.9/4.1 describes a site of traditional significance that Maori will return to, the mahinga kai values are only average, but the overall health of the
stream is very good.
The first component – site status - assesses the significance of the site to Maori and asks them to distinguish between traditional and contemporary sites. The first
question requires a site to be classified:
A
B

means the site is a traditional site of significance to Maori; or
means that the site is not traditional and has been included to enable other aspects to be considered e.g. it could be a site that is monitored by the
council).

The second question asks whether Maori would return to the site in the future, believing that it is able to sustain the cultural uses that it has had in the past. If the
runanga would return, the site is awarded a 1 and if not, a 0. When the answers to the two questions are collated there are four possible combinations:

A-1
This is a traditional site, that
Maori would return to and use
as they did in the past.

A-0
This is a traditional site that
Maori would not return to.
It would not be used in the
future.

B-1
This is a site that is not of
traditional significance to
Maori. However they would
go to the site in the future.

B-0
This is a site that is not of
traditional significance to
Maori. Further they
would not go to the site.

The second component of the Cultural Health Index – cultural use - requires an assessment of the mahinga kai values of a site. Inclusion of this component in the
Index recognises that in addition to the many intangible qualities associated with the presence of a waterway, mauri is tangibly represented by some of the physical
characteristics of a freshwater resource, including: indigenous flora and fauna; water clarity, water quantity, and the mahinga kai it yields (Ministry for
Environment, 1997).
There are four parts to the “mahinga kai measure” of the Cultural Health Index.
The four mahinga kai elements are then averaged to produce a single score out
1. The first part (a) requires the identification of mahinga kai species of 5 – for example:
present at the site. A list of plant, bird and fish species is prepared.
Mahinga kai measure
2. The second factor (b) requires a comparison between the species present
The four scores could be:
today and the traditional mahinga kai sourced from the site.
a. species present
3. Mahinga kai implies that Maori have physical and legal access to the
b. traditional species compared to present
resources that they want to gather. The third component of the mahinga
c. access
kai measure (c ) therefore requires a score of 1 -5 to be assigned to each
d. return in the future
site based on the ability to access the site, where 1 equals no access and 5
equals unimpeded legal and physical access.
4. The fourth element in the mahinga kai measure (d) requires Maori to
assess whether they would return the site in the future and use it: No scores 1: Yes - scores 5.
The third and final component of the Cultural Health Index is the stream health measure. Eight indicators that can be defined objectively and most appropriately
reflect whanau evaluations of overall stream health are included in the Stream Health Measure 16. The stream health measure is derived by averaging the 1-5 scores
awarded to the eight factors to give a final stream health measure from 1-5. To date 50 assessments have been undertaken in the Waitaki. In Table 15 we have
summarised the results for the assessment to date.

Table 15: CHI Assessments (Source Tipa, 2009, 2013)

Upper Waitaki

Ahuriri

Lower Waitaki

State sustains cultural use

Scoring 1 Very poor
33

% of sites receiving a score of 1 - 5
Scoring 2
Scoring 3
Scoring 4
Below average
Average
Above average

State sustains mahinga kai

27

67

6

State of stream health

<1

67

33

State sustains cultural values

100

State sustains mahinga kai

33

State of stream health

100

State sustains cultural values

54

State sustains mahinga kai

<1

State of stream health

Scoring 5
Excellent
67

67

46
25

33

25

38

50

12

<1

16 A description of the statistical analyses undertaken to determine the significant indicators is sourced from Tipa G. Teirney, L. (2006) Using the Cultural Health Index: How
the assess the Health of Streams and Waterways Ministry for Environment Reference ME711
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To understand the gathering behaviour of whanau, a questionnaire was used to determine the level of use of the rivers and streams across the North Otago /
Waitaki region. The questionnaire was completed by 141 individuals who affiliate to at least one of the kaitiaki runanga.
Sixty percent of respondents were female, while 53.3% of respondents were aged 45 years or older. The focus was contemporary use of lakes and streams of the
Waitaki, in particular mahinga kai activities:
x
x
x
x
x
x

59% continue to eat foods gathered from streams, rivers, wetlands, lakes and the coast of North Otago / South Canterbury
54% use the Waitaki catchment.
39.7% grow their own vegetables and fruit 17.
34% only grow their own vegetables and not fruit.
21% go hunting
19.7% gather birds

54% of respondents continue to engage in mahinga kai related activities 18. However the data from the questionnaire confirms that the mahinga kai behaviours have
changed.
x Kai gathered is no longer the main source of food for 81.3% of the whanau who responded, compared to it being a staple a generation ago.
x Only 38.6% of respondents are able to gather kai from the areas they have gathered from in the past.
x Only 42.3% know the sites that their whanau traditionally gathered from and have therefore established new patterns of gathering.
x As few as 13% try to gather from lands awarded as reserves or easements 19.
Only 36.9% of respondents believe that the kai gathered is safe to eat. In response to another question 50% of all informants believe that sites need to be restored
before it is safe to gather kai.
The practice of mahinga kai represents generations of learning and teachings about
places, the resources they yield, and the methods of gathering and processing
resources. Internationally there are ongoing discussions about the loss or erosion of
traditional knowledge as indigenous communities become more integrated into
regional or national economies (Berkes 1994). It is recognised, however, that it is
important to differentiate, between situations where matauranga held by hapu and
whanau is adapted to new environments and economic conditions, and where
matauranga is being lost due to a disruption of its transmission. To understand
ecological knowledge one must participate in the processes of hunting, fishing,
gathering and processing of kai. In this way, directly or indirectly, the whanau is the
main perpetuator of the Ngai Tahu way of life and stories. This is reinforced by the
respondents as 87% had been taught about kai gathering and preparation by whanau.
Any initiatives to restore mahinga kai need to target and meet the needs of whanau.
Because whanau with a history of use and those who continue to use waterways and
resources are those that retain and continue to generate the matauranga, it also
explains how unhealthy aquatic habitats impact the acquisition of knowledge and
ultimately a mahinga kai based culture.

4.1.5 Access to the waters of the catchment.
One of the means by which access to the waters of the Waitaki could be improved is
through the use of nohoanga.  ¢ǲ
opportunity to experience the landscape as their tupuna did, and to rekindle the
traditional practices of gathering food and other natural resources, so long an essential
¢  20”. In the past the term ‘nohoanga’ (literally ‘a place to sit’),
referred to the seasonal occupation sites which were an integral part of the historic
mobile lifestyle, as whanau moved around Te Waipounamu in pursuit of various food
and other natural resources. This traditional concept was given contemporary effect in
the ͳͻͻͺ¢ʹ 
adjacent to lakes and rivers, to facilitate customary fishing and the gathering of other
natural resources.
Figure 21 illustrates the location of nohoanga in the Waitaki catchment.
Figure 21: Nohoanga in the Waitaki Catchment (map supplied by Iain
Gover - TRONT)

The NTCSA 1998 provided that nohoanga are entitlements to occupy temporarily and exclusively an area of lakeshore or riverbank for the purposes of lawful
fishing and the gathering of other natural resources. They may be used for up to 210 days a year between mid-August and the end of April. Approximately one
hectare in size, they are set back from marginal strips and will are sited so as not to interfere with existing public access or use. However, in order for nohoanga to
be used, whanau need to perceive the sites as being fit for use. In Table 13 we provide the results of ECan monitoring of streams that potentially impact one
nohoanga in the catchment – the Haldon Arm nohoanga.
Haldon Arm of Lake Benmore nohoanga – the streams feeding into that arm of Lake Benmore
A nohoanga in the Haldon Arm of Benmore is at risk from the impact of water quality degradation, which whanau attribute to land use intensification in upstream
lands. Cultural assessments have been completed for each of the streams assessed by Ecan which enables us to compare the results with those from the ecological
assessment. Protection of the waters of Lake Benmore is a priority, along with the need to ensure that nohoanga are fit for use.
Table 16 confirms that the health of the streams flowing into the Haldon Arm has the potentially to adversely impact the Haldon Arm nohoanga.

17 This is interesting to note given that cultivations were once prevalent in the Waitaki. Collective “gardens” have been replaced by individual ones. Now the gardens are located at the homes
of interviewees.
18 Some referred to it as “kai gathering”, others said “eeling”, some simply stated “kai”. “Fishing” was a term that was used as well.
19 After European settlers arrived Ngai Tahu were awarded reserves in the Waitaki, as well as fishing easements.
20

Ngai Tahu Settlement Act 1998.
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Table 16: the State of streams flowing into Haldon Arm of Lake Benmore in the vicinity of
Haldon Arm nohoanga 21 (at left) using ecological parameters monitored by Environment
Canterbury (Ecan, 2014)
Maryburn
(lower)

Twizel SH8

Fraser

Forks

Grays
(lower)

Irishman
SH8

Tekapo
(Steel
Bridge)

DIN

DRP

Nuisance
periphyton
growth
Visual
aesthetics
Suitability for
contact
recreation
Benthic
biodiversity
Trout habitat

Rare fish

Nitrate
toxicity 99%
Nitrate
toxicity 95%
Nitrate
toxicity 90%

When viewing the landscapes of the Waitaki, beauty mixes with the artificial. For many visitors to the Waitaki, they may only see the beauty. Ngai Tahu, who have
a history in the catchment dating back hundreds of years, know what the artificial landscapes have destroyed or modified.

Figure 22: Whale Stream – A natural watercourse flowing into Lake Pukaki
which has been raised 2 times and has an operating range of 19 metres (photo
by David Wall Photography).
21

Figure 23: The beauty of Ben Ohau (the maunga) with the artificial Ohau Canal
in the foreground (photo by David Wall Photography)

The map of the nohoanga in the Haldon Arm was supplied by Iain Gover TRONT.
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4.1.6 The scores for each of the indicators.
Each goal (Table 1) was broken down to a number of objectives and indicators 22. The rating for each indicator for the Waitaki system is shown below.
To protect Aoraki and nga roimata o Aoraki

1. Satisfaction of whanau with the level of type of protection for the maunga and source waters from the
maunga
2. % change of land cover on Aoraki

To recognise the rights of Manawhenua

3. Yes / No and number of joint management agreements signed.
4. Yes / No and number of co-governance arrangements in place.
5. Yes / No and number of Mataitai, Taiapure, or Rahui in place consistent with whanau aspirations
6. Yes / No and number of Maori warranted officers; enforcement officers, Maori HFO, Tangata Wai
7. Yes / No and trend in number of whanau and hapu engaged in monitoring activities

To protect the waters of the Waitaki

8. Flow patterns – level of alterations, level of extraction (groundwater, surface water),
9. Iwi specific flow preferences identified and provided for in catchment flow regimes.
10.Flow enables transport of sediment and maintains braiding (narrative provided)
11.Water quality parameters – Colour, periphyton, presence of algal blooms, didymo, e-coli, CHI, TSS, TLI
12.Yes / No and trend in the number of reported pollution incidents specific to water
13.Compliance with drinking water standards (as set by the Ministry of Health)

To protect the ecological integrity of aquatic
habitats

14.% of catchment accessible (with fish passage for migratory native species)
15.Yes / No and number of waterbodies managed as native fish reserves and / or without introduced fish
species
16.% of historic wetlands compared to current
17.Area of wetlands (ha) restored as habitat
18.Satisfaction of tangata whenua that range of healthy habitats present for taonga species

There is improved mahinga kai within the
23
zone

19.Fish diversity (narrative only)
20.Bird diversity (narrative only)
21.Mahinga kai species traditionally gathered are still found across historic range
22.Number of taonga species traditionally gathered now in gradual decline, threatened or endangered – bird,
fish, plant
23.Yes / No and trend in the number of species restoration programmes underway to enhance the populations
of taonga species
24.MCI (as an indicator of food for taonga species)
25.CHI (% of monitoring sites assessed still sustaining cultural use)
26.
27.Whanau satisfaction with condition of mahinga kai and they continue to gather from the Waitaki

To protect the association of Ngai Tahu with
cultural landscapes, sites and resources
throughout the catchment

28.Whanau satisfaction with landowner commitment to protect identified wahi taonga on private land

29.Yes / No programmes in place to teach Ngai Tahu whanui
a. traditional placenames
b. wahi taonga / wahi tapu
30.Yes / No and number of successful applications to the NZGB to change placenames to their traditional
name
31.Ratio of recorded V number of archaeological sites lost.
32.Yes / No and number of accidental discoveries of sites advised to hapu.

ND

ND

33.Non- compliance by farmers including dairy farmers with their consent conditions
34.N/P loads consistent with catchment limits
To protect cultural landscapes throughout the
catchment

35.% of land in natural cover
36.Yes / No and trend in number of management plans in place for significant cultural landscapes

To increase cultural use of the catchment
through enhanced access to the river system

37. Yes / No and trend in the number of negotiated access agreements over private land to enable iwi / community access
38. Kilometres of river/waterway length accessible via footpaths/tracks

ND

39. Yes/No having to purchase kai species/ get supply from other runanga / or get supply from NTHC for marae activities
To
promote
economic
development
opportunities for Ngai Tahu whanui

40. Yes / No and trend in number of barriers to cultural aspirations with respect to the river

22

The explanation that explains how the score was determined is set out in Tipa, G. Nelson, K. Williams, E. (2014) Oranga Takiwa: A Cultural Health Assessment for the Waitaki Catchment
An unpublished report available from Tipa and Associates Ltd. PO Box 23 Outram, Otago, New Zealand, 9019.
23
This is the wording in the Zone Implementation Plan.
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The Cultural Health of the
Upper Waitaki Catchment

Ngai Tahu identified seven lakes as the headwaters of the Waitaki (Beattie, 1945). Today it is more commonly recognized that the three natural lakes discharge
their waters into the Waitaki are Takapo, 8,680 ha; Pukaki, 9,890 ha; Ohou, 5,385 ha. The three large lakes, Lake Tekapo, Lake Pukaki and Lake Ohau, lie within a
large inter-montane basin. In other words they were impounded behind the terminal moraine. Each of the lakes was formed in the depression left by the
retreating ice. The lake sediments at the bottom of the lakes are thought to be several hundred feet thick containing silts and clays. Landscapes around the lakes
are expansive, with a contrasting backdrop of rugged mountain. The deep waters of Tekapo and Pukaki are laden with suspended glacial rock flour.
The lakes are very important seasonal feeding areas for waterfowl, especially when shallow wetlands in the Mackenzie Basin have frozen during winter, and when
low lake levels in early spring coincide with pre-nesting feeding needs. Shallow bays and headwater river deltas are the areas used most heavily by waterfowl.
Land surrounding the lakes is dominated by dry short tussock grassland, most of which today is in a degraded state (Norton, 2012). Historically the three main
tributaries flowing from these three lakes spread out and meandered over the plains of the Upper Waitaki. The four rivers - Tekapo, Pukaki, Ohau and Ahuriri joined to form the Waitaki River. But a number of smaller streams also contribute flow to the mainstem. Many small creeks came tumbling in adding water as the
mainstem of Waitaki gained in its majesty as it moved downstream.
Some of the other streams in the upper Waitaki catchment (i.e. the smaller streams connected with lakes, lagoons, tarns) represent valued sources of biological
diversity. Streams include (for example) Irishmans creek, the Maryburn, Frasers Stream, Fork Stream, Grays Stream, Murchison and Temple Stream.

Figure 24: Tekapo Catchment taken around
Richmond Station (Alexandra Turnbull Library).

Figure 25: Pukaki River showing the Pukaki River in the
foreground which was the natural outlet of Lake Pukaki
now dammed (Alexandra Turnbull Library).

Figure 26: Hopkins River flowing into the head of
Lake Ohau (Alexandra Turnbull Library).
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The overall rating of cultural health for the Upper
Waitaki

What do the scores mean?
Very few or no
indicators meet
desired levels that
would lead to the
goal of whanau
being realised.
Quality of
ecosystem tends
to be very poor,
creating very poor
conditions for
taonga, leading to
a cultural impact.

Some or few
indicators meet
desired levels
that would lead
to the goal of
whanau being
realised. Quality
of ecosystem
tends to be poor
creating poor
conditions for
taonga, leading to
a cultural impact.

D

F

The goals of Ngai Tahu
To recognise
Manawhenua

the

rights

There are a mix
of good and
poor scores for
indicators.
Quality of
ecosystem
tends to be
good, sustaining
taonga, without
creating a
cultural benefit.

Most of the
indicators meet
desired levels
that are likely to
lead to the goal
of whanau
being realised.
Quality of
ecosystem
tends to be very
good, sustaining
taonga, and
leading to a
cultural benefit.

All of the
indicators meet
desired levels
that are likely to
lead to the goal
of whanau
being realised.
Quality of
ecosystem
tends to be
excellent,
sustaining
taonga, and
leading to a
significant
cultural benefit.

C

B

A

The ratings

The reason for the score

D

Ngai Tahu engage in numerous collaborative processes. However, they are not a party to any cogovernance or co-management initiatives in the Upper Waitaki. When undertaking monitoring of
sites, whanau have completed 24 assessments of sites in the Upper Waitaki.

F

Lakes Tekapo and Pukaki have been dammed and the lake levels fluctuate over a range of 10 and
14 metres respectively. The rivers below the Tekapo, Pukaki and Ruataniwha dams are
dewatered. Many small streams now pass under hydro canals. Whanau also believe that the
water quality of the upper catchment is at risk. Earthworks around the lakes and on land-use
intensification have the potential to impact water quality. The protection of remaining wetlands
and springs are a priority. More recently whanau have voiced their concern at the increase in the
scale of aquaculture operations in the hydro canals.

of

To protect the waters of the Waitaki

To protect the ecological integrity of
aquatic habitats

D

To ensure abundant mahinga kai
resources and cultural materials are
available for gathering, particularly
in the wetlands, side braids,
backwaters, tributaries and the
Waitaki River mainstem

C

To protect the association of Ngai
Tahu with cultural landscapes, sites
and resources throughout the
catchment

To increase cultural use of the
catchment through enhanced access
to the river system

To promote economic development
opportunities for Ngai Tahu whanui

In the upper catchment, two types of connections have been broken or impacted:
x Rivers do not flow uninterrupted ki uta ki tai. With eight power stations in the Waitaki, the
migration of native fish species is impacted which affects recruitment to the upper catchment.
x Wetlands are the vital connection between land and water. Today only 33% of the wetlands
that existed historically are found in the Waitaki. Whanau are concerned that remaining
wetlands and springs are at risk from land use change and intensification.
Whanau have aspirations to establish native fish reserves and at least one reserve in the Upper
Waitaki is under discussion.
Eels were the species that was most commonly taken from the Waitaki catchment. Being a
migratory species, the downstream migration of adult eels to enable spawning at sea is impacted
by dams and other instream barriers, as well as low flows. The recruitment of eels is also impacted
by the Waitaki Dam. Eighty-one percent of the catchment lies upstream of Waitaki Dam and
without trap and transfer programmes would represent lost habitats. The second most common
species taken from the catchment was weka. Today, weka are gone from the catchment.
The cultural landscapes of the Waitaki have been compromised, and many lost as a result of hydroelectricity development. Sites have been destroyed and damaged and those that have survived
exist in a landscape that has been modified in terms of the site’s functioning or setting. Pastoral
faming is well established in parts of the Waitaki. Vegetation cover has changed as landuses in the
valley have changed, and as exotic species have become established. Today, slightly less than half
the catchment remains in natural cover.

C

To protect cultural landscapes
throughout the catchment

D+

In order for the score for this goal to change, the loss of indigenous vegetation is to be halted and –
over time - a net gain in the total percentage of indigenous cover would be achieved. For whanau,
it is important to protect the few, relatively unspoiled cultural landscapes comprising native
vegetation there are still in existence today. If this cannot be done, then steps must be taken to
lessen the impact of modern development and exotic species (wilding pines, lupins) upon these
areas.

C

The landscape of the upper Waitaki has been irrevocably changed. Raised lake levels, hydro
canals, dewatered rivers, wilding pines, hieracium, over sown lands with grasses replacing tussock
lands all have impacted valued cultural landscapes.

D

The conceptual diagram on the previous page illustrates how the upper Waitaki supports multiple
uses, some of which are in competition. For Ngai Tahu private land ownership restricts access to
many sites along rivers and streams. Nohoanga that were established in the Ngai Tahu claim
settlement are vitally important to enable Ngai Tau to re-establish customary uses. However, use
patterns will only be re-constructed if Ngai Tahu whanui perceive the aquatic environments to be
fit for use.

D

The aspirations of whanau are still to be defined but the health of the waters, the populations of
taonga species, and uncertainty about the ability to access and utilise resources remain of concern
to whanau.
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In the paragraphs that follow we focus on three issues: the impact of hydro-electricity infrastructure on the waters of the upper Waitaki, the state of wetlands and
springs within the catchment, and the impact of change on mahinga kai.

4.2.1 The waters of the Upper Waitaki - the impact of hydro-electricity development
Mitigating the adverse effects of damming, which has been one of the principal contributors to the transformation of the waterways in the catchment, is another
Ngai Tahu priority. Some of the transformations in this part of the catchment include the following:
x
x

Lakes Pukaki, Ohau and Tekapo have been modified. The outlets of Tekapo and Pukaki have been dammed and the lakes artificially raised.
A weir is found at the outlet of Lake Ohau, although the lake is still managed within its historic range.

Graphs of lake levels are a mechanism that helps us understand how the system is managed by Meridian Energy Ltd. Lakes Tekapo and Pukaki are nationally
significant because they represent storage that enables flows to be captured and held over summer to be used to produce energy in winter. As the following
hydrograph confirms, Lake Pukaki has an operating range of approximately 14 metres, while Lake Tekapo has a range of 7 metres approximately (see Figures 27
and 28). In Figure 29 Tekapo B (located on the shores of Lake Pukaki) is shown during the construction phase before the level of Lake Pukaki was raised. Tekapo
B now discharges Lake Tekapo sourced water into Lake Pukaki.

Figure 27 Level for Lake
Tekapo (Leong 2005, MFE
2006)

Figure 28 Level for Lake
Pukaki (Leong 2005, MFE
2006)
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Figure 29: Tekapo B Power Station of the shores of Lake Pukaki before the lake level was raised (photo, Alexander Turnbull Library).

In contrast, the operating range of Lake Ohau is significantly different and it seldom drops below the consented minimum level. The lake regularly experiences
higher lake levels as the Upper Waitaki Catchment is largely unmodified and flows into the Lake Ohau are unregulated. As a result of damming and raising the lake
levels, the three natural watercourses flowing from these lakes have been modified e,g. the Tekapo River, Pukaki River, and the Lower Ohau River have reaches
that are dewatered. A flow in the Upper Ohau River between Lake Ohau and Lake Ruataniwha was restored in the early 1990s as an outcome of the Waitaki
Agreement, however the Lower Ohau River below Ruataniwha Dam remains dewatered.
Figure 30: The Pukaki Control Structure (photo GNS)

Figure 31: Construction of the Pukaki Control Structure (photo GNS)

Artificial canals (Tekapo Canal, Pukaki Canal, Ohau Canal, Ohau B/C canal) now convey water across the Mackenzie to five power stations in the Upper Waitaki.

Figure 32: Pukaki Canal is in the middle of the photo. Poaka ponds are
shown to the right of the canal. Lake Ohau – the natural waterbody is
in the distance (David Wall Photography).

Figure 333: Lake Ruataniwha in the foreground is an artificial lake created behind
Ruataniwha Dam. Ohau B/C canal, which feeds Ohau B and Ohau C power
stations
flows out to the left (David Wall Photography).

There are however a number
of other causes of changes to
the landscape including
wilding pines (Figure 34 left)
and pylons (Figure 35 right –
David Wall Photography).
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4.2.2 Aquatic habitats – the wetlands of the Upper Waitaki sub-catchment
Although addressing the impacts associated with hydro development in the Waitaki remains a priority for Ngai Tahu, retention of the wetlands and springs is an
equal priority. The wetlands of the Upper Waitaki, in particular the Mackenzie Basin includes several groups of tarns, stream wetlands and lakes (DOC, undated).
The wetlands are very important sites for three waterfowl species including Black Stilt, Great Crested Grebe and New Zealand Scaup. The wetlands of the
Mackenzie Basin also support a wide variety of other waterfowl. Those on shallow water bodies include South Island Pied Oystercatcher, Pied Stilt, Banded
Dotterel, Wrybill, Spur-winged Plover, Black-billed Gull and Black-fronted Tern. Swampland birds include Australasian Bittern, White-faced Heron and Marsh
Crake. Birds of open water include Black Shag, Little Shag, Black Swan, Canada Goose, Paradise Shelduck, Grey Teal, Mallard, Grey Duck, New Zealand Shoveler and
New Zealand Scaup.
Today only 33% of wetlands in the Waitaki catchment remain (Clarkson pers com, 2013), as shown in Figures 36 and 37. Retaining what remains is a priority.

Figure 36: The location of wetlands in the catchment historically

Figure 37: The current location of wetlands in the catchment

Figure 38: Lake Alexandrina (665ha) and Lake McGregor (80ha). Photographs
are from David Wall Photography

Figure 39: at right is Kelland Ponds and the Wairepo Arm. The road is the state
highway from Twizel to Omarama Photographs are from David Wall
Photography.

The high values of the Lakes Alexandrina and McGregor for wildlife and fishing are threatened by loss of water quality and disturbance from visitors. Sheep have
access to the lake margins, making heavy use of shaded areas. Manure enters the water directly from waterbirds. Wetlands are at risk from trampling and grazing
by stock. Additional nutrient inputs may enter the wetlands from groundwater originating outside the surface catchment. Large-scale plantation forestry in the
catchment may alter local hydrology and damage landscape and ecological values at Lake Alexandrina. Streamflow into Lake Tekapo is consistent, but minor.
Streams at the outlet and surrounding wetlands provide spawning grounds for introduced fish, helping to maintain the sport fishery. The lakes play a general role
in recharge and discharge of groundwater, particularly Lake Alexandrina.
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The Tekapo Streams are three stream wetlands within the Mackenzie Basin Wetlands Complex. The stream wetlands have only a minor hydrological role in the
upper Waitaki River catchment. Fork Stream was not tapped to feed the Upper Waitaki Power Scheme; its waters were piped a short distance to flow under a canal
and freely into the Tekapo River. The wetlands play a general role in supporting food chains. The wetlands support four species of waterfowl whose survival is at
risk: Black Stilt, Wrybill, Banded Dotterel and Black-fronted Tern. These species are also recognised as taonga species.
The Glenmore and Tekapo Tarns are a scattered collection of permanently wet tarns, periodically-inundated kettle holes and damp wetland hollows, all located
within old glacial moraines (including the extensive Glenmore Moraines). The tarns include Micks Lagoon and Raupo Lagoon (separate tarns north of the Cass
River). The tarns have a common shape, but variations in size and degree of inundation produce considerable habitat diversity. The margins of the tarns have
been grazed by sheep and rabbits for many years. The short tussock grasslands around the tarns are in a degraded state, particularly after heavy infestations of
rabbits and Hieracium pilosella, a colonising flatweed. Cattle and deer have the potential to cause severe damage to swampy tarns. Willow trees threaten the
botanical values at some tarns. The impact of willows on taonga species is not known. The tarns play a general role in supporting food chains, but have little
significance in terms of water flows and volumes in the Upper Waitaki catchment.
The Ohau Moraine Wetlands 1 are a cluster of numerous seasonally wet tarns, depressions and permanent ponds on terminal moraine and outwash gravels south of
Lake Ohau and include those known as Swan, Raupo and Red Lagoons, Six Mile Creek Tarns, Shelton Downs Wetlands, Ohau Downs Ponds, Wairepo Lake and
Benmore Homestead Tarn (a notable outlier to the east). The "lagoons" and tarns are valuable habitat for taonga species. The Ohau Moraine Wetlands include the
following named wetlands:
x
x
x
x

Swan Lagoon, 25 ha
Shelton Downs Wetlands, 157 ha
Raupo Lagoon, 15 ha
Six Mile Creek Swamp and Tarn, 16 ha

x

Ohau Downs Ponds, 195 ha

x
x

Wairepo Lake, 20 ha

Benmore Homestead Tarn, 12 ha

Several periodically-dry kettles and a series of tarns linked by wetland flushes and streams occur near the margin of Lake Ohau. Swan, Raupo and Red Lagoons,
Wairepo Lake and Benmore Homestead Tarn are large, almost permanently-wet tarns. Sheep have had access to some of the tarns for many years, and have
probably already modified the habitats. Turf and swamplands are at risk from cattle grazing, over-sowing of pasture plants, the spread of weeds and fertiliser
"drift" from aerial topdressing of adjacent land. To reiterate, protecting the diversity of wetlands is a priority.

4.2.3 The impact of changes on the Mahinga Kai of the Upper Waitaki
As early as 1880, the land use changes in the
catchment had impacted the mahinga kai
valued by Ngai Tahu. Weka was the second
most common resource taken. Accessing weka
in the Upper Waitaki was problematic after the
loss of land and loss of access across land –
Some of us were nearly put in jail for
catching wekas on some of the runs…
[They] put a notice in a newspaper that
natives would not be allowed to catch
wekas on the runs, wanted to preserve
wekas for game, and to kill the rabbits;
but afterwards the wekas were killed on
these runs by dogs and poison. Having
seen the wekas lying dead on the runs in
numbers, but the station owners would
not allow the natives to kill or catch
them; they threatened to shoot us if we
went on their land...we are left without
the means of obtaining the food we used
formerly to depend on 2
The figures at right (40a) show where the
historic weka grounds were located compared to
the location of the reserves that were awarded
Ngai Tahu (Figure 40b). Nohoanga have been
created at a number of sites in the upper Waitaki
including Lake Alexandrina, Lake McGregor,
Lake Ohau, Ruataniwha, and Lake Pukaki.

Figure 40(a) The location of weka grounds historically
accessed in the Waitaki (map was prepared using
descriptions in a written manuscript Taiaroa, 1880)

Figure 40(b) The reserves granted in the catchment
found in the Lower Waitaki

Restoration of aquatic ecosystems, is generally supported by Ngai Tahu, especially where it results in the restoration of mahinga kai.

1

A comprehensive description of wetlands in the Upper Waitaki is found in Department of Conservation A Directory of Wetlands in New Zealand: Canterbury
Conservancy, undated.
2
Appendix to the Journal of the House of Representatives (1891) G7 page 48
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4.2.4 The scores for each of the indicators.
Each goal can be broken down to a number of indicators 3. Given the current state of the Upper Waitaki, the rating for each indicator is shown below.
To recognise the rights of Manawhenua

1. Yes / No and number of joint management agreements signed.
2. Yes / No and number of co-governance arrangements in place.
3. Yes / No and number of Mataitai, Taiapure, or Rahui in place consistent with whanau aspirations
4. Yes / No and number of Maori warranted officers; enforcement officers, Maori HFO, Tangata Wai
5. Yes / No and trend in number of whanau and hapu engaged in monitoring activities

To protect the waters of the Waitaki

6. Flow patterns – level of alterations, level of extraction (groundwater, surface water),
7. Iwi specific flow preferences identified and provided for in catchment flow regimes.
8. Flow enables transport of sediment and maintains braiding (narrative provided)
9. Water quality parameters – Colour, periphyton, presence of algal blooms, didymo, e-coli, CHI, TSS,
TLI
10. Yes / No and trend in the number of reported pollution incidents specific to water
11. Compliance with drinking water standards (as set by the Ministry of Health)

To protect the ecological integrity of aquatic
habitats

12. % of catchment accessible (with fish passage for migratory native species)
Yes / No and number of waterbodies managed as native fish reserves and / or without introduced fish
species
13. % of historic wetlands compared to current
14. Area of wetlands (ha) restored as habitat
15. Satisfaction of tangata whenua that range of healthy habitats present for taonga species

To ensure abundant mahinga kai resources
and cultural materials are available for
gathering, particularly in the wetlands, side
braids, backwaters, tributaries and the Waitaki
River mainstem

16. Fish diversity (narrative only)

17. Bird diversity (narrative only)
18. Mahinga kai species traditionally gathered are still found across historic range
19. Number of taonga species traditionally gathered now in gradual decline, threatened or endangered –
bird, fish, plant
20. Yes / No and trend in the number of species restoration programmes underway to enhance the
populations of taonga species
MCI (as an indicator of food for taonga species)
21. CHI (% of monitoring sites assessed still sustaining cultural use)
Whanau satisfaction with condition of mahinga kai and they continue to gather from the Waitaki
To protect the association of Ngai Tahu with
cultural landscapes, sites and resources
throughout the catchment

22. Whanau satisfaction with landowner commitment to protect identified wahi taonga on private land

23. Yes / No programmes in place to teach Ngai Tahu whanui
a. traditional place names
b. wahi taonga / wahi tapu
24. Yes / No and number of successful applications to the NZGB to change place names to their
traditional name
25. Ratio of recorded V number of archaeological sites lost.

ND

26. Yes / No and number of accidental discoveries of sites advised to hapu.

ND

27. Non- compliance by farmers including dairy farmers with their consent conditions

ND

28. N/P loads consistent with catchment limits
To protect cultural landscapes throughout the
catchment

29. % of land in natural cover
30. Yes / No and trend in number of management plans in place for significant cultural landscapes

To increase cultural use of the catchment
through enhanced access to the river system

31. Yes / No and trend in the number of negotiated access agreements over private land to enable iwi / community
access
32. Kilometres of river/waterway length accessible via footpaths/tracks

ND

33. Yes/No having to purchase kai species/ get supply from other runanga / or get supply from NTHC for marae
To
promote
economic
development
opportunities for Ngai Tahu whanui

activities
34. Yes / No and trend in number of barriers to cultural aspirations with respect to the river

3

The explanation for how the score was determined is set out in Tipa, G. Nelson, K. Williams, E. (2014) Oranga Takiwa: A Cultural Health Assessment for the Waitaki Catchment An
unpublished report available from Tipa and Associates Ltd. PO Box 23 Outram, Otago, New Zealand, 9019.
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The Cultural Health of the
Ahuriri Catchment

4.3.1 Introduction to the Ahuriri catchment
The Ahuriri River is a braided river that has it headwaters on the eastern flanks of the Kirikiri Moana (the Southern Alps). The river flows for
70 kilometres through the southernmost part of the Mackenzie Basin before reaching the Ahuriri Arm of Lake Benmore, one of the artificial lakes in the
mid Waitaki that forms part of the Waitaki hydroelectric project. From there, the waters join with those of the Waitaki, which has its outflow in the
Pacific Ocean. Much of the upper portion of the river is in the national park while a significant amount of land in the middle reaches has been added to
the conservation estate. Part of the river is protected by a Water Conservation Order. It is a well-regarded fly fishing river, supporting both brown and
rainbow trout. Since 2006 the Ahuriri Arm of Lake Benmore and all tributaries that flow into that arm of the lake, has been closed to commercial eel
fishing and is now being restored as a customary fishery (Home, 2012). The nearest township is Omarama.

Figure 41 (top left) - the Ahuriri Valley; Figure 42 (top right) – the braided character of the Ahuriri River; Figure 43 (centre) – newly irrigated lands near Omarama;
the braided Ahuriri River – a characteristic highly valued by Ngai Tahu. All photographs are from David Wall Photography.
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What do the scores mean?
Very few or no
indicators meet
desired levels
that would lead
to the goal of
whanau being
realised.
Quality of
ecosystem
tends to be very
poor, creating
very poor
conditions for
taonga, leading
to a cultural
impact.

The overall rating of cultural health for the Ahuriri

Some or few
indicators meet
desired levels
that would lead
to the goal of
whanau being
realised.
Quality of
ecosystem
tends to be
poor creating
poor conditions
for taonga,
leading to a
cultural impact.

There are a mix
of good and
poor scores for
indicators.
Quality of
ecosystem
tends to be
good, sustaining
taonga, without
creating a
cultural benefit.

Most of the
indicators meet
desired levels
that are likely to
lead to the goal
of whanau
being realised.
Quality of
ecosystem
tends to be very
good, sustaining
taonga, and
leading to a
cultural benefit.

All of the
indicators meet
desired levels
that are likely to
lead to the goal
of whanau
being realised.
Quality of
ecosystem
tends to be
excellent,
sustaining
taonga, and
leading to a
significant
cultural benefit.

D

C

B

A

F

The goals of Ngai Tahu
To recognise
Manawhenua

the

rights

The rating for the
Ahuriri
of

B
To protect the waters of the
Waitaki
D

To protect the ecological integrity
of aquatic habitats
To ensure abundant mahinga kai
resources and cultural materials
are available for gathering,
particularly in the wetlands, side
braids, backwaters, tributaries and
the Waitaki River mainstem
To protect the association of Ngai
Tahu with cultural landscapes,
sites and resources throughout the
catchment

To protect cultural landscapes
throughout the catchment
To increase cultural use of the
catchment
through
enhanced
access to the river system
To
promote
economic
development opportunities for
Ngai Tahu whanui

D

C

C

C
The reason for the score

At present there is one closed area in place to give effect to the restoration aspirations of
¢Ǥ  ʹͲͲͶ 
Lake Benmore and all tributaries leading into this Arm to commercial eeling was
successful. Elvers (juvenile eels) are trapped at Waitaki Dam and relocated above Lake
Benmore, including restocking the Ahuriri Arm.
The flows in the Ahuriri are prescribed in the Ahuriri Water Conservation Order. While
there are a number of extractions from this catchment, the river is not dammed and
retains its braided character. Ngai Tahu believe the streams in the catchment are at risk
from increased water demands as a result of land intensification, which also threatens
water quality. To improve the score, initiatives in the catchment need to start to address
the adverse effects of excessive extraction. The quality of waters in the tributary streams
is also of concern to Ngai Tahu, especially those that impact utilisation of the nohoanga.
Although the Ahuriri may provide a range of habitats for taonga species, passage of
species from the Ahuriri to the coast is blocked by three dams – Waitaki, Aviemore and
Benmore.
To date three sites in the Ahuriri have been assessed using the Cultural Health Index. All
three sites were considered to be in a state that sustained cultural use. With the Ahuriri
Arm closed to commercial arm and elvers being restocked the expectation is that
populations of eels will recover (although the benefits of the closed area have still to be
evaluated). Of concern to whanau is the deteriorating water quality in the tributaries to
the Ahuriri Arm (e.g. Willowburn) that impact the habitats of taonga species, the foods
available to sustain species, and ultimately the desirability of area for cultural use.
The lower Ahuriri was impacted by the creation of Lake Benmore. This inundated a
number of landforms significant to Ngai Tahu and a number of sites including the site
where the tohunga Te Maiharoa led whanau in 1877, to protest the loss of land. For two
years whanau lived here, erecting buildings and gathering food in lakes and streams.
Runholders complained, politicians listened and, in the bitter August of 1879, it was all
over. Te Maiharoa and his followers left quietly. Although the sites have been lost or
modified their cultural and spiritual significance remains.

C

A number of farms in the catchment have completed the Tenure Review process. Ngai
Tahu had the opportunity to engage in this process. Significant areas have been afforded
varying levels of protection, including establishment of the Ahuriri Conservation Park.

C

The impact of lands being in the ownership of the Crown is uncertain. Although the
ability to physically access lands may be enhanced as a result of tenure review, the legal
ability to take and gather may be impacted.

D

The aspirations of whanau are still to be defined but the health of the waters, the
populations of taonga species, and uncertainty about the ability to access and utilise
resources remain of concern to whanau.

In the following paragraphs we focus on two of the principal assets in the Ahuriri from the perspective of Ngai Tahu – the customary fisheries area,
and the waters of the Ahuriri catchment.
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4.3.2 Customary Fisheries Area
Ȁǡ¢ȋ ǡ, Joe Waaka and John Wilkie) identified
the Ahuriri Delta (shown below) as an area that provided significant opportunities for mahinga kai restoration. The Plan identifies the Ahuriri Arm of Lake Benmore
as a “potential exclusive customary fishing area” [pʹͶȐǤ 
exclusive customary fishing area can be described as follows:
a. The area was a traditional mahinga kai site, with numerous productive wetlands located along the true left bank of the Ahuriri River. Obviously, before the
creation of Lake Benmore, the Delta area was a part of the lower reaches of the Ahuriri River before it entered the Waitaki River. The area was rich in
mahinga kai, especially  Ǥ  ¢  possible to
traditional mahinga kai sites;
b. The area provides a diverse network of habitat ideal for both juvenile and adult eels, including slow moving meandering riffles, wetlands and pools. It is also
in close proximity to the Omarama Stream, which is considered an ideal nursery for elver and into which elver are released as a part of the trap and transfer
programme;
c. There is potential to enhance the area by undertaking removal of crack willows and the replanting of appropriate native riparian speci Ûǡ
harakeke and podocarp;
d. The Ahuriri River has a water conservation order, which provides safeguards in respect of both water quality and quantity;
e. The Ahuriri Delta is an ideal location to harvest eel before they enter Lake Benmore; and
f. There is the ability to obtain access for Ngai Tahu via Ben Omar Station.
The Minister amended section 11Q of the Fisheries (South-East Area
Commercial Fishing) Regulations 1986 to read:
No commercial fisher may—
(a) take eels from—
(i) the waters of the Ahururi Arm of Lake Benmore,
extending westward of a line drawn northeast from
Turnagain Point to the south-westernmost part of
the Peninsula lying to the north and east of
Turnagain Island, including any river or stream or
their tributaries that flow into that Arm
A elver trap and transfer programme, fully funded by Meridian Energy
Ltd, currently reseeds    ȋ  ͶͶ 1) with elvers
trapped below the Waitaki Dam and released at both Sailors Cutting in
Lake Benmore and Omarama Stream.

Closure of the Ahuriri Arm and its tributaries was a significant achievement for ¢
and an important step in the restoration of their mahinga kai. Of concern to Ngai Tahu,
however, Environment Canterbury has advised the Upper Waitaki Zone Committee of the
impact of land intensification on the water quality of some streams in the Ahuriri
catchment, including Omarama Stream – one of the sites to which elvers are being
relocated. Of greater concern is the health of the Lower Willowburn which is adjacent to
the Ahuriri nohoanga. Table 17 summarises the ecological health of the streams that flow
into the Ahuriri Arm of Lake Benmore and confirms that the tributaries to the Ahuriri
Arm are at risk. .
The Willowburn is a tributary of the Ahuriri River located in the Upper Waitaki, flowing
parallel to Stake Highway 8. The nohoanga is located where the Willowburn joins the
Ahuriri River. Whanau have undertaken an assessment of the health of the waterway at
the nohoanga.

Omarama

Lower
Willowburn

Quailburn

Henburn

DIN
DRP
Nuisance
periphyton
growth
Visual
aesthetics
Suitability for
contact
Benthic
invertebrates
Trout habitat
Rare fish
Nitrate
toxicity 99%
Nitrate
toxicity 95%
Nitrate
toxicity 90%

Table 17: the State of streams flowing into Ahuriri Arm of
Lake Benmore using ecological parameters monitored by
Environment Canterbury (Environment Canterbury, 2014)

4.3.3 The waters of the Ahuriri
The current stream health of the lower Willowburn 2 is of concern to Ngai Tahu. Ultimately if the site is to be valued as a mahinga kai, the site needs to be desirable.
Further, having secured reserves, nohoanga and customary management areas, the expectation of Ngai Tahu whanui is that the health of aquatic ecosystems
adjacent to or in close proximity to such sites is conducive to swimming, kai gathering and directly interacting with the river.
Another issue for whanau centres on flows in the Ahuriri. The flows in the Ahuriri are subject to the provisions of the Ahuriri Water Conservation Order. While
there are a number of extractions from this catchment, the river is not dammed and retains its braided character. Ngai Tahu believe the rivers are at risk from

1
2

The photo is from David Wall Photography.
Please note sites in the Quailburn and Henburn are yet to be assessed.
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increased water demands as a result of land intensification, which also threatens water quality. To improve the score, initiatives in the respective sub-regions need
to start to address the adverse effects of damming and diverting water, and excessive extraction.
With respect to water quality, data was supplied by Environment Canterbury who are undertaking regular monitoring. Although a number of reports are available
with results for one off sampling of sites, we chose to use the Ecan record which has multiple readings for sites.

Figure 44: Dissolved Reactive Phosphorus3

Figure 45: Dissolved Inorganic Nitrogen 4

The expectation of Ngai Tahu is that the limits set will not permit any further deterioration of streams, lakes, or wetlands. From a cultural perspective, the health of
the Lower Willowbridge is unacceptable.

Figure 46: The Upper Willowburn (Source: Ecan
presentation to Zone Committee)

3
4

Figure 47: The Lower Willowburn (Source: Ecan presentation to Zone
Committee)

See Kelly (undated).
See Kelly (undated).
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4.3.4 The scores for each of the indicators.
Each goal can be broken down to a number of indicators 5. Given the current state of the Ahuriri, the rating for each indicator is shown below.
To recognise the rights of Manawhenua

1. Yes / No and number of joint management agreements signed.
2. Yes / No and number of co-governance arrangements in place.
3. Yes / No and number of Mataitai, Taiapure, or Rahui in place consistent with whanau aspirations
4. Yes / No and number of Maori warranted officers; enforcement officers, Maori HFO, Tangata Wai
5. Yes / No and trend in number of whanau and hapu engaged in monitoring activities

To protect the waters of the Waitaki

6. Flow patterns – level of alterations, level of extraction (groundwater, surface water),
7. Iwi specific flow preferences identified and provided for in catchment flow regimes.
8. Flow enables transport of sediment and maintains braiding (narrative provided)
9. Water quality parameters – Colour, periphyton, presence of algal blooms, didymo, e-coli, CHI, TSS,
TLI
10. Yes / No and trend in the number of reported pollution incidents specific to water

ND

11. Compliance with drinking water standards (as set by the Ministry of Health)
To protect the ecological integrity of aquatic
habitats

12. % of catchment accessible (with fish passage for migratory native species)
Yes / No and number of waterbodies managed as native fish reserves and / or without introduced fish
species
13. % of historic wetlands compared to current
14. Area of wetlands (ha) restored as habitat
15. Satisfaction of tangata whenua that range of healthy habitats present for taonga species

To ensure abundant mahinga kai resources
and cultural materials are available for
gathering, particularly in the wetlands, side
braids, backwaters, tributaries and the Waitaki
River mainstem

16. Fish diversity (narrative only)

17. Bird diversity (narrative only)
18. Mahinga kai species traditionally gathered are still found across historic range
19. Number of taonga species traditionally gathered now in gradual decline, threatened or endangered –
bird, fish, plant
20. Yes / No and trend in the number of species restoration programmes underway to enhance the
populations of taonga species
MCI (as an indicator of food for taonga species)
21. CHI (% of monitoring sites assessed still sustaining cultural use)
Whanau satisfaction with condition of mahinga kai and they continue to gather from the Waitaki
To protect the association of Ngai Tahu with
cultural landscapes, sites and resources
throughout the catchment

22. Whanau satisfaction with landowner commitment to protect identified wahi taonga on private land

23. Yes / No programmes in place to teach Ngai Tahu whanui
a. traditional placenames
b. wahi taonga / wahi tapu
24. Yes / No and number of successful applications to the NZGB to change placenames to their traditional
name
25. Ratio of recorded V number of archaeological sites lost.

ND

26. Yes / No and number of accidental discoveries of sites advised to hapu.

ND

27. Non- compliance by farmers including dairy farmers with their consent conditions

ND

28. N/P loads consistent with catchment limits
To protect cultural landscapes throughout the
catchment

29. % of land in natural cover
30. Yes / No and trend in number of management plans in place for significant cultural landscapes

To increase cultural use of the catchment
through enhanced access to the river system

31. Yes / No and trend in the number of negotiated access agreements over private land to enable iwi / community
access
32. Kilometres of river/waterway length accessible via footpaths/tracks

ND

33. Yes/No having to purchase kai species/ get supply from other runanga / or get supply from NTHC for marae
To
promote
economic
development
opportunities for Ngai Tahu whanui

activities
34. Yes / No and trend in number of barriers to cultural aspirations with respect to the river

5

The explanation that explains how the score was determined is set out in Tipa, G. Nelson, K. Williams, E. (2014) Oranga Takiwa: A Cultural Health Assessment for the Waitaki Catchment An
unpublished report available from Tipa and Associates Ltd. PO Box 23 Outram, Otago, New Zealand, 9019.
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The Cultural Health of the
Mid Waitaki
Sub-catchment

4.4.1 Introduction to the Mid Waitaki
The Mid Waitaki has seen significant change in the last 60 years as a result of hydro-electricity development. McLintock (1949) described the Lower Waitaki, with
its shingle bed, braided structure and ever changing channels, as possessing little of the quality of the smooth flowing rivers of the South. He argued that the
Waitaki is the northern counterpart of the Clutha (Matau) River. It had an immense torrent fed by three great Lakes. Tekapo Pukaki and Ohau and beyond them
by the glaciers and snowfields of the Southern Alps.
“It swings its swift and treacherous course over a wide gravel bed with numerous channels, a formidable barrier well designed to serve as a boundary between the
provinces of Canterbury and Otago” (McLintock, 1966)
Further down from the junction of the Waitaki and the Ahuriri Rivers was a place known to the older generations of Maori as Te Anawhaairo (the cave of the
carved or sculptured rock) where the river had carved out fantastic pinnacles and cut the monoliths of greywacke into slices and boreholes like the windows
through them (Stevenson 1947). Many thousands of years ago when the great glaciers that filled the beds of the Ohau, Pukaki and Tekapo lakes were retreating,
the Waitaki was flowing at a height 80 feet above the present level. Carrying with it the ice and the debris of the glaciers the river left its mark upon this site. At
Te Anawhaairo the distance to the hills across the river was said to be fully a mile wide but two miles downstream the river turned sharply to the east to form
what was known as Goose Neck Bend, where the mild wide valley again narrowed to a gorge through which the waters raced at speed.
The Waitaki Gorge features prominently in the
narratives of early explorers when describing the
mid Waitaki. Mantell (in his travels in the mid
nineteenth century) estimated the width of the
river at this point was less than 300 feet and
described the Waitaki Gorge as a gloomy place. The
big river was dwarfed and overshadowed by
forbidding mountains whose steep sides were
broken by desolate valleys and covered by dark
grey rocks and still dark scrub. It was seen as a
wild and lonely place, and described by Mantell as
“Dismal” (Garnier, 1958). Today, the waters of the
mid Waitaki are silent. The gorge has been
dammed in three places.
Figures 48 & 49: Historical paintings of the Waitaki
Gorge (Alexander Turnbull Library)
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What do the scores mean?
Very few or no
indicators meet
desired levels that
would lead to the
goal of whanau
being realised.
Quality of
ecosystem tends to
be very poor,
creating very poor
conditions for
taonga, leading to
a cultural impact.

F

Some or few
indicators meet
desired levels that
would lead to the
goal of whanau
being realised.
Quality of
ecosystem tends to
be poor creating
poor conditions for
taonga, leading to a
cultural impact.

D

The goals of Ngai Tahu
To recognise the rights of Manawhenua.

The overall rating of cultural health
for the Mid Waitaki
There are a mix of
good and poor
scores for indicators.
Quality of ecosystem
tends to be good,
sustaining taonga,
without creating a
cultural benefit.

Most of the
indicators meet
desired levels that
are likely to lead to
the goal of whanau
being realised.
Quality of
ecosystem tends to
be very good,
sustaining taonga,
and leading to a
cultural benefit.

B

C

All of the indicators
meet desired levels
that are likely to lead
to the goal of whanau
being realised. Quality
of ecosystem tends to
be excellent, sustaining
taonga, and leading to
a significant cultural
benefit.

D+

A

The ratings

The reason for the score

C

The Ahuriri Arm of Lake Benmore is closed to commercial fishing in recognition of
the intent of Ngai Tahu to restore it as a customary fishery. None of the participatory
processes that Ngai Tahu engage in represent co-governance or co-management.
Three dams and their lakes have replaced the river that ran through gorges. The
dams provide the head required to generate electricity. Inundation has also
impacted the tributaries that now flow into a lake.

To protect the waters of the Waitaki.

To protect the ecological integrity of
aquatic habitats.

To ensure abundant mahinga kai
resources and cultural materials are
available for gathering, particularly in the
wetlands, side braids, backwaters,
tributaries and the Waitaki River
mainstem.
To protect the association of Ngai Tahu
with cultural landscapes, sites and
resources throughout the catchment.
To protect cultural landscapes throughout
the catchment.

F

Today Ngai Tahu believe that it is the water quality of the Mid Waitaki that is at risk
Gray, 2015). For example:
x The TLI in the Ahuriri Arm of Lake Benmore is increasing which reflects of
declining water quality. This concern to Ngai Tahu.
x Didymo is present throughout the system.
x High levels of E.-coli is an issue at some sites (Loch Laird, Sailors Cutting) that are
heavily used during summer months.
x Nutrient levels are increasing in the Upper Waitaki and Ahuriri and what
happens in the upper catchment will be observed in Lake Benmore. (Gray, 2015)
x Cultural assessments confirm that the Haldon Arm (nohoanga) is impacted by
declining stream health.
Dams, culverts and other barriers in the Mid Waitaki sub-catchment currently block
the movement of migratory fish and significantly reduce other wise available habitat.

D

C

D
D

To increase cultural use of the catchment
through enhanced access to the river
system

D

To promote economic development
opportunities for Ngai Tahu whanui

D

Eels were the species that was most commonly taken from the Waitaki catchment.
The dams and other instream obstructions form barriers to migration which would
result in local extinction of eels upstream of the Waitaki Dam without the trap and
transfer programmes. The second most common species taken from the catchment
was weka. Today, weka locally extinct from the catchment.

Ninety five percent of sites in the Mid Waitaki have been destroyed by hydro
electricity development (using the data from NZAA site records).

Hydro electricity development has altered the landscape of the mid Waitaki. Sixty
kilometres of artificial lake now link the Upper Waitaki to the Lower Waitaki river.
Lakes Aviemore and Benmore represent popular recreational assets in the Mid
Waitaki Valley. Camping grounds in the Waitaki Valley are open for a season from
September to May. Swimming, boating, water skiing, canoeing, picnics, tramping,
fishing are all popular activities. Ngai Tahu also has nohoanga at Haldon Arm, at
Otamapaio and at Otematata.
Ngai Tahu is still analysing its opportunities in the Waitaki. However, a number of
whanau believe that the economic development opportunities need to be pursued in
the valley.
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4.4.2 Protecting the waters of the mid Waitaki
The natural watercourse of the Waitaki River through the Waitaki Gorge has been dammed. Today three man-made lakes – Benmore, Aviemore and
Waitaki are the defining feature of the Mid Waitaki and replace approximately 60km of mainstem.
Many sites of significance in the Waitaki have been damaged or destroyed
over the last 100 years in a variety of ways. The extent of the degradation
ranges from total destruction and physical loss as a result of damming and
inundation to severe damage (e.g., diverted rivers, drained wetlands),
restricted or denial of access (e.g., waahi tapu located on private land) and
lack of respect (both knowingly and unknowingly).
The losses were in the Mid Waitaki sub-catchment were significant.
The goal of Ngai Tahu whanui is to prevent any further loss of recorded
sites, and sites known to Ngai Tahu (but not recorded formally). Such sites
also contribute to the wider cultural landscape and sense of local and
regional cultural identity.

Figure 50: Blasting during the construction of Benmore (photo
Alexander Turnbull Library)

Despite the high level of modification, and the loss of archaeological treasures including rock art which now lies submerged below Lake Benmore,
the man made reservoirs have created beautiful landscapes.

Figure 51: Looking Upstream towards the
MacKenzie with Benmore Dam in the foreground
and Lake Benmore behind the dam (photo by
David Wall Photography).

Figure 52: Looking from Benmore Dam down over
the head of Loch Laird to Lake Aviemore (photo by
David Wall Photography).

Figure 53: Looking downstream from Aviemore
towards the head of Lake Waitaki (photo by David
Wall Photography).

First and foremost, however, the three artificial reservoirs are managed as
part of the Waitaki Power Scheme. Figure 54 (right) shows how Lake Waitaki
which has no storage 1 and a narrower operating range, fluctuates daily
within a very narrow range. The lake is “filled up” over night when little
power is being generated and is “emptied” during the day when water is used
to generate to meet the daily demand for electricity.

Figure 54: Level of Lake Waitaki (Leong 2005, MFE 2006)

1

It is acknowledged that there is 5 metres storage – in addition to the operating range - at Benmore.
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The lakes also serve a secondary purpose of enabling outdoor recreation, especially water based recreation. More recently, water quality issues
have been of interest to whanau, who are concerned at the degradation of the Ahuriri Arm of Lake Benmore. The table below confirms that the
Trophic Lake Index in the Ahuriri Arm is higher that of the Haldon Arm. Whanau are concerned that further deterioration in the Ahuriri Arm will
adversely impact whanau initiatives to enhance the eel population, which are centered on the Ahuriri catchment, specifically the Ahuriri Delta and
Omarama Stream. We have chosen to include the TLI for other lakes in the catchment that are also valued and used by Ngai Tahu. It should be noted
that Ngai Tahu has nohoanga at Ahuriri and Lakes Aviemore, Alexandrina, McGregor, Ohau and Pukaki.
Table 18: Average Trophic Lake Index (TLI) result 2009/10 - 2013/14 (Clarke, 2015).

Site name

Average
TLI

pLWRP TLI objective

Upper Waitaki ZIP TLI
limit

Lake Tekapo

1.7

2

Lake Ohau

1.7

2

Lake Pukaki

1.6

2

Lake Benmore at Haldon Arm

2.0

3

2.6

Lake Benmore at Ahuriri Arm

2.7

3

2.6

Lake Benmore at the dam

1.9

3

2.6

Lake Aviemore

1.9

3

Lake Alexandrina

3.0

3

Lake McGregor

3.2

3

Lake Middleton

3.6

3

Kellands Pond

3.2

3

Environment Canterbury has also chosen to monitor using Lake SPI, which is another measure of the health of lakes as it provides insights to the
extent of invasive macrophyte communities and impacted native macrophyte communities. Table 19 confirms that Lake McGregor, Kellands Pond
and the Wairepo Arm of Lake Ruataniwha have especially high coverage of invasive macrophytes. Both arms of Lake Benmore fail to meet proposed
LWRP LakeSPI objectives, largely as a result of the invasive oxygen weeds Lagarosiphon major and Elodea canadensis. Ecan (2014) caution that
LakeSPI was not developed to be particularly effective or responsive for assessing lakes influenced by glacial inputs. Given the location of nohoanga,
Ngai Tahu is keen to see compliance with the standards set out in the proposed Land and Water Regional Plan.
Table 19: Waitaki catchment (Clarke, 2015)
LakeSPI results Source

Lake SPI
result

Overall condition
score

pLWRP objective

Date

Lake Alexandrina

57

High

High

May-09

Lake Tekapo

50

Moderate

Excellent

Mar-12

Lake Ohau

78

Excellent

Excellent

May-09

Lake Benmore at Haldon Arm

37

Moderate

High

2012

Lake Benmore at Ahuriri Arm

40

Moderate

High

Jan-13

34

Moderate

High

2012

Lake Waitaki

53

High

High

Dec-12

Lake Aviemore

54

High

High

Dec-12

Lake McGregor

48

Moderate

High

Mar-12

Lake Middleton

57

High

High

Mar-12

Kellands Pond

38

Moderate

Suitable for purpose of lake

Feb-12

Lake Ruataniwha at Wairepo Arm

37

Moderate

Suitable for purpose of lake

Mar-14

In addition to nohoanga there are a number of large camp sites in the Mid Waitaki sub-catchment, which are open for a season from September to
May. Swimming, boating, water skiing, canoeing, picnics, tramping and fishing are all popular activities. The camp grounds include Loch Laird,
Fisherman's Bend Reserve, Briar's Gully, Te Akatarawa Reserve, Waitangi Reserve, and other accessible lakeside areas. Review of the ECAN analysis
of E. coli data confirmed that Lock Laird and Waitangi Reserve have had an ongoing issue since 2007/2008 when they received Poor and Fair ratings
respectively. Users of camping grounds and nohoanga need to be assured that the quality of water does not represent a health risk.
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4.4.2 The scores for each of the indicators.
Each goal can be broken down to a number of indicators 2. Given the current state of the Mid Waitaki, the rating for each indicator is shown below.
To recognise the rights of Manawhenua

1. Number of signed joint management agreements.
2. Number of co-governance arrangements in place.
3. Number of Mataitai, Taiapure, or Rahui in place consistent with whanau aspirations.
4. Number of Maori warranted officers; enforcement officers, Maori HFO, Tangata Wai.
5. Number and trend of whanau and hapu engaged in monitoring activities.

To protect the waters of the Waitaki

6. Flow patterns – level of alterations, level of extraction (groundwater, surface water).
7. Iwi specific flow preferences identified and provided for in catchment flow regimes.
8. Flow enables transport of sediment and maintains braiding (narrative provided)
9. Water quality parameters – Colour, periphyton, presence of algal blooms, didymo, e-coli, CHI, TSS,
TLI
10. Number and trend of reported pollution incidents specific to water.
11. Compliance with drinking water standards (as set by the Ministry of Health).

To protect the ecological integrity of aquatic
habitats

12. Percent of catchment accessible with fish passage for migratory native species.
13. Number of waterbodies managed as native fish reserves with or without introduced fish excluded.
14. Percent of historic wetlands compared to current.
15. Area of wetlands (ha) restored as habitat.
16. Satisfaction of tangata whenua that range of healthy habitats present for taonga species.

To ensure abundant mahinga kai resources
and cultural materials are available for
gathering, particularly in the wetlands, side
braids, backwaters, tributaries and the Waitaki
River mainstem

17. Fish diversity (narrative only)

18. Bird diversity (narrative only)
19. Mahinga kai species traditionally gathered are still found across historic range.
20. Number of taonga species traditionally gathered, now in gradual decline, threatened or endangered –
bird, fish, plant.
21. Number and trend of species restoration programmes underway to enhance the populations of taonga
species.
MCI (as an indicator of food for taonga species)

ND

22. CHI (% of monitoring sites assessed still sustaining cultural use).
Whanau satisfaction with condition of mahinga kai and they continue to gather from the Mid Waitaki subcatchment.
To protect the association of Ngai Tahu with
cultural landscapes, sites and resources
throughout the catchment

23. Whanau satisfaction with landowner commitment to protect identified wahi taonga on private land.

24. Programmes in place to teach Ngai Tahu whanui:
a. Traditional placenames.
b. Wahi taonga / wahi tapu.
25. Number of successful applications to the NZGB to change placenames to their traditional name.
26. Ratio of recorded verses number of archaeological sites lost.

ND

27. Number of accidental discoveries of sites advised to hapu.

ND

28. Non- compliance by farmers including dairy farmers with their consent conditions.

ND

29. Nitrogen and Phosphorous loads consistent with catchment limits.
To protect cultural landscapes throughout the
catchment

30. Percent of land in natural cover.
31. Number and trend of management plans in place for significant cultural landscapes.

To increase cultural use of the catchment
through enhanced access to the river system

32. Number and trend of negotiated access agreements over private land to enable iwi / community access.
33. Kilometres of river/waterway length accessible via footpaths/tracks.

ND

34. Yes/No having to purchase kai species/ get supply from other runanga / or get supply from NTHC for marae
To
promote
economic
development
opportunities for Ngai Tahu whanui

activities.
35. Number and trend of barriers to cultural aspirations with respect to the river.

2
The details that explain how the scores for the respective indicators were determined is set out in Tipa, G. Nelson, K. Williams, E. (2014) Oranga Takiwa: A Cultural
Health Assessment for the Waitaki Catchment An unpublished report available from Tipa and Associates Ltd. PO Box 23 Outram, Otago, New Zealand, 9019.
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The Cultural Health of the
Lower Waitaki
Sub-catchment

4.5.1 Introduction to the Upper Waitaki
The flood plain-delta comprising the Lower Waitaki sub-catchment extended 60 km from Kurow to the Waitaki River mouth. In keeping with other major
rivers, the Waitaki was somewhat volatile. Flooding could be severe and relatively unpredictable, yet the river could be forded during periods of low flow,
especially during winter. The plains are a manifestation of the river. In some places adjoining the river the out-wash gravels are arranged in distinctive
terraces ranging in height up to several metres. These terraces have been used as pathways and places for settlement (i.e. they were above flood level). The
hills lining the southern side of the valley contain orthoquartzite and schist outcrops where deformation has resulted in ridge and valley systems, supporting
mineral resources and mahinga kai. Limestone outcrops on the plains were used as shelters, and natural canvasses for cultural expression, some of this rock
art has survived to this day (Allington & Symons 2002).
A network of waterways and springs within these lower plains are both directly associated with the main river bed and tributaries. Collectively these
environs provided a patchwork of wetland environments supporting fish, bird and plant life. Significant tributaries in the Lower Waitaki sub-catchment
include the Hakataramea and Maerewhenua Rivers, and Welcome Creek.
Written descriptions dating from the 1840s describe how the extensive plain and most of the adjoining hills lining both sides of the Lower Waitaki subcatchment were largely grassed, with the isolated forest and bush areas occurring in pockets (Shortland, 1974). These included the Papakaio and Waikoura
Creeks (on the south side). Extensive tracts of forest still remain on the lower slopes of the adjoining ranges.
Location of the Waitaki River mouth varied from year to year, depending on river flows and coastal conditions. Sometimes the river flowed into the waves
near the south bank; at times the waves surged into the river near the north bank. There were also months during drought years or when too little water
flowed that Ngai Tahu feared the river lacked enough force to reach the ocean.
The Waitaki River mouth was also a hub connecting a network of trails to the north, south and inland. Whanau who lived on the Waitaki River banks used
this network to access the rich fish and bird resources. Today a scattering of houses at a fishing village, reserved lands, an urupa, and a fishing easement; all
now isolated from the river, are remnants of the settlements that had been continually inhabited at the river mouth for centuries.
In the remainder of this sub-catchment summary we:
x Present the scores for each of the goals with a brief description of the reasons for the score;
x Expands on one of the goals outlined above, specifically the initiatives underway to protect cultural landscapes in the Lower Waitaki;
and
x Set out the scores for each of the indicators.
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What do the scores mean?
Very few or no
indicators meet
desired levels that
would lead to the
goal of whanau
being realised.
Quality of
ecosystem tends to
be very poor,
creating very poor
conditions for
taonga, leading to
a cultural impact.

The overall rating of cultural health for
the Lower Waitaki

Some or few
indicators meet
desired levels that
would lead to the
goal of whanau
being realised.
Quality of
ecosystem tends to
be poor creating
poor conditions for
taonga, leading to a
cultural impact.

F

D

C

The goals of Ngai Tahu
To recognise
Manawhenua.

the

rights

The ratings
of

To protect the waters of the
Waitaki.

To protect the ecological integrity
of aquatic habitats.

To ensure abundant mahinga kai
resources and cultural materials are
available for gathering, particularly
in the wetlands, side braids,
backwaters, tributaries and the
Waitaki River mainstem.
To protect the association of Ngai
Tahu with cultural landscapes, sites
and resources throughout the
catchment.
To protect cultural landscapes
throughout the catchment.
To increase cultural use of the
catchment through enhanced access
to the river system..
To promote economic development
opportunities for Ngai Tahu
whanui.

1

There are a mix of
good and poor
scores for indicators.
Quality of ecosystem
tends to be good,
sustaining taonga,
without creating a
cultural benefit.

Most of the
indicators meet
desired levels that
are likely to lead to
the goal of whanau
being realised.
Quality of
ecosystem tends to
be very good,
sustaining taonga,
and leading to a
cultural benefit.

B

All of the indicators
meet desired levels
that are likely to lead
to the goal of whanau
being realised. Quality
of ecosystem tends to
be excellent, sustaining
taonga, and leading to
a significant cultural
benefit.

D+

A
The reason for the score

D

Nga runanga engage in multiple participatory endeavours. It is likely, however, that only the Rock
Art Trust could be considered to be a formal co-management agreement. Ngai Tahu has aspirations
to create a Mataitai in the Lower Waitaki but this has yet to be proegessed. To improve the score,
multiple agreements managing resources and lands throughout the catchment will need to be put
in place.

F

The Lower Waitaki River is a regulated river. Flows are determined by what comes through or over
the Waitaki Dam. The Waitaki Allocation Plan includes a year round minimum flow of 150 cumecs
in the Waitaki River from the Waitaki Dam 1 to the sea and seven flushing flows (of around 450
cumecs) each year. The flow of 150 cumecs compares to its mean flow which is in excess of 350
cumecs. A feature of the Lower Waitaki are the many extractions from the mainstem and
tributaries. The changes to the hydrology are explained in greater detail in section 4.1: the Waitaki
catchment overview.

D

The Lower Waitaki catchment is the remnant braided river below the Waitaki Dam. In the lower
catchment culverts, weirs and dewatered reaches within tributaries could limit fish passage but this
has not been assessed. To improve the score more of the catchment needs to be accessible to fish.
The desired condition is to have no barriers to the aquatic habitat. This could mean road crossings
and other structures are configured such that they generate no impact on the habitat or movement
of aquatic species.

C

C

C
D
D

It is unclear what the status of mahinga kai in the lower valley are. Recruitment of migratory
species that is impacted by the dams, also impacts the lower catchment (Boubee, 2015).
Recruitment to the Waitaki remains a serious concern (NIWA, 2014).
The impact of poor recruitment on populations of taonga species is unknown. Stock assessments
are not undertaken.
Within the Waitaki Catchment the most intact archaeological sites were found to be in the Lower
Waitaki (NZAA site records for sites in the Waitaki).

Management Plans have been prepared for a number of sites of significance to whanau; most
notably some rock art sites. But a challenge for whanau is managing a cultural landscape rather
than specific sites which is a considerably smaller scale.
The results of the 15 assessments completed to date using the CHI confirm that, from the
perspective of whanau, more than half (54%) are in a state that currently does not sustain cultural
values. Access remains an issue with a limited number of access points to the Lower Waitaki.
Willows are also a significant barrier to physical access.
Whanau have multiple aspirations with respect to the future, use, development and protection of
the Lower Waitaki sub-catchment. One of their aspirations it to use reserves and easements within
the Lower Waitaki. Plans are yet to be developed to deliver these aspirations.

This is delivered by Meridian Energy Ltd although their resource consent only requires them to discharge 120 cumecs.
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Figure 55: The Takiroa Rock Art Trust Site Showing Protective Fencing.

Figure 56: The Maerewhenua Rock Art Site Showing Access Track and
Information Panel.

4.5.2 Protection of cultural landscapes
Protecting sites within a wider catchment system is a complicated and challenging task. In order to successfully protect the many wahi taonga found in the
catchment that are dependent on restored ecosystem components (e.g. restored stream corridors, riparian buffers, wetlands, revegetated areas, and other
natural spaces) management plans are needed. For management plans to be acceptable, they must address conservation of taonga itself, and aim to
improve the health of the ecosystem within which it is situated. The objective is for Ngai Tahu to be actively engaged in processes to identify significant
cultural landscapes across the catchment, and to develop management plans for their protection. An example of the relationship between cultural
landscapes and sites is shown in Figure 57. Here we illustrate the various components of a valued cultural landscape including settlement, fresh water
supply, materials and food gathering areas, and pathways to other areas.

Figure 57a: An aerial of the lower Waitaki looking downstream. Enclosed in the
box is part of the Takiroa cultural landscape (photo from New Zealand Aerial
Archaeology).

Figure 57b: Some of the characteristics of the Takiroa cultural landscape
(Efford, J. Bylsma, R)

Many taonga are present at Takiroa including a mix of spring-fed channels and swampy land. Springs can be seen bubbling to the surface. The
spring, wetland and stream complex sustain large stands of harakeke (uncommon in valley) and purei are common. Water cress and other
macrophytes are abundant in channels. Birds present include mallard, paradise shelduck, pukeko, and scaup. Shortfin eel and longfin eel are
abundant and dominate the species composition. Box 1 summarises their aspirations and the issues which from their perspective may prevent those
aspirations from being realised. Whanau are exploring opportunities to enhance and protect the Takiroa landscape.

Photo source: Te Papa

2

Photo source: Alexander Turnbull
Library 2

Photo source: John Clayton

This is a photo of Te Puna Maru which is located nearby. It has been included to give an illustration of life in settlements at the time of European settlement.
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BOX 1: THE CULTURAL ASSESSMENT OF TAKIROA3
Description

This aerial was provided by Boffa Miskell

Many taonga including
x

x
x
x
x

Spring-fed channels and swamp.
Modified, but good ecological
values; large stands of harakeke
(uncommon in valley) and purei
common. Water cress and other
macrophytes abundant in
channels. Recent restoration
planting at downstream end on
southern side.
Birds of note: mallard, paradise
shelduck, pukeko, welcome
swallow
Fish (NIWA): shortfin eel, longfin
eel
Cultural landscape includes rock
art, rock shelter, nohoanga, pa
A highly significant site.

Values & Opportunities sought as articulated by whanau
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

This area is to be abundant with watercress
Eels are present. There is to be no harvesting.
Raupo and flax is to be present and good quality. It is valued as a pa
harakeke. Restore access for cultural use
Deep water channel is to be maintained.
The sound of birds - unseen but heard. Populations are to be
protected.
Springs at the base of the terrace that feed the stream are to be
protected
Manage the stream and wetlands as a native fish reserve

x
x
x
x
x
x

Good water quality is to be maintained
Mix of wetland, stream, springs are to be protected.
The appeal of the wetland is its proximity to Takiroa. The cultural landscape is
to be protected.
Better fencing is to be erected. Stock are to be excluded.
The land between the wetlands and road should be retired
Flows need to:
o Protect connectivity – 1) springs, wetlands and streams. 2) Stream to
the mainstem Waitaki.
o Allow restoration of the wetland / riparian vegetation / along the
drainage channels.

Perceived Issues as identified by whanau
x
x
x
x
x

It is a working farm.
Permission is required to access.
Since 2000 this place has been destroyed. “I am sad cos I saw it pre cows”.
Contamination from farming
Risk of grazing within fenced area

Looking upstream at the wetland channel (see Figure 57b) from the
bridge immediately across from Takiroa rock art site

Looking downstream at the wetland channel (see Figure 57b) from the
bridge immediately across from Takiroa rock art site

Site Status

Cultural use

Health measure

A-1

3.5

3.50

3
This summary collates the comments and observations of whanau. It details their aspirations and the issues which from their perspective may prevent those aspirations from
being realised.
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4.5.3 The scores for each of the indicators.
Each goal can be broken down to a number of indicators 4. Given the current state of the Lower Waitaki, the rating for each indicator is shown below.
To recognise the rights of Manawhenua

1. Yes / No and number of joint management agreements signed.
2. Yes / No and number of co-governance arrangements in place.
3. Yes / No and number of Mataitai, Taiapure, or Rahui in place consistent with whanau aspirations
4. Yes / No and number of Maori warranted officers; enforcement officers, Maori HFO, Tangata Wai
5. Yes / No and trend in number of whanau and hapu engaged in monitoring activities

To protect the waters of the Waitaki

6. Flow patterns – level of alterations, level of extraction (groundwater, surface water),
7. Iwi specific flow preferences identified and provided for in catchment flow regimes.
8. Flow enables transport of sediment and maintains braiding (narrative provided)
9. Water quality parameters – Colour, periphyton, presence of algal blooms, didymo, e-coli, CHI, TSS,
TLI
10. Yes / No and trend in the number of reported pollution incidents specific to water
11. Compliance with drinking water standards (as set by the Ministry of Health)

To protect the ecological integrity of aquatic
habitats

12. % of catchment accessible (with fish passage for migratory native species)
Yes / No and number of waterbodies managed as native fish reserves and / or without introduced fish
species
13. % of historic wetlands compared to current
14. Area of wetlands (ha) restored as habitat
15. Satisfaction of tangata whenua that range of healthy habitats present for taonga species

To ensure abundant mahinga kai resources
and cultural materials are available for
gathering…

16. Fish diversity (narrative only)

ND

17. Bird diversity (narrative only)

ND

18. Mahinga kai species traditionally gathered are still found across historic range
19. Number of taonga species traditionally gathered now in gradual decline, threatened or endangered –
bird, fish, plant
20. Yes / No and trend in the number of species restoration programmes underway to enhance the
populations of taonga species
MCI (as an indicator of food for taonga species)

ND

21. CHI (% of monitoring sites assessed still sustaining cultural use)
Whanau satisfaction with condition of mahinga kai and they continue to gather from the Waitaki
To protect the association of Ngai Tahu with
cultural landscapes, sites and resources
throughout the catchment

22. Whanau satisfaction with landowner commitment to protect identified wahi taonga on private land

23. Yes / No programmes in place to teach Ngai Tahu whanui
a. traditional placenames
b. wahi taonga / wahi tapu
24. Yes / No and number of successful applications to the NZGB to change placenames to their traditional
name
25. Ratio of recorded V number of archaeological sites lost.

ND

ND

26. Yes / No and number of accidental discoveries of sites advised to hapu.
27. Non- compliance by farmers including dairy farmers with their consent conditions
28. N/P loads consistent with catchment limits
To protect cultural landscapes throughout the
catchment

29. % of land in natural cover
30. Yes / No and trend in number of management plans in place for significant cultural landscapes

To increase cultural use of the catchment
through enhanced access to the river system

31. Yes / No and trend in the number of negotiated access agreements over private land to enable iwi / community
access
32. Kilometres of river/waterway length accessible via footpaths/tracks

ND

33. Yes/No having to purchase kai species/ get supply from other runanga / or get supply from NTHC for marae
To
promote
economic
development
opportunities for Ngai Tahu whanui

activities
34. Yes / No and trend in number of barriers to cultural aspirations with respect to the river

4

The explanation that explains how the score was determined is set out in Tipa, G. Nelson, K. Williams, E. (2014) Oranga Takiwa: A Cultural Health Assessment for the
Waitaki Catchment An unpublished report available from Tipa and Associates Ltd. PO Box 23 Outram, Otago, New Zealand, 9019.
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The Cultural Health of the

Hakataramea

Hakataramea Catchment

4.6.1

Introducing The Hakataramea Catchment1

The Hakataramea River flows generally south through the Hakataramea Valley, which is separated from the more inland Mackenzie Basin
by the Kirkliston Range. A major tributary of the Waitaki River, it flows for 70 kilometers before joining the river from the northeast just
below the town of Kurow in the village of Hakataramea. The Hakataramea Valley is located in the Waimate region of South Canterbury,
with the closest town being Kurow. Kurow is located around 110 kilometres from Timaru. The heart of the Hakataramea Valley is located a
further 40km up the Hakataramea Valley Road. The Hakataramea catchment spans from the Waitaki River in the south to the Hakataramea
pass in the north. The catchment is bounded in the west by the Kirkliston Range and in the east by the Hunter Hills. The valley is around
56km long with an average width of 21km and drains an area of around 890km2 (Hanning (1996).
This catchment like so many high country basins in New Zealand experiences extremes in the weather. During the winter months it is not
uncommon for the temperatures to drop as low as -10°C, during the summer months the temperature can climb as high as 35°C. The
Hakataramea Valley experiences on average 528mm of rainfall per annum, this can drop below 300mm during a typical drought year, which
is common in the valley.
The Hakataramea valley includes both streams that flow year round, and others that flow seasonally, all of which are tributaries of the
greater Hakataramea River. Stream and river flows are seasonally low, due to the low summer rainfall with water temperatures reaching
more than 18°C. Both the small tributaries and the river itself may also gain recharge from groundwater sources, but this is not confirmed
as there has not been adequate investigation (Zemansky et. al, 2006).
60% of the total 890km2 valley area is considered profitable to farm. Of this farmed land there has only been enough water granted to
irrigate 6000 hectares and currently only 55-60% is being irrigated. Historically the region has been dominated by dryland sheep grazing,
with dryland beef grazing being the second most common agricultural activity (Land Resource Inventory, 2011). A minor component of
cropping and deer farming is also present. These four farming types were all considered to be semi extensive to extensive practices. In
recent years the valley has seen the introduction of irrigation, and more intensified agricultural practices that require irrigation.
The Hakataramea River is the largest tributary of the Waitaki River below the hydroelectricity dams (excluding the Mackenzie lakes and
their tributaries), and it is also the most important spawning river for the Chinook salmon. Other native and exotic fishes present include
brown trout, rainbow trout, Canterbury galaxiid, common bully, upland bully, and long finned eel. There is also a large range and number of
macroinvertebrates in the river that will be directly and indirectly affected from decreased flow levels and the subsequent increased
temperatures.

1

These descriptions were taken from internet sources.
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4.6.2

A Summary of the Cultural Association with the Hakataramea Catchment2

  ǡó¢a and his
ǡ  ǡ Ǥ ¢ǡ h as this
represent the links between the cosmological world of the gods and present generations, these histories reinforce tribal identity and
solidarity, and continuity between generations, and document the events which shaped the environment of Te Wai Pounamu and Ng¢
as an iwi.
The name “Hakataramea” refers to the taramea plant from which a prized perfume was extracted. The name reflects the fact that taramea
once grew in abundance in the vicinity of the river, and was easily accessed.
As well as being a mahinga kai in its own right, the
Hakataramea was also an alternative route to the Aoraki region, forming part of the network of waterways and land-based mahinga kai in
Ǥ ǡó¢nau interaction.
         ¢  ó      Ǥ    le of the
people led to their dependence on the resources of the river.
The Hakataramea was a noted and popular indigeno ǡ   ȋȌǡ  ȋȌǡ Ûǡ Û ȋ
Ȍ¢ȋȌǤ  ǡÄÛȋ ee) and
ȋȌǤóconsiderable knowledge of whakapapa, traditional trails and tauranga waka, places for gathering
kai and other taonga, ways in which to use the resources of the Hakataramea, the relationship of people with the river and their dependence
on it, and tikanga f Ǥ¢Ǥ
These mahinga kai resources supported both semi-    ǡ    ¢   -tohi near the
confluence of the Hakataramea and Waitaki rivers. The surviving rock art remnants and rock shelters are a particular taonga of the area,
providing a unique record of the lives and beliefs of the people who travelled the river.
Because of the long history of use of the river as both a highway and a mahinga kai, supporting permanent and temporary occupation, there
    ¢ǡ ¢   ¢      Ǥ             is the
Hakataramea. This valley holds great value and korero for our people. We have names (and we have also lost many names) for the places,
streams and features of this valley.
There is more than one name and meaning for this valley we call it Hakataramea and Te Aka Taramea. The word means surrounded by hills
in this case a valley although it could also be a harbour. Taramea is the Speargrass or Spaniard; a vicious spiky plant that was prized for its
perfume worn by men and women. My whanauka say that they see very little Taramea growing in this valley now. The Hakataramea is also
the southern boundary of the Pouakai s (giant eagle) range.
Kai mahi mahika kai mo taku whanau (Traditional practices of whanau on and near the river)
Figure 58 (left) confirms that the entire length of the Hakataramea and
many of the tributaries represent reasonable quality habitat for long fin
eels.
The blue dots that appear on the map are the sites were eels have been
present when these reaches have been surveyed.
Figure 58 was provided by Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu.

2

This isn’t intended to be an exhaustive description of cultural values. It is a summary drawn from mandated sources e.g. evidence to Waitaki hearings.
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Wahi Ingoa in the Valley
The location of many traditional place names in the catchment is known.

x

On the west side of the mouth of the Hakataramea the locality was called Taki-kea. This was a pa site or old settlement at the
confluence of the rivers. It was a sheltered place to be in the cold.

x

Mckays Stream, which flows into the Hakataramea from the west, was known as Ka-taupa-hoe. “Taupa” was the word for the
leggings made of flax or tikumu, which were worn to prevent the limbs being badly torn and scratched.

x

Further upstream is Kakau-pahae (to tear the stalk of a plant into bits), Cattle Creek and the Matua-rau (a tributary which gathers
many streamlets), is likely the stream in between Cattle and Mackay Creeks.

x

Bluestone Creek flows into the Hakataramea, just below Kakau-pahea (the lean stalk of a plant).

x

Stony Creek, was called Taki-tu, (it meant stand crying, and as a word it denotes an old Maori custom in welcoming visitors) and
the same name was given to a tributary of the Waihao.

x

The next creek coming south was Matua-rua (two parents or relatives). Another tributary, Homestead Creek, was called Te Waia-Urihia (the stream of Urihia, a celebrated chief. There is also a hill with the ancient name of Mauka Tiro a pou to indicate where
one was in the valley.

Taonga species
Figure 59 (left) confirms that within the catchment there are pockets
of catchment that have native land cover of reasonable quality.
However Figure 2 also confirms that the lower reaches of the
catchment are heavily modified.
Protecting the remaining indigenous vegetation and supporting
regeneration is a priority for Ngai Tahu.
Figure 59 was provided by Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu.
There are multiple species (birds, plants and fish) found in the
catchment that are valued as a taonga by Ngai Tahu whanui.

Ara Tawhito
The Hakataramea was a major trail
x from the Waitaki River into the hinterland of Manahuna, (Mckenzie Basin) through the low mountain pass known as Te Kopi o Hakataramea.
x leading into Manahuna (Mackenzie Basin), over Te Tara o Te Kaumira (Hunter Hills) into the Pureora rohe.
x up the Hakataramea River north to where it met the Kahore (Lockhart stream) into Te Nga Wai Awa and down the Opihi to Wai te ruaiti
Kaika at the mouth.
Registered archaeological sites
The registered archaeological sites I the catchment are shown in Figure 60. Please note that at this stage the catchment has not been surveyed for
the presence of rock art and rock shelters.
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Figure 60: Archaeological sites in the Mid Waitaki and the Hakataramea.

It is likely that more sites are to be discovered.
Te Wai Tohi
Near where the Hakataramea River runs into the Waitaki once stood a village known as Te Wai-tohi (a sort of rite over infants).
There was a permanent pa site at the southern entrance of the valley that was omitted in the early 1800s when Mantell was surveying the country
for the Colonial Government. The land acreage from this pa site was reissued at Waihao at a later date after the hap complained to the Government
The mauri, wairua and mana of the rivers are continually desecrated. The Waitaki Water Allocation Plan talks about maintaining the integrity of the
mauri of the rivers, enhanced mauri of water bodies and providing for healthy ecosystems for mahinga kai species but whanau have seen little if
anything from the applicants or ECan that addresses or even discusses these matters.
The Hatchery
A salmon hatchery was established in the lower catchment in the early twentieth century. Over the years a number of whanau worked at the
hatchery. Other whanau have described how they would travel to the lower Hakataramea to see the salmon spawning.
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4.6.3 Cultural Assessments
The results of the assessments that are reported in this section draw from assessments undertaken in April 2014 and January 2015. In total 10 sites have
been assessed using the Cultural Health Index 3.
Assessments were only completed at
Sites 1, 5 and 8 which are found in the
lower catchment:

x

x

x

Site 1 - Hakataramea
mainstem at State highway
Bridge
Site 5 – Hakataramea mid
catchment at Wright’s
Crossing
Site 8 – Poplar Stream

Many of the other sites shown in this
map were photosgraphed but could not
be assessed because of lack ofwater

Two assessments were completed at Site
12. The assessments were completed at
sites in close proximity:

x

x

Cattle Creek
Mainstem Hakataramea where
immediately below where
Cattle Creek joins.

Other sites shown on the map were sites
were photos were taken.

Assessments were completed at Sites 13
and 14 which are both found in the upper
catchment:

x
x

3

Dalgety Stream
Hakatarmea (at the raingauge)

The CHI methodology is included in Appendix 2.
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1.

Hakataramea (at State Highway Bridge)

Looking upstream

Looking downstream

Description
We assessed a site on the mainstem Hakataramea River. We accessed the river from an access track on the true left of the river just upstream of the bridge
at Hakataramea township.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

There is no further land use intensification in the catchment
The flow regime is to maintain a connected flow ki uta ki tai
o The flow is sufficient to scour pools and remove sediments and organic matter
o Maintain the shape of the channel
o Maintain depth that provides for fish passage
Abundant populations of taonga species restored an available for use.
Water quality is enhanced – there are no algal blooms, e-coli is no longer a problem.
Water is safe for use by whanau and communities – it is safe to drink without treatment.
We know that eels would be present
Clear water is maintained
Birds can be heard.
The site is managed as part of a landscape that includes the wetlands at the old mouth.
Willows are removed over time and replaced with native species.
Springs in the lower catchment are to be identified, assessed and protected. A sufficient buffers is to be established around the springheads.
A catchment allocation limit is to be set when the Waitaki Allocation Plan is reviewed.
o Management of storage ponds is also to be reviewed as part of the Waitaki Allocation Plan

Issues perceived by whanau
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

The flow was too low - “it is not the Haka flow that I remember”
Was disappointing despite scoring highly for the presence of cultural materials.
It had been changed dramatically with the river being straightened and diverted from its old river mouth
Land use, use of the river margin, low flows and minimal riparian margins led to the river receiving average scores.
Whanau believed that retention of good flows of water in this catchment were essential to maintain the health of the river.
Management of storage ponds – specifically their regime for taking water for irrigation – needs to be revisited.
High e-coli levels are of concern as they limit cultural use.

Results of cultural assessments
x
x
x

x

This is a site of historical significance to whanau.
Whanau believed that the site could sustain some cultural use in the future.
The site received average scores for cultural use
o Each visit has less and less resources for whanau to gather. Reseeding may be needed.
o Access is very good.
o The site is in close proximity to Kurow and the Hakataramea wetlands
Average scores were given for stream health
o The catchment and riparian margins are modified.
o At the time of the visit the riverbed was clear of algae but whanau know that at this site algal blooms can be a problem.
o The clear clean water at the time of the assessment led to above average scores for these indicators.
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

3.40

3.58
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Sites 2 (unnamed tributary), site 3 (Padkins Stream), Site 4 (Kirkliston Stream)
These two streams were GPS referenced and photographed but not assessed by the team.

Unnamed tributary

Padkins Stream

Kirkliston Stream

The review of the Waitaki Allocation Plan is to include an assessment of the contribution of tributary flows to the mainstem Hakataramea. Whanau
did not like seeing stock in dewatered river channels. When it rains and the stream flows, contaminants will be washed into the river.
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5

Hakataramea (mid catchment at Wright’s Crossing)

Looking upstream

Looking downstream

Description
We assessed a mid-catchment site on the mainstem Hakataramea River. This site is located in the mid-catchment and is known as Wright’s Crossing. We
4
were advised by ECan staff present that this site is in the “losing reach of the river” .

Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

A good size flow of clean, clear water is to be maintained in this reach of the mainstem Hakataramea. Connectivity is important to Ngai Tahu. The flow
needs to:
o Maintain connectivity of flows
o Maintain shape of channel
o Prevent accumulation of sediments
o Maintain permanent polls as summer and drought refuges
o Reduce nutrient concentrations and associated water quality problems in summer
o Provide depth to enable migration.
A catchment allocation limit is to be set when the Waitaki Allocation Plan is reviewed.
o Management of storage ponds is also to be reviewed as part of the Waitaki Allocation Plan
Taonga plant species continue to be present and are to be thriving.
Crack willows are to be gradually removed and replaced with natives species. .
Abundant populations of taonga fish species restored and are available for use. Flows are sufficient to ensure that migratory species have access to and
from the sea at key migration periods.
Water quality is protected – there are no algal blooms, e-coli is not a problem.
Water is safe for use by whanau – you can drink the water without treatment.
Clear water is maintained
Willows are removed over time and replaced with native species.

Perceived threats identified by whanau
x
x
x
x

River was very low. Although it was a “losing reach” whanau were concerned at the absence of flow, the lack of connectivity, and the ponding.
Algae was observed in the ponded areas.
There were concerns at the ability of taonga fish species to migrate past this reach of the river in periods of low flow.
Galaxiids were observed but whanau were concerned that they were trapped in an isolated pool.

Results of cultural assessments
x
x
x
x

4

This is a site of historical significance to whanau.
Whanau believed that the site could sustain some cultural use in the future.
The site received average scores for cultural use
o Reseeding and replanting may be needed to ensure that there are kai and cultural materials for use by whanau.
o Access is very good.
Average scores were given for stream health
o The catchment and riparian margins are modified. Gorse and willow is present although some willow clearance was observed,
o At the time of the visit the riverbed was clear of algae but some algal was observed in the ponded areas
o The clear clean water at the time of the assessment led to above average scores for these indicators.
o Because of concerns over connectivity, whanau questioned the extent of habitat available for use by species.
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

3.22

2.73

Kelly Palmer attended the 2 days that the runanga team was in the field.
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Sites 6 (Station Stream), Site 7 (Deadman Stream)
These two streams were GPS referenced and photographed but not assessed by the team.

Station Stream

Deadman Stream

The review of the Waitaki Allocation Plan is to include an assessment of the contribution of tributary flows to the mainstem Hakataramea. Whanau
did not like seeing stock in dewatered river channels. When it rains and the stream flows, contaminants will be washed into the river.
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8.

MacKays Stream

Looking upstream

Looking downstream
Description

This site was assessed by the team who were wanting to assess the health of tributaries flowing into the Hakataramea from the true right side. It was the first
of three tributaries what were assessed. We accessed the site from Hakataramea Valley Road.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Tributaries were historically significant to Ngai Tahu. Tributaries are to be recognised and managed as important contributors to the flow in the mainstem
Hakataramea.
The flow is to be restored so that this stream is once again a functioning stream evidenced by its life and vitality.
The channel is to be “un-choked” of willows and other invasive plants.
The stream is to be fenced and protected from stock access.
Fish species are to be reseeded.
Native vegetation – including plants used by whanau – needs to be planted.
Culverts are to be assessed and if necessary modified to ensure that they do enable passage of migratory species

Perceived threats identified by whanau
x
x
x
x

Low flows
Stock access to the streambed
Willow infestation
Water flows through culvert – is it a barrier to fish passage.

Taonga species in area
Matagouri

Results of cultural assessments
x
x
x
x

The stream is highly modified. It scores poorly across all stream health indicators.
The stream is not considered fit to sustain contemporary cultural use.
Whanau indicated they would only return to monitor the site – its current state would not sustain cultural use.
Plants of value were present including rosehip, puha, matagouri.
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-0

1.8

1.82
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Site 10 (Rocky Point Stream), Site 11 (Unnamed Stream)

Rocky Point Stream

Unnamed tributary upstream of Cattle Creek
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12(a) Cattle Creek

Looking (north) towards Cattle Creek.
Description
Cattle Creek is a tributary that enters the mainstem Hakataramea on the true right. The lower reach of Cattle Creek carries a reasonable flow of water. Cattle
Creek contained brown trout, with some upland bully in the lower reaches when it was surveyed as part of Tenure Review.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x
x
x
x
x

The river is to be protected from stock. It is to be fenced and stock excluded.
The flow in this tributary is to be maintained. It is seen by whanau as a significant contributor to flows in the Hakataramea
This stream is a tributary that is accessible to whanau and is therefore highly visible.
There is to be no further hydrological alteration to this sub-catchment without Arowhenua and Waihao support.
Planting is to be undertaken to provide shelter and shade over the creek.

Perceived threats identified by whanau
x
x

The stream appeared to be open and exposed with limited plantings.
There is evidence of stock crossing the stream.

Results of cultural assessments
x
x

x
x

This is a site of historical significance to whanau.
With respect to cultural use
o whanau valued it highly as a place to visit and camp.
o It is easily accessible from the road so scores highly for accessibility.
o It is likely that some species will need to be reintroduced so it received only average scores for species present.
o Plants of value to whanau could be planted in the riparian margins.
Whanau questioned whether this would be site that they could gather from. It is unknown what species are present and in what quantities.
Stream health scores were above average – whanau noted that the stream had a stony riverbed, beautiful clear water and an excellent flow.
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

3.66

3.69
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12(b) Hakataramea (at junction with Cattle Creek)

Looking upstream

Looking downstream

Description
We assessed both Cattle Creek and the Hakataramea immediately downstream of where the creek enters. Cattle Creek enters the mainstem Hakataramea
on the true right (as marked by the cross in the above left hand photo).
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x
x
x

x
x

The policies for instream gravel management are to be reviewed so that channel is no longer wide, shallow and conducive to periphyton and algal growth.
Flows over riffles are to be of sufficient depth to enable passage of migratory fish species.
Connectivity is important to Ngai Tahu. The flow needs to:
o Maintain connectivity of flows
o Prevent accumulation of sediments
o Maintain permanent polls as summer and drought refuges
o Reduce nutrient concentrations and associated water quality problems in summer
High water quality and clarity is to be maintained.
A catchment allocation limit is to be set when the Waitaki Allocation Plan is reviewed.
o Management of storage ponds is also to be reviewed as part of the Waitaki Allocation Plan

Perceived threats identified by whanau
x

x

Inappropriate modification of the riverbed as part of its gravel management and flood control programmes.
o The wetted riverbed looking upstream from the bridge looks too wide and too shallow.
o Whanau questioned whether it is too shallow to provide passage for migratory species.
o There is the risk that widening the wetted river channel creates a river environment where periphyton and algae will flourish.
Multiple willow shoots were observed in the river. Early intervention would enable them to be removed from the system before they are able to be
established.

Taonga species in area
x

Ducks

Results of cultural assessments
x
x
x

This is a site of historical significance to whanau.
The river scored highly i.e above average for cultural use.
o It was assessed as being in a state that would support camping, swimming, gathering kai, and
o The site is accessible.
The river received average scores for stream health. Lower scores were awarded for indicators specific to
o The riverbed and the river margins which are modified. Gravel was unnaturally piled at the side of the river channel.
o Riparian vegetation and terrestrial vegetation which both consisted of exotic vegetation.
o Higher scores were given for riverbed condition, which was clear of sediment.
o Water quality and water clarity both received above average scores.
o There was no odours and the river appeared to be free from pollution.
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

3.98

2.98
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13

Hakataramea (at ECan raingauge)

Looking upstream over the Hakataramea mainstem

Looking dowstream over the Hakataramea mainstem

Description
We assessed the mainstem Hakataramea at the site of the ECan rain gauge.

Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

A good size flow of clean, clear water is maintained in this reach of the mainstem Hakataramea. The flow needs to maintain the pattern of shallows,
riffles and pools
There is to be no further hydrological alteration without runanga support.
There is to be no further land-use intensification.
Taonga plant species continue to be present and are thriving.
The high degree of naturalness is the upper catchment is to be maintained. Regeneration is to be encouraged.
The upper catchment is to continue to support abundant populations of taonga species.
A catchment allocation limit is to be set when the Waitaki Allocation Plan is reviewed.
o Management of storage ponds is also to be reviewed as part of the Waitaki Allocation Plan

Perceived threats identified by whanau
x
x

There is potential for periphyton growth in this reach – some was observed in the margins.
Whanau would not want to see the flow drop much lower than the flow they observed.

Taonga species
x
x
x

Many plants were observed including matagouri, taramea, carex, tussock, native broom, wiwi, manuka
Pied stilt was seen, other birds were heard.
Lowland long jaw galaxiids, koura, eels, upland and common bullies found I the catchment.

Results of cultural assessments
x
x

x
x
x

This is a site of historical significance to whanau.
Whanau believed that the site would sustain contemporary cultural use –
o camping, fishing and gathering cultural materials..
o Access received an above average score.
o Plants species were observed but it is unclear what fish species are present. Do shallow waters in the mainstem downstream enable passage?
Whanau indicated that in its present state they would return to the site.
Stream health scored high across all eight indicators, although whanau did comment on the presence of cow pats in the river and on the river gravels.
The good flow of clear high quality water was noted by whanau.
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

3.71

4.17
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14

Dalgety Stream

Looking upstream at Dalgety Stream

Looking downstream at Dalgety Stream

Description
This is major tributary in the headwaters of the Hakataramea.

Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x
x
x
x
x

The river is to be protected from stock
The flow in this tributary is to be maintained. As a headwater stream it is seen by whanau as a significant contributor to the flow in the mainstem
Hakataramea
No further hydrological alteration to this sub-catchment without Arowhenua and Waihao support.
Whanau would prefer to see no intensification in the Dalgety catchment
The generation of native bush on the hillsides continues.

Perceived threats identified by whanau
x
x

Stock have access to the stream.
This catchment has yet to be assessed for rock art.

Taonga species in area
x
x
x
x

There were many plant species observed by whanau including Matagouri, taramea, mountain flax, wiwi, broadleaf, carex
Because of low flows in the mainstem Hakataramea whanau are unsure if migratory fish species have access to the upper catchment and upper
tributaries.
Cockabillies were seen.
Birds were seen and heard.

Results of cultural assessments
x
x
x
x
x

This is a site of historical significance to whanau.
Whanau believed that the site would sustain contemporary cultural use –
o camping, fishing, gathering resources.
o Access received average scores as whanau noted that it was a long way to travel.
Whanau indicated that in its present state they would return to the site.
Stream health scored high across all eight indicators, although whanau did comment on the presence of cow pats in the river and on the river gravels.
The good flow of clear high quality water was noted by whanau.
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

3.3

4.27
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The string of wetlands at the Old Hakataramea Mouth (comprising three sites)
Description
x

x
x

5

This is a series of old river channels fed by groundwater and some terrace seepage. Area to west of stop bank includes a large area of open water that is
connected to the Waitaki River. To the east of the stop bank is string of relatively isolated pools, and further downstream channels with native vegetation
(raupo, Carex, sharp spike sedge, bog rush and) and willows and diverse macrophyte communities. At the eastern end wetlands also connected to the
Waitaki River. Potential marsh crake and bittern habitat.
Birds of note: harrier, grey teal, little shag, mallard, kingfisher, paradise shelduck, pukeko, welcome swallow, white-faced heron, grey warbler, fantail,
silvereye
shortfin eel (abundant), longfin eel, common bully, upland bully

Values & Opportunities sought
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

This area has plenty of raupo
Eels are to be present (a refuge) in abundance..
Clear water is to be maintained.
This is the old channel for the Hakataramea
Birds are to be abundant.
Springs are to identified, assessed and protected.
Fed by Waitaki, Hakataramea and springs at the
base of the hills
The site has changed – the river seems to be more
open and visible compared to in the past.
There were nohoanga at the old river mouth
This was a moa butchering campsite.

x
x
x
x
x

A range of taonga species are to present
Good water quality is to be monitored
Groundwater of good quality is to continue to sustain the wetlands.
Sits below Te Kohurau
The appeal of the wetland is
o its association with the Hakataramea, Te Kohurau
o it is safe and accessible for tamariki and can be used as a teaching site

Perceived threats
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

It changes on every visit
Is any of the area protected from landuse change?
Willow and gorse is present.
Access to the Raupo is restricted due to gorse.
Oxygen weed is present – the effect is unknown
Risk of grazing within the fenced area
The land tenure is unknown.
This side braid is impacted by low flows (around 120 cumecs)
Only the fit will be able to access the raupo wetland and the open channel at the bottom of the network.

Management Actions
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Restoring access for cultural use
Better fencing around the wetland
There could be an open area reserved for camping
This is a perfect spot for teaching tamariki.
It needs to provides safe access.
A management plan for the entire complex is needed
Gorse needs to be removed around the raupo pond to make it accessible to whanau.

5 These descriptions and the aerial are supplied by Boffa Miskell Ltd.
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Site 1: Hakataramea - open wetland at head of complex

Standing on the true left, looking downstream towards the Waitaki

Standing on the true left, looking upstream towards Hakataramea

Site Status

Mahinga kai
measure

Health measure

Additional
wetland measures

A-1

4.83

3.75

2.83

Site 2: Hakataramea - raupo wetland in the middle of the complex

Standing on the true right of the wetland looking towards the Hakataramea

Standing on the true right of the wetland looking towards the coast

Site Status

Mahinga kai
measure

Health measure

Additional wetland
measures

A-1

4.5

2.75

3.12

Site 3: Hakataramea – open channel towards the bottom of the complex

Standing on the true right of the wetland looking downstream

Standing on the true right of the wetland looking upstream
Site Status

Mahinga kai
measure

Health measure

A-1

3.75

2.75
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4.6.4

The final words I cannot imagine how further water takes for irrigation, for converting land to more intensive farming practices such as
dairying or how damming the tributary streams will enhance the mauri of the Hakataramea River (the only major Waitaki
tributary that isnt dammed) or provide healthy ecosystems for mahika kai species where is the information that tells me how
this will be achieved?. Sometimes I can walk across the Hakataramea where it meets the Waitaki in my shoes it is so shallow.
This means it is also warm, which in turn means it is not healthy. These rivers have a history of providing our people with their
sustenance. Despite the restrictions on mahika kai over the years, many Kai Tahu continue to exercise these practices and
follow seasonal paths. We shall continue to do so (David Higgins, Upoko Te Runanga o Moeraki).
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The Cultural Health of the Waikakahi
4.7.1 Introduction to the Waikakahi
Waikakahi is a spring fed stream on the North bank of the Lower Waitaki. The catchment flows for about 17 kilometres before feeding into the Lower Waitaki.
Spring fed streams, like Waikakahi, are highly valued by Ngai Tahu whanui. Historically the catchment contained significant wetlands, which sustained multiple
taonga species including eels. Figures 61 and 62 compare the location and extent of wetlands historically and today.

Figure 61: Historic wetlands in the Waikakahi (map supplied by TRONT)

Figure 62:Present wetlands in the Waikakahi (map supplied by TRONT)

The catchment was highly valued as an eel fishery. Figure 63 and 64 which follow confirm that even today, the catchment affords habitat for long fin and short fin
eels. However stock assessments are needed to confirm the health of the eel fishery. If needed, restocking initiatives are to be implemented. Eels are to be
prioritised over the needs of trout and salmon.

Figure 63: Potential long fin eel habitat in Waikakahi (map supplied by TRONT)

Figure 64: Potential short fin eel habitat in Waikakahi (map supplied by
TRONT)

Spring fed waters are highly values as they generally can be relied upon to provide sufficient quantities of high quality water. There were pa and nohoanga
throughout the lower Waitaki historically and these would have been sustained by the springs, the clean water, and the resources they sustained. Sadly, as the final
two figures illustrate little natural cover exists in the Waikakahi (Figure 65) and the stream is considered to be under pressure (Figure 66)

Figure 65: Natural cover in the Waikakahi (map supplied by TRONT)

Figure 66: River and stream pressures in the Waikakahi (map supplied by
TRONT)
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Concerns were raised about the poor overall condition of the Waikakahi Stream and its impact on valuable trout spawning habitat in the stream in the
1990s. In 1996 the Waikakahi Resource Care Group was formed, and a ‘Waikakahi Stream Protection and Enhancement’ project was initiated in 1998. This
project focussed on stream fencing and planting. In 2001, the catchment became part of the ‘Best Practice Dairy Catchment” (BPDC) project, an initiative by
the dairy industry with the broad aim of integrating environmentally sustainable practices into dairy farming, while sustaining business viability. The
Waikakahi catchment differs from the other BPDC’s in that dairy farming in the catchment depends on irrigation water. Farms are supplied with irrigation
water via the Morven Glenavy Ikawai irrigation scheme (MGI), which takes water from the adjacent Waitaki River and distributes it via a canal system to
irrigate over 18,000 ha.

4.7.2 Cultural Assessments
The results of the assessments that are reported in this section draw from assessments undertaken in January 2015. Two sites have been assessed using
the Cultural Health Index 1. Assessments were only completed at Sites 16 and 17 which are found in the the lower catchment:

x
x

1

Site 16 – Waikakahi at Hen and Chicken Road
Site 17 – Waikakahi at Te Maiharoa Road

The CHI methodology is included in Appendix 2.
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1.

Waikakahi (at Cock and Hen Road)

Looking upstream

Looking downstream

Description
This is a spring fed stream that flows into the Waitaki River just upstream to the State Highway Bridge.

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Taonga species

Wahi taonga

Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
Abundant populations of taonga species are to be
restored and available for use. Reseeding may
be necessary. Some whanau aspire to
reintroduce waikakahi.
Spring heads that feed the stream are to be
identified, assessed, protected and a sufficient
buffer established around each to ensure their
protection.
Water quality is to be protected – there is to be no
excessive weed growth, or problems related to
phosphorus, sediment and e-coli. Water quality
and water flows need to protect mahinga kai
species.
There is to be no further intensification in this
catchment.
The level of contaminants in this catchment is not
to increase.
Water is to be safe for use by whanau – able to
drink without treatment.
Eels are to be abundant in this stream
Clear water is to be maintained
Riparian planning and fencing is to continue.
Stock are to be excluded from accessing the
waterway, for the length of this tributary. A
selection of plants of potential use to whanau is to
be agreed and planted.

x

Nohoanga
Wai Maori

x
Puna
x
x

Repo Raupo
Mahinga kai

Upland, common and blue gilled bullies, short fin
eels, long fin eels, smelt, kanakana, black
flounder, torrentfish
Lower catchment also has kahawai, star gazer,
yellow eye mullet, inanga, giant and banded
kokopu, giant bully.
Canterbury mudfish
Koura

Cultural materials
Pa
Reserve

Issues perceived by whanau
x Was disappointing to see the absence of cultural materials despite the replanting.
x Quality of the riparian planting seems to vary. Riparian planting is to be continued.
x Whanau felt that the distance between stream and heavily stocked paddocks was too narrow.
x Whanau believed that retention of good flows of water in this catchment were essential.
x Excessive weed growth is a problem.
x Sediment was observed on the stream bed.
x
Results of cultural assessments
x
x
x

x

This is a site of historical significance to whanau.
Whanau believed that the site could sustain some cultural use in the future.
The site received average scores for cultural use
o Whanau questioned what species would be here for whanau to gather. Reseeding may be needed.
o Access is from the road only. It was unclear if there would be access along the banks,.
o The site is in close proximity to Glenavy and Oamaru,
o Whanau want to have the life in the stream surveyed.
Average scores were given for stream health
o The catchment and riparian margins are modified.
o At the time of the visit the riverbed had large beds of oxygen weed and sediment was on the riverbed.
o The clear clean water at the time of the assessment led to above average scores for these indicators.
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

2.58

2.97
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1.

Waikakahi (at Te Maiharoa Road)

Looking downstream

Looking upstream
Description
This is a spring fed stream that flows into the Waitaki River just upstream to the State Highway Bridge.

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Taonga species

Wahi taonga

Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
Abundant populations of taonga species are to
be restored and available for use. Reseeding
may be necessary. Some whanau aspire to
reintroduce waikakahi.
Native and taonga species are to be prioritised
over introduced species (trout and salmon).
Spring heads that feed the stream are
protected and a sufficient buffer is established
around each to ensure protection.
There is to be no further intensification in this
catchment.
The load limit in this catchment is not to
increase.
Water quality is protected – there is to be no
excessive weed growth, or problems related to
phosphorus, sediment and e-coli.
Water is to be safe for use by whanau.
Eels are to be abundant
Clear water is maintained
Riparian planning and fencing is to continue.
Fence is to exclude all stock from the
waterway. A selection of plants of potential
use to whanau is to be investigated.

x

Nohoanga
Wai Maori

x
Puna
x
x

Repo Raupo
Mahinga kai

Upland, common and blue gilled bullies, short
fin eels, long fin eels, smelt, kanakana, black
flounder, torrentfish
Lower catchment also has kahawai, star gazer,
yellow eye mullet, inanga, giant and banded
kokopu, giant bully.
Canterbury mudfish
Koura

Cultural materials
Pa
Reserve

Issues perceived by whanau
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Some damage from stock was observed and was of concern.
Was disappointing to see the absence of cultural materials despite the replanting.
Quality of the riparian planting seems to vary. Riparian planting is to be continued.
Whanau believed that retention of good flows of water in this catchment were essential.
Excessive weed growth is a problem.
Sediment was observed on the stream bed.
Fish and Game are targeting spring fed streams for enhancement, this should not be at the detriment of native species, many of which are a taonga.

Results of cultural assessments
x
x
x

x

This is a site of historical significance to whanau.
Whanau believed that the site could sustain some cultural use in the future.
The site received average scores for cultural use
o Whanau believed reseeding of taonga species may be needed.
o Access is from the road only. It was unclear if there would be access along the banks. The site is in close proximity to Glenavy and Oamaru,
o Whanau want to have the life in the stream surveyed.
o The water appeared to be discoloured but whanau didn’t know the cause.
Average scores were given for stream health
o The catchment and riparian margins are modified.
o At the time of the visit the riverbed had large beds of oxygen weed and sediment was on the riverbed.
o The clear clean water at the time of the assessment led to above average scores for these indicators.
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

2.71

2.73
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The Cultural Health of Whitneys Creek
4.8.1 Introduction to Whitneys Creek
Whitneys is a spring fed stream on the north bank of the Lower Waitaki that flows to sea north of the Waitaki River. Like the neighbouring Waikakahi catchment,
historically the wetlands in the catchment sustained numerous taonga species including eels.

Figure 67: Historic wetlands in the Whitneys (map supplied by TRONT)

Figure 68:Present wetlands in the Whitneys (map supplied by TRONT)

Reliable quantities of freshwater means that the catchment was highly valued as an eel fishery.
catchment has the potential to afford habitat for long fin and short fin eels.

Figure 69: Potential long fin eel habitat in Whitneys (map supplied by TRONT)

Figure 69 and 70 which follow confirm that even today, the

Figure 70: Potential short fin eel habitat in Whitneys (map supplied by TRONT)

Spring fed waters are highly values as they generally can be relied upon to provide sufficient quantities of high quality water. There were pa and nohoanga
throughout the lower Waitaki and along the east coast historically and these would have been sustained by the springs, the clean water, and the resources they
sustained. Sadly, as the final two figures illustrate that, like Waikakahi, little natural cover exists in the Whitneys (Figure 71).

Figure 71: Natural cover in the Waikakahi (map supplied by TRONT)

Figure 71: River and stream pressures in the Waikakahi (map supplied by
TRONT)
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Protecting the right and ability for
whanau to utlise their lands and
resources is a prirotiy for nga runanga.
The proximty of Te Awakokomuko to
Whitneys Stream is to be investigated.
If Te Awakokomuko (Figure 72) is within
Whitneys catchment, an allocation of
water and load is needed to recognise
and provide for the rights and interests of
whanau.

Figure 72: Te Awakokomuka Reserve

CULTURAL ASSESSMENT
The results of the assessments that are
reported in this section draw from
assessments undertaken in January
2015. One site was assessed using the
Cultural Health Index 2.
Assessments were only completed at
Site 15 which is found in the lower
catchment. Its proximity to the sites in
the Waikakahi that were assessed is
shown in the map
at right.

2

The CHI methodology is included in Appendix 2.
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Whitneys (at Carrolls Road corner)

Looking upstream

Looking downstream

Description
This is a spring fed stream that flows into the sea north of the Waitaki river mouth.

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Taonga species

Wahi taonga

Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
This stream is to be managed as a part of a
significant cultural landscape that includes the
reserve Te Awakokomuka.
Abundant populations of taonga species are to
be restored and available for use. Reseeding
may be necessary.
Spring heads that feed the stream are
protected and a sufficient buffer is established
around each to ensure protection.
Aside from a cultural allocation of water, there
are to be no further consents to take and use
water. Whanau note that there is only one
consent at the mouth of this stream. No further
water extractions are to be allowed.
Water quality is to be enhanced.
There is to be no further intensification in this
catchment.
The load limit in this catchment is not to
increase.
Water is to be safe for use by whanau.
Eels are to be abundant
Clear water is to be restored.
Riparian planning and fencing is to continue. A
selection of plants of potential use to whanau is
to be investigated.

Long fin eels, short fin eels, koura, mudfish

Nohoanga
Wai Maori
Puna
Repo Raupo
Mahinga kai
Cultural materials
Fishing easements
Reserve

Issues perceived by whanau
x
x
x
x
x
x

The stream has been channelized.
Weed management is a concern – large chunks of weed were floating down the stream on the day of the assessment.
Riparian planting is needed, preferably with plants that are used by whanau. .
Whanau felt that the distance between stream and heavily stocked paddocks was too narrow.
The water appeared to be clear but was very dark – the cause was unknown.
Sediment was observed on the stream bed.

Results of cultural assessments
x
x
x

x

This is a site of historical significance to whanau.
Whanau believed that the site could sustain some cultural use in the future.
The site received average scores for cultural use
o Whanau questioned what species would be here for whanau to gather. Reseeding may be needed.
o Access is from the road only. It was unclear if there would be access along the banks,.
o The site is in close proximity to Glenavy and Oamaru,
o Whanau want to have the life in the stream surveyed.
Average scores were given for stream health
o The catchment and riparian margins are modified.
o At the time of the visit the riverbed had large beds of oxygen weed and sediment was on the riverbed.
o The clear clean water at the time of the assessment led to above average scores for these indicators.
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-0

1.31

2.3
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PART 5: CONCLUSION
The Waitaki Catchment is of paramount importance to Kai Tahu. The Crown has recognised this significance in the Ngai Tahu Claims
Settlement Act 1998. Schedules 14 and 72 contain the Statutory Acknowledgements of Aoraki and the Waitaki River respectively. As
manawhenua, the tribal members belonging to the three Papatipu Rünanga, Te Rünanga O Arowhenua, Te Runanga o Waihao and Te
Runanga o Moeraki have a responsibility to assess the health of the Waitaki and specifically how the health of the catchment impacts
upon their cultural, beliefs, values and practices.
Kai Tahu are able to point to their experiences in the Waitaki that show that almost all Kai Tahu experiences with dams, diversions, and
landuse change to date have been negative. In particular:
x

wähi tapu and wähi taonga areas have been inundated and lost. As a result, named and active associations are broken and Kai Tahu’s
cultural relationship with the area is weakened and damaged,

x

previously valuable mahinga kai kai areas have been similarly destroyed, and in instances access to existing resources has also been
adversely affected.

x

fish movement within river systems has been disrupted; both of juveniles into the system and of mature adults attempting to leave
the system. The success of recent attempts to mitigate these effects on fish passage is unknown.

x

newly created lake systems are typically adopted enthusiastically by recreational users who then develop these areas as recreational
fisheries and boating areas. This results in the further diminution of Kai Tahu’s interests and the erosion of the rights of
manawhenua in these areas.

x

existing water allocation regimes, may fail to recognise property interests of Ngai Tahu in the ownership, management, usage and
access to the resource never receives recognition let alone priority attention and are invariably subordinated to agricultural
economic interests

x

the character of the upper, mid and lower sub-catchments are irrevocably altered;

x

the “minimum” flows are not considered adequate for the maintenance of the river’s mauri;

x

dam construction in the upper and mid catchment have had serious environmental implications and inundated nohoanga which
represented valuable mahinga kai;

x

dams have interrupted the continuity of flow from the mountains to the sea which conflicts with the Käi Tahu philosophy of “Ki Uta,
Ki Tai”; and

x

dams trap sediment and coarser materials needed to replenish coastal environments.

Yet Kai Tahu remain committed to:
x protecting Aoraki and nga roimata o Aoraki
x reinstating and improving the abundance of mahinga kai resources, particularly in important wetlands, side braids, backwaters,
tributaries and the Waitaki River itself;
x protecting the quality of the waters of the Waitaki;
x protecting rock art sites;
x protecting other wahi tapu / wahi taonga;
x protecting cultural landscapes;
x developing more appropriate flow regimes;
x ensuring variability in river levels;
x providing a sufficient buffer, or safety margin, to mitigate against the adverse effects of changing land uses on the waters of the
Waitaki;
x undertaking the restoration, enhancement and creation of wetland areas;
x enhancing access throughout the river system;
x addressing issues relating to changing landuses in the catchment, in particular the increase in dairying; and
x protecting habitats in and around the river mouth.
The purpose of this report was to bring together information about the Waitaki and present it in a framework that increases
understanding of the whole system, including natural processes, human needs and aspirations, and the cultural rights and interests of
tangata whenua.
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Wilks T, Norton N, Meredith A, (2009). Periphyton growth and nutrient limitation in rivers of the upper Waitaki catchment. Environment Canterbury
report R09/106.
Wiliams, E. Boubee, J. (2012) Freshwater Fish in the Waitaki Catchment. A report prepared for training workshop at Te Runanga o Moeraki.
Zemansky, G. White, P. Barrell, D (2006) Potential Impacts of Irrigation on Groundwater Nitrate in the Hakataramea River catchment. GNS Science
Consultancy Report 2006/106 June 2006.
Legislation accessed
x
x

Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu Act 1996
Ngai Tahu Claims Settlement Act 1998
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Personal Communications
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Pers. com (MPI staff member to Tipa, 2012)
Davis K supplied Cultural Health Index Assessment Spreadsheets (unpublished)
Personal written correspondence (Donaldson to Tipa)
Pers com MT (2013).
Pers com KTMD (2005).
Pers com R. Young, (2013)
Pers com B Clarkson (2012)
Pers com Member Ngai Tahu Maori Rock Art Trust

Databases accessed
x
x
x
x
x
x

New Zealand Freshwater Database
FENZ
1880 Taiaroa manuscript and map.
Data for the Upper and Mid Waitaki sites was supplied by Environment Canterbury who are undertaking regular monitoring. Although a
number of reports are available with results for one off sampling of sites, we chose to use the Ecan record which has multiple readings for sites.
New Zealand Land Cover Database 2 (Snapshot 2001/2) presented in the Waitaki Allocation Plan 2005.
Patrick Tipa collected eels data over a three year period 2010-2013

Maps
x
x
x
x
x

An assortment of maps were supplied by Iain Gover, Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu
A map of Waitaki Catchment was supplied by NIWA
A map showing some of the sub-catchments was produced by ECan.
A map possibly drawn by Beattie (around the 1920s) was accessed from the Hocken Library.
Maps were obtained from LINZ from the Black Maps series

Web pages accessed

doc.govt.nz/conservation/land-and-freshwater/freshwater/upper-waitaki-braided-rivers/project-river-recoverys-work/
imagesabound.com/lake-poaka
niwa.co.nz/our-science/freshwater/tools/kaitiaki_tools
ngaitahu.iwi.nz
education.waikato.ac.nz/splsblog/2013/10/apply-now-for-aoraki-bound/
http://www.alps2ocean.com/

Photographs
GNS Library
David Wall Photography.
New Zealand Aerial Archaeology
Alexander Turnbull Library
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APPENDIX 1 - Freshwater Fish Diversity in the
Waitaki River Catchment
New Zealand has a diverse range of freshwater fish species, many of which are quite small, nocturnal and very secretive. Currently New Zealand
has 35 recognised indigenous species of freshwater fish, and seven species that are essentially marine but often enter fresh water. Several
galaxiid varieties have been recognised but are still to be described.
Waitaki River Catchment
The New Zealand Freshwater Fish Database (NZFFD) 1 was accessed to see what fish species have been recorded previously in the Waitaki River
catchment. As of June 2013, 1,988 records have been entered into the NZFFD for sites surveyed for freshwater fish throughout the Waitaki
catchment using a variety of methods (Table 1). The most commonly occurring species include Upland bullies, Brown trout and Canterbury
galaxias.
Many of New Zealand’s freshwater fish species have to be able to travel (or migrate) between the ocean and freshwater to complete their
lifecycle successfully (Table 1). Some of the dominant migration periods for a selection of New Zealand’s indigenous freshwater fish species are
provided in Table 2. Environmental conditions, such as water levels and temperatures, will also vary on a seasonal basis and these influence
the timing of migration events.
More information about the life cycles and preferred habitats of these freshwater fish species can be found at:
https://www.niwa.co.nz/freshwater-and-estuaries/nzffd/NIWA-fish-atlas
Table 1: Freshwater fish species recorded in the Waitaki catchment between 1952 and 2013. The following table is extracted from the
NZFFD and lists the number of sites in the Waitaki where each species has been recorded, from the most frequently encountered (Upland
bully) to the least frequently encountered (Giant and Redfin bully). The number of times a species is encountered is also dependent on the
purpose of the study, the sampling methods used and the locations or habitats fished.
Common Name

Scientific Name

Number
of Sites

Threat status (Allibone et al. 2010)

Require access to the sea to complete
lifecycle?

Upland bully

Gobiomorphus breviceps

716

Not threatened

No

Brown trout

Salmo trutta

667

Introduced and naturalised

No

Canterbury galaxias

Galaxias vulgaris

510

Not threatened

No

Rainbow trout

Oncorhynchus mykiss

327

Introduced and naturalised

No

<ƃĂƌŽ

Galaxias brevipinnis

322

Declining

Yes (can form landlocked populations)

Alpine galaxias

Galaxias paucispondylus

303

Not threatened

No

No species

–

297
Yes (can form landlocked populations)

Common bully

Gobiomorphus cotidianus

192

Not threatened

Bignose galaxias

Galaxias macronasus

181

Nationally vulnerable

No

Longfin eel

Anguilla dieffenbachii

117

Declining

Yes

Upland longjaw galaxias

Galaxias prognathus

83

Nationally vulnerable

No

Lowland longjaw galaxias

Galaxias cobitinis

82

Nationally critical

No

Chinook salmon

Oncorhynchus tshawytscha

76

Introduced and naturalised

Yes

Shortfin eel

Anguilla australis

45

Not threatened

Yes

Canterbury mudfish

Neochanna burrowsius

38

Nationally critical

No

Common smelt

Retropinna retropinna

25

Not threatened

Yes (can form landlocked populations)

Black flounder

Rhombosolea retiaria

20

Not threatened

Yes

Bluegill bully

Gobiomorphus hubbsi

19

Declining

Yes

Brook char

Salvelinus fontinalis

19

Introduced and naturalised

No

Torrentfish

Cheimarrichthys fosteri

11

Declining

Yes

Sockeye salmon

Oncorhynchus nerka

9

Introduced and naturalised

Landlocked in the Waitaki

Stokells smelt

Stokellia anisodon

8

Naturally uncommon

Yes

Yelloweye mullet

Aldrichetta forsteri

7

Not threatened

Yes

5ŶĂŶŐĂ

Galaxias maculatus

6

Declining

Yes

Lamprey

Geotria australis

3

Declining

Yes

<ƃƵƌĂ

Paranephrops

2

Least concern1

No

Giant bully

Gobiomorphus gobioides

1

Not threatened

Yes

Redfin bully

Gobiomorphus huttoni

1

Declining

Yes

1

, http://www.iucnredlist.org/details/153614/0

The New Zealand Freshwater Fish Database (NZFFD) records the occurrence of fish in fresh waters of New Zealand, including major offshore islands. Data are
contributed voluntarily by organisations such as NIWA, fish and game councils, the Department of Conservation, regional councils, environment consultants,
universities, and interested individuals. This database can be accessed via: http://www.niwa.co.nz/our-services/databases/freshwater-fish-database.
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The following maps identify the sites (coloured circles) where 26 different freshwater fish species have been recorded previously in the Waitaki River catchment.
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Table 2:

Indigenous Freshwater Fish Species

Introduced Freshwater Fish Species

Appendix 2 – Cultural Health Assessments2
When developing the CHI, there were investigations in four catchments. There was a high level of agreement in the CHI scores relating to stream site status,
mahinga kai and stream health provided by four runanga/iwi teams for four different river catchments. Together with further analysis of combined stream health
data, a generic CHI was created. This generic CHI can be used confidently by any iwi at sites on streams of any size or river type. This is an index which allows
Ȁó     sing. The Cultural Health Index, comprises three components:
1. site status, specifically the significance of the site to Maori;
2. a mahinga kai measure; and
3. a stream health measure.
A Cultural Stream Health Index when applied to a specific site will result in a score such as A-1/2.9/4.1. It is necessary to understand what each part of the score
represents.
Site Status
Mahinga kai
Stream health measure
measure
A–1
2.9
4.1
For example:
x A-1/2.9/4.1 describes a site of traditional significance that Maori will return to, the mahinga kai values are only average, but the overall health of the
stream is very good.
The first component assesses the significance of the site to Maori and asks them to distinguish between traditional and contemporary sites. The first question
requires a site to be classified:
A
B

means the site is a traditional site of significance to Maori; or
means that the site is not traditional and has been included to enable other aspects to be considered e.g. it could be a site that is monitored by the regional
council).

The second question asks whether Maori would return to the site in the future, believing that it is able to sustain the cultural uses that it has had in the past. If the
runanga would return, the site is awarded a 1 and if not, a 0. When the answers to the two questions are collated there are four possible combinations:
A-1

A-0

B-1

B-0

This is a traditional
site, that Maori
would return to and
use as they did in
the past.

This is a traditional
site that Maori
would not return to.
It would not be
used in the future.

This is a site that is
not of traditional
significance to
Maori. However
they would go to the
site in the future.

This is a site that is
not of traditional
significance to
Maori. Further they
would not go to the
site.

The second component of the Cultural Health Index requires an assessment of the mahinga kai values of a site. Inclusion of this component in the Index recognises
that in addition to the many intangible qualities associated with the presence of a waterway, mauri is tangibly represented by some of the physical characteristics of
a freshwater resource, including: indigenous flora and fauna; water clarity, water quantity, and the mahinga kai it yields (Ministry for Environment, 1997).
There are four parts to the “mahinga kai measure” of the Cultural Health Index.
1. The first part (a) requires the identification of mahinga kai species present at the site. A list of plant, bird and fish species is prepared. A score, 1 - 5, is then
assigned, depending on the number of species present.
2. The second factor (b) requires a comparison between the species present today and the traditional mahinga kai sourced from the site. This was deliberately
factored into the design of the Cultural Health Index to recognise that maintaining cultural practices, such as the gathering of mahinga kai, is an important
means of ensuring the transference of cultural values through the generations. Cultural continuity means that greater value is likely to be assigned to sites
of traditional significance that continue to support the mahinga kai species sourced in the past. A single score, 1 - 5, is assigned, based on the number of
species of traditional significance that are still present:
x Non traditional site scores a 1;
x None of the species sourced in the past is present at the site scores 1;
x At least 50% of the species sourced in the past are still present at the site scores 3; and
x All species sourced in the past are still present at the site scores 5.
3. Mahinga kai implies that Maori have physical and legal access to the resources that they want to gather. The third component of the mahinga kai measure
(c) therefore requires a score of 1 -5 to be assigned to each site based on the ability to access the site, where 1 equals no access and 5 equals unimpeded
legal and physical access.
4. The fourth element in the mahinga kai measure (d) requires Maori to assess whether they would return the site in the future and use it: No - scores 1, Yes scores 5.
The four mahinga kai elements are then averaged to produce a single score out of 5 – for example:
Mahinga kai measure
The four scores could be:
a. species present
2
b. traditional species compared to present 3
c. access
2
d. return in the future
5
The third and final component of the Cultural Health Index is the stream health measure. Of the nineteen indicators identified by kaumatua, eight that can be
defined objectively and most appropriately reflect runanga members’ evaluations of overall stream health are included in the Stream Health Measure 3. The stream
health measure is derived by averaging the 1-5 scores awarded to the eight factors to give a final stream health measure from 1-5.
2

Please note that the individual site descriptions have been reviewed and signed off by whanau who undertook the assessments. They have not been peer reviewed as it
would have required someone unfamiliar with the sites, and with how whanau assessed the sites to provide comment. That would be inappropriate as the sites were
assessed by a group mandated Manawhenua representatives.
3 A description of the statistical analyses undertaken to determine the significant indicators is sourced from Tipa G. Teirney, L. (2006) Using the Cultural Health Index: How
the assess the Health of Streams and Waterways Ministry for Environment Reference ME711
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The addition of wetland indicators Phase 2 of the Coordinated Monitoring of New Zealand Wetlands Project provided a nationally consistent indicators and tools for coordinated monitoring of
wetland
condition and trend in New Zealand. Goal 2 of the wetlands project sought to identify, establish, and document a set of generic set of matauranga Maori (iwi and
hapu) indicators for wetland condition and trend (see Harmsworth 2002). Additional indicators included:
x % area of taonga plants within total wetland
x % area of exotic (introduced, foreign) plants covering total wetland
CULTURAL HEALTH ASSESSMENTS USING THE CHI - SUMMARY SCORES FOR SITES IN THE UPPER WAITAKI
Cultural significance

Cultural use

Stream health

Lake Alexandrina
Lake McGregor
Forks Stream
Irishmans Stream
Maryburn (upper)
Maryburn (below the fill)
Paterson Ponds
Tekapo River at Patersons Ponds
Tekapo River (Haldon Arm)
Tekapo River (at Steel Bridge)
Tekapo Canal
Grays River
Fraser Stream
Twizel River
Upper Ohau River
Temple Stream
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1

LAKE ALEXANDRINA OUTLET
Description
Lake Alexandrina (Whakatukumoana) is a lake located in the
Mackenzie Basin of New Zealand's South Island to the west of Lake
Tekapo. It is a shallow lake of glacial origin and is spring fed with
an outlet on its eastern shore mid-way down the lake.

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Values & Opportunities sought
Enhance water quality to ensure that waters
and riparian margins sustain whanau use of
the nohoanga
o There are no longer algal blooms in
the lake
o Lake SPI remains high in line with
the target in the pLWRP
o TLI targets in the pLWRP are met
Lake levels keep riparian vegetation
inundated at certain times of the year to
maintain healthy wetland vegetation along
the margins
Restore taonga populations, especially eels.
Recognise historical associations – the lake
has been fished by whanau in the past.
Eels have been caught here in the past.
Relocate and reseed eels as necessary.
Protect the lake’s ability to sustain taonga
species – birds, fish and plants – at all
stages of their life cycle.
Weka are reintroduced to the upper
catchment
Significance of the lake to Ngai Tahu is
recognized in any interpretative material.
Close the Upper Waitaki to commercial
eeling. It is to be a customary and
recreational fishery only.
The whenua (land) is protected from any
further intensification of use.

Wahi taonga
x
x

Ara tawhito
Nohoanga
Mahinga kai – including taonga species

x

Cultural materials

x

Issues perceived by whanau
x
x
x
x
x

There are huts at the outlet. Whanau coming to use the lake could be in
competition with other users.
Risk of contamination of waters from huts.
Algae is visible in some areas.
Some whanau would only return to camp not gather.
Some whanau are concerned that the lake is fished out and needs to be
reseeded with eels.

Looking upstream at the outlet
Site status

A-1

x
x
x
x

Taonga species
Bullies, eels, galaxiids
Feeding, roosting and breeding habitat for divers, waterfowl,
crested grebe. Feeding and roosting for gulls and terns.
Feeding habitat deep water waders, swamp rail, riparian
species, black front terns, wrybills, dotterels.
Important high country wintering habitat for waterfowl e.g.
scaup.
Matagouri, taramea, tutu, tataraheka, manuka, snowgrass,
raupo

All indicators for stream health and mahinga kai received average scores.
A stock assessment of eels in the Tekapo catchment is needed.
This is a lake Sensitive Zone under proposed Land and Water Regional Plan – the
amount of N/P loss under this regime may be too high for lake
There shouldn’t be the prioritization of trout and salmon above native species.

Looking downstream at the outlet
Cultural use

Stream health

3.0

2.84

Links to the ZIP Solutions package
x Commitment to reviewing the efficacy of water holding tanks. This is not a definitive solution. What comes next? It is unclear what action is to be taken. There is no
commitment to act beyond the review. Further information is needed. The “so what” question needs to be answered.
x The sub regional chapter needs to ensure that N/P lost from rural land use is appropriate to maintain/improve water quality within the lake
x Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the farming practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the catchment
loadings limits for the lake.
Ecan monitoring
x Lake SPI is high. It is to remain high.
x TLI is 3.0 which is the target in the proposed Land and Water Regional Plan (pLWRP)
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2.

LAKE MCGREGOR OUTLET

Description
The outlet of Lake Alexandrina feeds into a smaller lake, Lake MacGregor before feeding into Lake Tekapo.
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
Water quality is to be enhanced so that it sustains
whanau use of the nohoanga
Willows are to be removed and replaced with
native species..
Eels are to be reseeded to ensure an abundant
population.
Restoration plans are to be developed to restore
other populations of taonga species
Abundant populations are needed to restore
whanau use patterns
Close the Upper Waitaki to commercial eeling. It
is to be a customary and recreational fishery only.
TLI is lowered to the pLWRP target of 3.0.
The whenua is protected from any further
intensification of use.

Wahi taonga
x
x

Mahinga kai
Nohoanga

x
x

Taonga species
Bullies, eels, galaxiids
Feeding, roosting and breeding habitat for divers, waterfowl,
crested grebe. Feeding and roosting for gulls and terns.
Feeding habitat deep water waders, swamp rail, riparian
species, black front terns.
Important high country wintering habitat for waterfowl e.g.
scaup.
Matagouri, taramea, tutu, tataraheka, manuka, snowgrass,
raupo

Issues perceived by whanau
x Too many willows were seen around the outlet area especially. This interfered with the flow of water.
x Water in places appears too stagnant – in part due to no visible flow of water.
x Easy to access from the road once on site, but the lake is quite remote and a fair distance to drive.
x There could be competition with other users.
x Some whanau are concerned that the lake is fished out and needs to be reseeded with eels.
x A stock assessment of eels in the Tekapo catchment is urgently needed.
x This is a sensitive Zone under pLWRP – the amount of N/P loss under this regime may be too high for lake
x There shouldn’t be the prioritization of trout and salmon above native species.

The outlet at Lake MacGregor
Site status

Cultural use

Streamhealth

A-1

3.05

2.63

Links to ZIP solution package.
x It is unclear how the issues identified by whanau will be addressed by the ZIP addendum.
x The sub regional chapter needs to ensure that N/P lost from rural land use is appropriate to maintain/improve water quality within the lake
x Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the farming practices are implementing Good Management. Practices and the catchment
loadings limits for the lake.
ECan Monitoring
x TLI currently exceeds the pLWRP target.
x Lake SPI currently exceeds the pLWRP target.
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3.

FORKS STREAM

Description
Forks Stream is a small alpine-fed river located on military land, south of Lake Tekapo Village. The river can be accessed from Braemar Road or at State
Highway 8. Part of the stream is inaccessible as it is within army lands. The Fork Stream flows from the Gamack Range. Fraser Stream is a tributary. A high
proportion of the stream's flow comes from snow melt.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x Water clarity and quality is to be protected.
x Stock access in upper reaches is to be controlled.
x There is to be no intensification of landuse in the
future.
x There is to be no further hydrological alteration in
this sub-catchment.
x Native vegetation is to be restored.
x Protect the upper reaches above Pukaki Canal as
a native fish reserve.
x Enhance taonga species
x Protect flow and water quality as a significant
contributor to the Tekapo River.
x Maintain flow connectivity between upstream and
downstream
x No willows are visible along the river margin
x Landscapes are to be free of wilding pines.
x Weka are to be reintroduced to the upper Waitaki
catchment
x Close the Upper Waitaki to commercial eeling. It
is to be a customary and recreational fishery only.
x Stream health parameters monitored by ECan are
to confirm the river is in very good health.
x The whenua is protected from any further
intensification of use.

Wahi taonga
x
x

Mahinga kai

Taonga species
Upland long jaw galaxiis, eels.
Historically waikakahi were in the catchment.

Wai Maori (highly valued source waters)

Issues perceived by whanau
x Limited resources for whanau
to gather.
x Land use change
x A long way for whanau to travel
for limited and unknown
resources.
x When assessed merino stock
have access to the waterway.
x Riparian margins vary in
quality.
x Average scores were given or
stream health indicators.
x Scored above average for
mahinga kai. It is fished at
present and eels have been
caught. Overall stock numbers
are unknown.
x Remove willows and wilding
pines are to be removed from
along the river margins.
x Increasing water is taken from
the stream to supply Tekapo
Township and the Military
Base.
x Trout and salmon gaining
access to the stream

The Forks above State Highway 8 looking downstream
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

2.87

3.65

Links to ZIP solution package.
x Farm management plans should benefit this catchment.
x The sub regional chapter needs to ensure that N/P lost from rural land use is appropriate to maintain/improve water quality within the lake
x Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the farming practices are implementing GoodManagement Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.
x The work of the catchment management group is supported.
ECan Monitoring
x All stream health parameters currently monitored by ECan confirm that the stream is in good health.
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4.

IRISHMANS CREEK

Description
Irishmans Stream is a tributary of the Upper Waitaki. Irishman Creek is a small spring-fed stream. Irishmans swamp is found in its headwaters. The stream can
be crossed at State highway 8 or at Braemar Road. Irishman Creek flows through high country farmland before meeting the Maryburn and flowing into the
Tekapo River.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x Stock assessments need to establish the
size of eel population and reseed if
necessary.
x Beautiful clear waters are to be protected.
x More native planting is needed, especially to
provide cover over the channel.
x Flow regime is to be revisited in the review
of the Waitaki Allocation Plan.
o Stream flow needs to be protected
as a valued contributor of high
quality water to the Tekapo.
o Maintain flow connectivity between
upstream and downstream
o Irishman Swamp is to be protected.
o No further hydrological alteration
above State Highway.
x Stream health parameters monitored by
ECan are to confirm the river is in very good
health.
x The whenua is protected from any further
intensification of use.
o No changes in landuse
intensification above State Highway
o No willows are visible along the river
margin
o Landscapes are to be free of wilding
pines.
x Weka are to be reintroduced to the upper
Waitaki catchment
x Close the Upper Waitaki to commercial
eeling. It is to be a customary and
recreational fishery only.
x
Issues perceived by whanau
x Whanau would only access the site (as
necessary) as part of their trap and transfer
programme for long fin eels.
x There are limited resources to gather –
relocations and reintroductions need to be
investigated.
x Tussock grasses appear to have been
“munched”.
x Limited overhang of river channel
x Risk of wilding pines.
x Average scores for all mahinga kai
indicators.
x Average scores for all stream health
indicators.
x The score of “A-0” recognises that it is a
long way to travel for in unknown harvest
x The planning regime is silent on stopping
the draining of the swamp.

Wahi taonga
x
x

Mahinga kai

Taonga species
Ranunculus present
Eels

Wai Maori (highly valued source waters)
Repo raupo (wetlands)

Irishmans Swamp in the headwaters
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-0

2.83

2.84

Links to ZIP solution package.
x Farm management plans should benefit this catchment.
x The sub regional chapter needs to ensure that N/P lost from rural land use is appropriate to maintain/improve water quality within the lake
x Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the farming practices are implementing GoodManagement Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.
ECan Monitoring
x The parameters confirm that the stream
o Exceeds the target for 1) benthic biodiversity and is at risk of not meeting the target for 2) rare fish.
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5.

MARYBURN (UPPER

Description
The Maryburn is a tributary of the Tekapo River. The Maryburn is a spring-fed stream. The stream can be crossed at State highway 8 or at Braemar Road.
This spring-fed stream flows through high-country farmland and flows under the Tekapo Canal at the Maryburn Fill.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x The flow regime and the level of allocation are to
be revisited in the review of the Waitaki Allocation
Plan.
x Stock assessments need to establish size of eel
population and reseed population if necessary.
x More native planting is needed,
x Stream (including wetlands and ponds) need to be
protected as a valued contributor of high quality
water to the Tekapo.
x Close the Upper Waitaki to commercial eeling. It
is to be a customary and recreational fishery only.
x Maintain flows sufficient to maintain depth needed
for fish passage.
x Weka are to be reintroduced to the upper Waitaki
catchment
x Stream health parameters monitored by ECan are
to confirm the river is in very good health.
x The whenua is protected from any further
intensification of use.

Wahi taonga
x
x
x

Mahinga kai

Taonga species
Waterfowl, waders including black stilt
Eels.
Historically waikakahi were in the catchment.

Cultural materials
Wai Maori (highly valued source waters)

Issues perceived by whanau
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Whanau would only access the site as necessary as part of
their trap and transfer programme for long fin eels.
There are limited resources to gather. There has been no
inventory of cultural materials or stock assessment of taonga
undertaken.
A digger had left its tracks on the riverbank when whanau
were present for an assessment.
Limited overhang of river channel
Willows need to be controlled.
Access is with owner’s approval.
All indicators received average scores.
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-0

3.0

2.88

Looking downstream Maryburn Stream
Links to ZIP solution package.
x Farm management plans should benefit this catchment.
x A local catchment group is to be supported.
x The sub regional chapter is to ensure that N/P lost from rural land use is appropriate to maintain/improve water quality within the lake
x Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the farming practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.
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6.

MARYBURN (BELOW FILL)

Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

Wahi taonga

Restore water quality so that it is suitable for contact
recreation - i.e. able to drink without any form of
treatment.
The flow regime and the level of allocation are to be
revisited in the review of the Waitaki Allocation Plan.
Restore and then protect as an attractive healthy
small steam
Stream (including ponds) need to be protected as a
valued contributor of high quality water to the
Tekapo. Flows are to:
o Maintain connectivity upstream –
downstream
o Protect levels in ponds and wetlands
o Provide sufficient depth for passage.
Close the Upper Waitaki to commercial eeling. It is
to be a customary and recreational fishery only.
Maintain flows sufficient to maintain depth needed
for fish passage.
Weka are to be reintroduced to the upper Waitaki
catchment
Fence the length of the lower stream (below the fill)
to exclude stock access.
The establishment of a mahinga kai park on Simons
Hill/Simons Pass Stations. Te be a mahinga kai the
water quality needs to be safe for whanau who
come into contact with it.
Stream health parameters monitored by ECan are to
confirm the river condition has improved and it is in
very good health.
The whenua (land) is protected from any further
intensification of use.

Taonga species
x
x
x

Mahinga kai
Wai Maori

Waterfowl, waders including black stilt
Eels.
Historically waikakahi were in the catchment.

Issues perceived by whanau
x
x
x
x
x

Whanau would only access the site (as necessary) as part of their trap and transfer programme for long fin eels.
There are limited resources to gather
Access has changed – it is no longer open access as a result of closure of the canal road.
Land use change upstream is a risk to both the existing health of the stream and to future initiatives to restore the stream.
Scores were less than the upper Maryburn across most indicators.
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-0

2.37

2.70

Links to ZIP solution package.
x
x
x
x

Farm management plans should benefit this catchment.
A local catchment group is to be supported.
The sub regional chapter is to ensure that N/P lost from rural land use is appropriate to maintain/improve water quality within the lake
Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the farming practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.

ECan Monitoring
x
x

The parameters monitored by Ecan confirm that the stream exceeds the target for:
o DIN, nuisiance periphyton growth, visual aesthetics, suitability for contact recreation, benthic biodiversity,
And is at risk for:
o Trout habitat and rare fish
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7.

PATERSON PONDS

Description
Paterson Ponds on the true right banks of the Tekapo River between the river and the Tekapo Canal. They are artificial being the borrow pits that were
established when the Tekapo Canal was being constructed. They were then developed as an amenity / recreational area.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x Maintain water levels in the ponds
x Maintain for its habitat values and as an
amenity.
x Maintain stocks of cultural materials e.g.
Raupo.
x Water quality is to be suitable for contact
creation.
x The whenua (land) is protected from any further
intensification of use.

Mahinga kai

Wahi taonga

Taonga species
Waterfowl, waders including black stilt

Cultural materials

Eels, bullies.
Raupo

Issues perceived by whanau
x Hieracium ravaged lands on one side and high canal wall on the either led to average scores
for stream health
x The artificial character of the ponds also contributed to average scores
x Temperatures of shallow waters in the ponds can rise in summer impacting aquatic life in the
ponds.
x Populations of taonga species are to be enhanced.
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

B-1

3.01

2.54

Links to ZIP solution package.
x Farm management plans could benefit this catchment.
x The sub regional chapter is to ensure that N/P lost from rural land use is appropriate to
maintain/improve water quality within the lake
x Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the farming
practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the catchment loadings limits
for the lake.

8.

Raupo at one of the ponds

TEKAPO RIVER (AT PATERSON PONDS)

The Tekapo River flows occasionally through the Mackenzie Basin. Although the riverbed is now often dry in the upper reaches it maintains a constant flow
below the confluence of several tributaries notably the Maryburn, Forks, and Grays streams. These lakes of the Upper Waitaki are used to store water, and
occasionally during a particularly heavy snow melt or if the power stations or canal need servicing, water may be spilt from either the dam or canal back into the
riverbed. At the time of the assessment there was a discharge in the river.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x A flow is to be restored in the full length of
4
the Tekapo River .
o Flow is to maintain the shape of
the channel, depth sufficient for
fish passage, provide for a range
of aquatic habitats, and maintain
connectivity.
x Once a flow regime is restored, some
taonga species may need to be reseeded.
x Water quality is to be suitable for contact
recreation i.e. able to drink without any
form of treatment.
x Access to the river is possible to enable
cultural use.
x Close the Upper Waitaki to commercial
eeling. It is to be a customary and
recreational fishery only.
x Weka are to be reintroduced to the upper
Waitaki catchment
x Stream health parameters monitored by
ECan are to confirm the river is in very
good health.
x The whenua is to be protected from the
adverse effects from any further
intensification of use.
x Whanau can use the nohoanga.

Wahi taonga
Mahinga kai

Taonga species
Muelenbeckia along entire length of the
Tekapo River

Cultural materials
Nohoanga were found along the length of the river

Feeding, roosting and breeding habitat for
riparian species, shallow water waders,
black stilt, waterfowl, wrybillsm gulls,
banded dotterel, terns Feeding habitat
swamp rail, Australia Bittern.
Mahinga kai

Looking across the Tekapo River from Paterson Ponds.
Issues perceived by whanau
Links to ZIP solution package.
x Hieracium ravaged lands are on one side of the river, and a high canal
x Farm management plans could benefit this reach of the catchment
wall is on the either.
x There is to be development in the Haldon Arm of Lake Benmore. ECan is
x Scrappy riparian margins led to average scores for the riparian
saying that there is “headroom” and potential for some development.
x
The sub regional chapter needs to ensure that N/P lost from rural land use is
indicators.
appropriate to maintain/improve water quality within the lake
x limited kai in the river – with declining eel resources - led to only
Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether
x
average scores in terms of cultural use.
the farming practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.

4

Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

2.62

3.72

At the time of the assessment, the stream health component scored above average because whanau liked seeing a healthy flow in this part of the Tekapo.
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9.

TEKAPO RIVER (AT HALDON ARM)

Description
The Tekapo River flows through the Mackenzie basin and has its flow augmented by tributary flows (Forks, Irishmans, Maryburn, Twizel) before entering the
Haldon Arm of Lake Benmore.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

Healthy productive waters in the river, wetlands
and lake attract whanau to the nohoanga.
Kai is safe to eat.
Native vegetation is to be reintroduced
Wetlands and springs in the lower Tekapo
catchment are to be identified, their condition
assessed and protected.
Whanau access the site (as necessary) as part
of their trap and transfer programme for long
fin eels.
Healthy productive waters in the river, wetlands
and lake are needed to attract whanau to the
nohoanga.
Water quality is to be suitable for contact
recreation i.e. able to drink without any form of
treatment.
A flow is to be restored in the full length of the
5
Tekapo River .
o Flow is to maintain the shape of the
channel .
o Flow is to maintain depth sufficient for
fish passage.
o Provide for a range of aquatic habitats.
o Maintain connectivity.
Once a flow regime is restored, some taonga
species may need to be reseeded.
Close the Upper Waitaki to commercial eeling.
It is to be a customary and recreational fishery
only.
Weka are to be reintroduced to the upper
Waitaki catchment
Stream health parameters monitored by ECan
are to confirm the river is in very good health.
The whenua is to be protected from the
adverse effects from any further intensification
of use.

Wahi taonga

Taonga species

Mahinga kai

Muelenbeckia along entire length of the Tekapo
River

Cultural materials
Nohoanga (through the settlement)
Nohoanga were found along the length of the river

Feeding, roosting and breeding habitat for riparian
species, shallow water waders, black stilt, waterfowl,
wrybillsm gulls, banded dotterel, terns Feeding
habitat swamp rail, Australia Bittern.
Big nose galaxiis, eels,

Issues perceived by whanau
x
x
x
x
x
x

Rabbit control is needed.
It is a long way to travel for possibly limited return in terms of
gathering kai and cultural materials.
A boat is needed to access and gather from the lake margins.
Whanau believe water quality is at risk from upstream landuse
change and intensification.
Whanau are unsure of the extent of springs and wetlands in the
lower catchment.
There is a risk that declining water quality will impact whanau use
of the nohoanga.

The Lower Tekapo River at Haldon
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

2.98

3.14

Links to ZIP solution package.
x Farm management plans could benefit parts of the catchment
x There is to be development in the Haldon Arm of Lake Benmore. ECan is saying that there is “headroom” and potential for some development.
x The TLI in the Haldon Arm is at risk.
x It is not clear what happens if the TLI in the Haldon Arm exceeds what is being modelled.
o What is the “Plan B”?
o What triggers are to be put in place
o What actions will be undertaken if those triggers are reached?
x The sub regional chapter is to ensure that N/P lost from rural land use is appropriate to maintain/improve water quality within the lake
x Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the farming practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.

5

At the time of the assessment, the stream health component scored above average because whanau liked seeing a healthy flow in this part of the Tekapo.
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10

TEKAPO RIVER (AT STEEL BRIDGE)

Description
This site is found in the lower reaches of the Tekapo River before flowing into Lake Benmore. This site is fed by flow from the Forks and Grays rivers, Maryburn and
Irishman Creek, and supplemented by flow from Lake Tekapo, during spilling events. This site is located near the Haldon Arm of Lake Benmore, and the Haldon
Camping Ground which is a popular camping site for hunters and fishers. There is a nohoanga in the Haldon Arm.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x The flow in the river is to be restored and a
pattern of multiple braids restored.
x Once a flow regime is restored, some taonga
species may need to be reseeded. Taonga
species are to be prioritised. The perception of
some whanau is that the Tekapo is prioritized
as a trout fishery,
x Vehicle access within the active riverbed is to
be prohibited.
x Abundant populations of eels are to be restored
in the Upper Waitaki – where necessary
through reseeding.
x Whanau believe water quality is at risk from
upstream landuse change and intensification.
x Water quality is to be suitable for contact
recreation i.e. able to drink without any form of
treatment.
x Close the Upper Waitaki to commercial eeling.
It is to be a customary and recreational fishery
only.
x Weka are to be reintroduced to the upper
Waitaki catchment
x Stream health parameters monitored by ECan
are to confirm the river is in very good health.
x The whenua is to be protected from the
adverse effects from any further intensification
of use.

Wahi taonga
x
Mahinga kai
x
Cultural materials
Nohoanga were found along the length of the river
x

Taonga species
Muelenbeckia along entire length of the Tekapo
River
Feeding, roosting and breeding habitat for riparian
species, shallow water waders, black stilt,
waterfowl, wrybills gulls, banded dotterel, terns
Feeding habitat swamp rail, Australia Bittern.
Big nose galaxiis, eels,

Issues perceived by whanau
x Willows are to be controlled.
x The uneven terrain limits use (due to safety concerns).
x Risk of wetland and spring head loss in the lower Tekapo catchment.
x It is a long way to drive if there is limited kai to gather.
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-0

2.35

2.96

Links to ZIP solution package.
x Farm management plans could benefit parts of the catchment
x There is to be development in the Haldon Arm of Lake Benmore. ECan is saying that there is “headroom” and potential for some development.
x The TLI in the Haldon Arm is at risk.
x It is not clear what happens if the TLI in the Haldon Arm exceeds what is being modelled.
o What is the “Plan B”?
o What triggers are to be put in place
o What actions will be undertaken if those triggers are reached?
x The sub regional chapter needs to ensure that N/P lost from rural land use is appropriate to maintain/improve water quality within the lake
x Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the farming practices are implementing Good ManagementPractices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.
ECan Monitoring
x The parameters monitored by Ecan confirm that the stream exceeds the target for:
o nuisance periphyton growth, visual aesthetics, benthic biodiversity, trout habitat.

11

TEKAPO CANAL

Description
Originally, the Tekapo River flowed southwest for 25 kilometres from the southern end of Lake Tekapo before joining with the Pukaki River and flowing into the
northern end of Lake Benmore. However, the water from Lake Tekapo is now diverted via a canal to Lake Pukaki as part of the Waitaki Hydroelectric
scheme.Most of Lake Tekapo's outflow is now carried by the Tekapo-Pukaki canal (pictured), instead of the Tekapo River.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x Water quality is protected.
x Controlled access by whanau is to be
maintained.

Wahi taonga

Taonga species
Eels,

Mahinga kai

Issues perceived by whanau
x The canal was described by whanau as “sterile”
x The water quality in the canal moves the scores towards an
average score for stream health rather than a poor score.
x Increasing the size of the area allocated for salmon farms is a
concern to whanau.
x Access has changed.
x Other canals offer opportunities for camping nearby. This is not the
case with the Tekapo.
x The score of B-0 reflects the fact that natural waters are now being
carried in an artificial watercourse and not a natural waterways.

Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

B-0

1.9

2.05
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12.

GRAYS RIVER

Description
The Grays River is a tributary of the Tekapo River. It flows southwest for 25 kilometres, joining the larger river southeast of Lake Pukaki
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x Stream (including wetlands) need to be
protected as a valued contributor of high quality
water to the Tekapo.
x Stream is to be fenced and stock excluded.
x Wetlands and spring heads in the Grays are to
be identified, assessed and then protected,
especially those in the lower Gray.
x Wetlands are to be restored where feasible.
x Close the Upper Waitaki to commercial eeling.
It is to be a customary and recreational fishery
only.
x Weka are to be reintroduced to the upper
Waitaki catchment
x Flow regime is to be modified, with the
minimum increased:
o Flow is to maintain the shape of the
channe .
o Flow is to maintain depth sufficient for
fish passage.
o Provide for a range of aquatic habitats.
o Maintain connectivity between
upstream downstream and between
channel, riparian wetlands and
springs..
x Stream health parameters monitored by ECan
are to confirm the river is in very good health.
x The whenua is to be protected from the
adverse effects from any further intensification
of use.

Wahi taonga
x
Mahinga kai
x

Taonga species
Swamps and gravels support a range of
indigenous species.
Upland bullies, upland long jaw galaxiis, eels.

Cultural materials

Issues perceived by whanau
x The swampy areas are infested with willows.
x The Gray Delta is an area where willows are a
problem.
x Scored poorly for mahinga kai because of the
loss of eel habitat, challenging access and
ongoing decline.
x In 2009 when whanau did the assessment it
appeared to have higher flows than usual which
distorted scoring for stream health. In 2013
whanau were extremely disappointed with the
low flows observed.
x Whanau were concerned at the loss of wet
areas generally and the loss of flows in the
smaller streams that should feed the Grays.
x Appears to be heavily channelized in the upper
and mid reaches.
x Whanau believe that this stream is at risk.
x The planning regime does not stop the draining
of the swamps in the area

Looking downstream at Grays River
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-0

2.04

2.96

Ngai Tahu believe that the Grays is a catchment that is impacted and is at risk. Whanau have voiced their concerns at the deterioration they noticed between
assessments in 1992, 2009, 2014.
Links to ZIP solution package.
x Farm management plans could benefit parts of the catchment
x The Grays is located in the Haldon Arm. There is to be development in the Haldon Arm of Lake Benmore. ECan is saying that there is “headroom” and
potential for some development.
x The TLI in the Haldon Arm is at risk.
x It is not clear what happens if the TLI in the Haldon Arm exceeds what is being modelled.
o What is the “Plan B”?
o What triggers are to be put in place
o What actions will be undertaken if those triggers are reached?
x The sub regional chapter is to ensure that N/P lost from rural land use is appropriate to maintain/improve water quality within the lake
x Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the farming practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.
ECan Monitoring
x The parameters monitored by Ecan confirm that the stream exceeds the target for:
o DRP, nuisance periphyton growth, visual aesthetics, suitability for contact recreation,
o At risk for benthic biodiversity, rare fish.
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13.

FRASER STREAM

Description
Fraser Stream is next to Ruataniwha and is located in the Mackenzie District.

Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x Protect as an attractive healthy small steam
x Mahinga kai is to be available with populations
of taonga species restored.
x The stream needs to continue to be easily
accessible to community and whanau
x Continues to be seen as healthy enough to be
used as a swimming hole
x Manage reach of the stream upstream of the
Pukaki Canal as a native fish reserve.
x Water quality is to be suitable for contact
recreation i.e. able to drink without any form of
treatment.
x Flow needs to maintain upstream downstream
connectivity.
x
Stream health parameters monitored by ECan
are to confirm the river is in very good health.
x The whenua is to be protected from the
adverse effects from any further intensification
of use.

Wahi taonga

Taonga species

Mahinga kai

Tributaries of Fraser Stream have stands of carex.

Cultural materials

Black stilts are found at Lake Poaka.
Big nose galaxiis, long jaw galaxiis and eels are found in
this stream.

Issues perceived by whanau
x Land use intensification is a risk to water quality
x Mahinga kai may need to be reseeded. The state of the taonga
populations in the catchment is unknown.

Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

4.19

4.13

Links to ZIP solution package.
x The sub regional chapter is to ensure that N/P lost from rural land use is
appropriate to maintain/improve water quality within the lake
x Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents,
whether the farming practices are implementing Good Management
Practices and the catchment loadings limits for the lake.
Fraser Stream

14.

TWIZEL RIVER

Description
The Twizel River has its origins in numerous streams which flow down the eastern flanks of the Ben Ohau Range, the longest of which are the Gladstone Stream
and the Duncan Stream. The Twizel River flows south, veering slowly southeast close to the town of Twizel. From here it flows into the northern end of the artificial
lake, Lake Benmore. Reaches of this stream are flanked by willows. There are some picnic amenities and walking tracks along the river amongst the willows. Some
pooled areas are used for swimming and picnicking.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
Wahi taonga
Taonga species
x Restore mahinga kai and ensure that it remains
Tributaries of Twizel Stream have stand of mountain
Mahinga kai
easily accessible to whanau.
beech.
x Water quality is to be suitable for contact
Cultural materials
Feeding, roosting and breeding habitat deep and shallow
recreation i.e. able to drink without any form of
water waders, black stilt, waterfowl, banded dotterel,
treatment. (Ecan monitoring currently shows
terns Feeding and roosting for open water divers, gulls
contact recreation is at risk).
and terns.
x Close the Upper Waitaki to commercial eeling. It
is to be a customary and recreational fishery
Alpine and Canterbury galaxiis, koaro, upland and
only.
common bullies, eels are found in this stream.
x Stream health parameters monitored by ECan
are to confirm the river is in very good health.
o E-coli levels are no longer of concern.
x The whenua is to be protected from the adverse
effects from any further intensification of use.
Issues perceived by whanau
x Urban development – lifestyle blocks.
x Land use intensification
x It scored above average in terms of stream health.
x Uncertain state of species now found in the Twizel led to average
mahinga kai scores.
x Excessive allocation of water
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

3.16

3.53

Links to ZIP solution package.
x The Fraser and the Twizel are located in the Haldon Arm. There is to be
development in the Haldon Arm of Lake Benmore. ECan is saying that
there is “headroom” and potential for some development. The TLI in the
Haldon Arm is at risk.
x The sub regional chapter is to ensure that N/P lost from rural land use is
appropriate to maintain/improve water quality within the lake
x Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents,
whether the farming practices are implementing Good Management
Practices and the catchment loadings limits for the lake.

Looking upstream at the Twizel River
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15.

UPPER OHAU RIVER

Description
The Ohau River is a short river (some eight kilometres in length) that links Lake Ohau with the artificial lake, Ruataniwha in the Mackenzie Basin, New Zealand.
Until the construction of the Waitaki River hydroelectric project, it was a tributary of the Waitaki River. The river forms part of the traditional boundary between Otago
and Canterbury regions. A flow in the Upper Ohau River was restored in the early 1990s.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x Maintain as an attractive healthy river with the
flow restored
x Maintain as an accessible reach of the upper
Ohau
x Restore kai populations in the Ohau catchment
x Healthy productive waters in the river, wetlands
and lake are needed to attract whanau to use
the nohoanga.
x Water quality is to be suitable for contact
recreation i.e. able to drink without any form of
treatment.
x Close the Upper Waitaki to commercial eeling.
It is to be a customary and recreational fishery
only.
x The whenua (land) is protected from any
further intensification of use.

Wahi taonga

Taonga species
Feeding, roosting and breeding habitat deep and
shallow water waders, black stilt, waterfowl, banded
dotterel, wrybill, terns Feeding and roosting for open
water divers.

Mahinga kai
Cultural materials

Bignose and Canterbury galaxiis, upland galaxiis, eels
are found in this stream.

Issues perceived by whanau
x Control wilding pines
x Revisit the minimum flow for the river to address issues associated
with the current regime.
x Without passage for migratory species, cultural score will remains
average or below.
x Restored flow contributes to average stream health scores.

Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

2.93

3.36

Links to ZIP solution package.
x The Ohau catchment feeds into the Haldon Arm. There is to be
development in the Haldon Arm of Lake Benmore. ECan is saying
that there is “headroom” and potential for some development. The
TLI in the Haldon Arm is at risk.
x There is a reference to enhancing mahinga kai in the Ohau but there
are no specifics.

16.

Looking downstream from the Weir at the outlet of Lake Ohau

TEMPLE STREAM

Description
Temple Stream is a tributary that feeds into the catchment Lake Ohau.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x Protect this site from land use pressures.
x The quality and quantity of the waters are to be
protected.
x Populations of taonga species in the Ohau catchment
are to be restored.
x No hydrological alteration to streams that feed into
Lake Ohau.
x No intensification of landuse for streams that feed into
Lake Ohau.
x Protect unmodified landscapes that are highly valued
by Ngai Tahu
x Stream health the Upper Waitaki to commercial eeling.
It is to be a customary and recreational fishery only.
x The whenua (land) is protected from any further
intensification of land use.

Wahi taonga

Taonga species

Mahinga kai

Breeding habitat black stilt, banded dotterel, wrybill,

Cultural materials

Bignose and Canterbury galaxiis, eels are found in this
stream.

Issues perceived by whanau
x Protect high quality water. Ensure no hydrological alteration of the
tributary stream.
x With respect to mahinga kai, scores highly for the presence of cultural
materials but populations of traditional kai species gathered are declining
x It is along way to drive for declining populations of species which
contributes to average mahinga kai scores.
x It scored the highest across of stream health indicators.
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

3.11

4.69

Links to ZIP solution package.
x The Ohau catchment feeds into the Haldon Arm. There is to be
development in the Haldon Arm of Lake Benmore. ECan is saying that
there is “headroom” and potential for some development. The TLI in the
Haldon Arm is at risk.
x There is a reference to enhancing mahinga kai in the Ohau but there are
no specifics.

Looking downstream from the true left bank of Temple Stream
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CULTURAL HEALTH ASSESSMENTS USING THE CHI - SUMMARY SCORES FOR SITES IN THE AHURIRI
Omarama Stream
Willowburn
Lower Ahuriri

17.

OMARAMA STREAM

Description
Omarama Stream is a tributary to the Ahuriri River. This stream flows through high country farmland to the east of Omarama in the Tara Hills area. This stream
flows behind the golf course before joining with the Ahuriri River.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Abundant populations of long fins eels are to be
restored as a result of a successful trap and transfer
programme.
Maintain healthy habitats throughout the catchment.
Water quality is to be suitable for contact recreation
i.e. able to drink without any form of treatment.
Wetlands and swamps in the catchment are to be
protected.
Amend the Water Conservation Order so that it
recognises the significance of the catchment to Ngai
Tahu
Mitigate the impact of Oamarama township on waters
Stream health parameters monitored by ECan are to
confirm the river is in very good health.
The whenua (land) is protected from any further
intensification of land use.
The flow regime in the river and the level of allocation
is revisited when the Waitaki Allocation Plan is
reviewed.

Wahi taonga

Taonga species

Mahinga kai

Variety of taonga plant species in the catchment

Cultural materials

Bullies eels are found in this stream.
Rare breeding habitat for black front terns,
Open water waders, waterfowl, gulls and terns also
present.

Issues perceived by whanau
x Land use intensification
x Discharges of contaminants from the township.
x Conflict with other users e.g. anglers.

Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

3.60

2.84

Links to ZIP solution package.
x The discharge from Omarama Township is to be
addressed.
x The Ahuriri catchment is closed. There is to be no
increase in contaminant load beyond what is already
consented.
x The sub regional chapter is to ensure that N/P lost
from rural land use is appropriate to maintain/improve
water quality within the lake
x Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s
on consents, whether the farming practices are
implementing Good Management Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.
x The catchment group is supported.

Omarama Stream behind the camping ground

ECan Monitoring
x The parameters monitored by Ecan confirm that the stream exceeds the target for:
o DRP, and DIN. ,
o The stream is at risk for nuisance periphyton growth, visual aesthetics, suitability for contact recreation benthic biodiversity, trout habitat and rare
fish.
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18.

Willowburn (at Ahuriri nohoanga)

Description
The Willowburn is a tributary of the Ahuriri River located in the Upper Waitaki, flowing parallel to SH 8. Water quality is influenced by stock access to water ways.
A nohoanga is located where the Willowburn joins the Ahuriri River.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x Abundant populations of long fin eels are to be
present as a result of the trap and transfer
programme.
x Healthy habitats are found throughout the
catchment.
x Water quality is to be suitable for contact
recreation i.e. able to drink without any form of
treatment.
x Whanau are safe when staying at the
nohoanga, interacting with the river, and
consuming kai
x Stock are excluded from all waterways in the
Willowburn catchment. There is to be no
evidence of stock in the waterway
x Stream health parameters monitored by ECan
are to confirm the river is in very good health.
x The whenua (land) is protected from any
further intensification of land use.

Wahi taonga

Taonga species

Mahinga kai

Variety of taonga plant species in the catchment

Cultural materials

Bullies eels are found in this stream.

Nohoanga

Issues perceived by whanau
x Land use intensification
x Excessive sedimentation in the river.
x Conflict with other users e.g. anglers.
x Willow infestation.
x The stopping of the diversion of the Wairepo Creek which
feeds the headwaters of the willowburn
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

3.75

2.43

Lower Willowburn (at the nohoanga)

Links to ZIP solution package.
x The Ahuriri catchment is closed. There is to be no increase in contaminant load beyond what is already consented.
x A whole of catchment rehabilitation programme is proposed for the Willowburn.
x Sub regional chapter is to ensure that N/P lost from rural land use is appropriate to maintain/improve water quality within the lake
x Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the farming practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.
ECan Monitoring
x The parameters monitored by Ecan confirm that the stream exceeds the target for all Ecan parameters.
o DRP, DIN, nuisance periphyton growth, visual aesthetics, suitability for contact recreation benthic biodiversity, trout habitat and rare fish.
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19.

Lower Ahuriri (below State Highway)

Description
The Willowburn is a tributary of the Ahuriri River located in the Upper Waitaki, flowing parallel to SH 8. Water quality is influenced by stock access to water ways.
A nohoanga is located where the Willowburn joins the Ahuriri River.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x
x
x
x
x

Abundant populations of long fin eels are to
be present as a result of the trap and transfer
programme.
Healthy habitats are found throughout the
catchment.
Amend the Water Conservation order to
recognize the significance of the catchment to
Ngai Tahu.
Stream health parameters monitored by ECan
are to confirm the river is in very good health.
The whenua (land) is protected from any
further intensification of land use.

Wahi taonga

Taonga species

Mahinga kai

Variety of taonga plant species in the catchment

Cultural materials

Koaro, upland and common bullies, eels, bignose
galaxiis, long jaw galaxiis

Nohoanga
Feeding, roosting and breeding habitat deep and shallow
water waders, black stilt, waterfowl, gulls,swamp rail,
riparian species, banded dotterel, wrybill, terns Feeding
and roosting for open water divers. High numbers of
birds are found in the Ahuriri.
Open water waders, waterfowl, gulls and terns also
present.

Issues perceived by whanau
x Willow lined channel
x Accessible from fishing access track
x Modified lands
x Track on the margins
x Water appears to be of good quality
x Viper weed present.

Setting a fyke net in the Ahuriri below State Highway.

Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

3.37

2.74

Links to ZIP solution package.
x The Ahuriri catchment is closed. There is to be no increase in contaminant load beyond what is already consented.
x Sub regional chapter is to ensure that N/P lost from rural land use is appropriate to maintain/improve water quality within the lake
x Clear linkages need to be established between NDA’s on consents, whether the farming practices are implementing Good Management Practices and the
catchment loadings limits for the lake.
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CULTURAL HEALTH ASSESSMENTS USING THE CHI - SUMMARY SCORES FOR SITES IN THE LOWER WAITAKI
Francis Property Takiroa
Tauhinu
Sites around Waitaki Bluffs
Te Puna Kia Toa
Sites around Stonewall West
Sites between Maerewhenua and
Te Kohurau
Sites around Stonewall
Sites between Awamoko and Te
Kohurau
Te Puna Maru (Ferry Road to
Wilsons Road)
Sites around Stonewall East
Te Awa Te Maiharoa
State Highway 1 Bridge to
Korotuaheka
Lower Waitaki Irrigation
Korotuaheka – Site 1
Korotuaheka – Site 2
Penticoco Stream
Streams around Duntroon wetland
Wetland below Eastern Road
Wetland North Bank Otiake
Kurow Creek Wetland
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20.

FRANCIS PROPERTY (TAKIROA)

Description
Many taonga including
x Spring-fed channels and swamp. Modified, but good ecological values;
large stands of harakeke (uncommon in valley) and purei common. Water
cress and other macrophytes abundant in channels. Recent restoration
planting at downstream end on southern side.
x Birds of note: mallard, paradise shelduck, pukeko, welcome swallow
x Fish (NIWA): shortfin eel, longfin eel
x Cultural landscape includes rock art, rock shelter, nohoanga, pa
x A highly significant site.

Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x This area is to be abundant with watercress
x Eels are present. There is to be no harvesting.
x Raupo and flax is to be present and good quality. It
is valued as a pa harakeke. Restore access for
cultural use
x Deep water channel is to be maintained.
x The sound of birds - unseen but heard. Populations
are to be protected.
x Springs at the base of the terrace that feedthe
stream are to be protected
x Manage the stream and wetlands as a native fish
reserve

x
x
x
x
x
x

Good water quality is to be maintained
Mix of wetland, stream, springs are to be protected.
The appeal of the wetland is its proximity to Takiroa. The cultural landscape is to be protected.
Better fencing is to be erected. Stock are to be excluded.
The land between the wetlands and road should be retired
Flows need to:
o Protect connectivity – 1) springs, wetlands and streams. 2) Stream to the mainstem
Waitaki.
o Allow restoration of the wetland / riparian vegetation / along the drainage channels.

Issues perceived by whanau
x
x
x
x
x

It is a working farm.
Permission is required to access.
Since 2000 this place has been destroyed. “I am sad cos I saw it pre cows”.
Contamination from farming
Risk of grazing within fenced area

Looking upstream from the bridge below Takiroa

Looking downstream from the bridge at Takiroa

Site Status

Cultural use

Health measure

A-1

3.5

3.50
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21.

Tauhinu

Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-0

2.25

1.84

Shortland (one of the early explorers in the Waitaki) recorded that the waters were called “He wai para hoanga”, literally the water of the grind- ing
stone dirt as it is similar to the colour that comes from rubbing pounamu. He also confirmed that the chief, Te Huruhuru, knew the source lakes of
the Waitaki, the route over the Lindis Pass from the Waitaki Basin to Lake Hawea, and all stages (stopovers) along the route from the Waitaki River
to Lake Wanaka and over the Haast Pass to the West Coast. He drew a map which Shortland reproduced in this book “The Southern Districts of New
Zealand”. Interestingly, this map was for years the official map of Otago and Canterbury.
After Shortland came W.B.D. Mantell in 1848. He journeyed from Kaiapoi to Otago taking a census of Ngai Tahu and surveying lands to be set aside as
Maori reserves, while recording his observations in his diary. On the north bank of the Waitaki River Mantell found the village of Te Kapa near the
now Tauhinu deserted. The next morning they surveyed a small reserve at Tauhinu) then the party crossed the Waitaki River to Te Puna Maru which
they also found deserted. Mantell noted:
“Monday, October 23, 1848 Waikawa to Tauhinu near the old ferry… we crossed the plain towards the hills making for a point named Marokura
(Pikes Peak)…Near the hills we walked parallel to them over an undulating country where occasional ti grows… I heard the distant roar of the
Waitaki. Hence the path was level, occasionally crossing a swamp or dry watercourse, the
latter becoming more numerous and extensive as we neared the river. All much exhausted. In the evening reached the miserable native huts,
which with a bare wata, two or three crop cultivations and a small fence, constituted the settlement of Tauhinu and residence of Te Kapa”

Today, Tauhinu is a reserve of 23 acres. Tauhinu is recorded in the NZAA records.
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22.

Te Puna Maru (Ferry Road to Wilson’s Road)
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-0

3.0

2.5

Historical sources providing insights into the traditional ways of Ngai Tahu life are the observations extracted from the diaries and journals of the
early explorers, surveyors and missionaries who travelled through the catchment in the 1840s – 1850s. The original survey maps and drawings are
another source. More contemporary descriptions can be sourced from the NZAA recording sheets. Within the NZAA recording scheme three
established kaika are listed for the Waitaki – Te Puna a Maru (S127/153) on the south bank; Tauhinu (S128/8), and an ‘large occupation’
(S127/152) which remains as yet unnamed on the north.
These secondary sources complement the manuscripts and recorded statements of Ngai Tahu whanui. Although settlements enable us to identify
specific sites of significance to Ngai Tahu, it must be acknowledged that the area around the sites are also important. For example, it was only
possible for people to live in permanent settlements if there were sufficient resources available from the surrounding environment to sustain a
resident population. Permanent settlements were supported by a number of food gathering sites.
Data on Te Puna o Maru was sourced from six sources: Edward Shortland’s journal,
Mantell’s diaries, Mantell’s sketches, NZAA records, LINZ maps, and Evidence to the
Royal Commissions of the late 1880s and 1890s. Te Puna o Maru was visited by
Shortland on 10th January 1844. The site was subsequently visited by Mantell who
described the kaika as having “well stored whatas and four or five broken mokihi”. He
subsequently drew the sketch (above) showing a relatively peaceful setting.

Figure 104: Te Puna Maru, as drawn by Mantell
(Alexander Turnbull Library)

Rawire Te Maire provided a more
somber perspective when addressing
a Royal Commission “This class of land
was called “onekaha” by the natives
and would not produce a crop during
the dry season. It was only land in
name and was unserviceable from
muddy cultivation. Te Puna o Maru
was very inferior land” 6. Information
on the reserve can also be sourced
from the NZAA site recording scheme
(S127/153).

One of the “Black Maps” showing the pa of Huruhuru

The survey map shown to the lefy (held by
Land Information New Zealand - LINZ - in
the “Black Maps” collection) provides yet
more information. It confirms that Te
Huruhuru was the rangatira who lived at
Te Puna O Maru. Further, it illustrates the
specific placement of whare and
cultivations. It confirms Te Puna o Maru
as part of a trail system (firstly, as a
stopover on the Waitaki trail and secondly
at the end of the trail from the Kakaunui).
It describes the character of the landscape,
for example, Awamoko is a dry
watercourse that occasionally floods,
surrounded by open land covered with
grass and tutu.

Te Puna Maru is recorded in the NZAA records.

23.
6

Sites around the Waitaki Bluffs

AJHR (1891) G7 page 50
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Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

3.75

2.94

24.

Te Puna Kia Toa

Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

3.67

3.02

The string of wetlands along this reach of the lower Waitaki are highly significant. Water quality is to be protected, along with protection of water
levels.

25.

Sites around the Stonewall West

Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

3.0

2.15

The springs in this reach are very significant. Access is a challenge. Willows are a significant issue.

26

Sites between Maerewhenua and Te Kohurau

Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-0

2.0

2.50

Maerewhenua is highly valued by whanau. Te Kohurau is also highly significant. The streams in this reach were utilised historically and nohoanga
were found across the landscape. There are many sites of significance (and multiple wahi taonga) in and around this area. Access is a significant
issue to sites in this area.

27.

Sites around Stonewall

Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-0

2.25

3.29

The springs in this reach are very significant. Protecting the quality of water in these springs is a priority. Also, the indigenous biodiversity around
the springs is to be protected. Access is a challenge. Willows are a significant issue.

28.

Sites between Awamoko and Maerewhenua

Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-0

1.25

1.93

Given the proximity to Te Puna Maru, this score was of concern. Maerewhenua is highly valued by whanau. There are many sites of significance
(and multiple wahi taonga) in and around this area. Access is a significant issue.

29.

Sites around the Stonewall East

Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-0

1.0

3.02

The springs in this reach are very significant. Protecting the quality of water in these springs is a priority. Also, the indigenous biodiversity around
the springs is to be protected. Access is a challenge. Willows are a significant issue.

30.

Te Awa Te Maiharoa

Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-0

3.0

1.83

The string of wetlands along this reach of the lower Waitaki are highly significant. Water quality is to be protected, along with protection of water
levels.

31.

State Highway Bridge to Korotuaheka

Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-0

4.0

2.28

The string of wetlands along this reach of the lower Waitaki are highly significant. Water quality is to be protected, along with protection of water
levels.
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32.

LOWER WAITAKI IRRIGATION

Description
The Lower Waitaki Irrigation Scheme delivers water from the Waitaki River to 200 plus shareholders covering 20,000 hectares on the Lower Waitaki Plains it
also supplies commercial water to local industries and domestic supply for the town of Oamaru. The Scheme has been in operation since 1974 and was
purchased from the Government in 1989 and is a farmer owned co-operative employing two Racemen, a Race Manager and an office administrator.
Water from the Borton’s Ponding Area is used with the help of gravity for the LWIC Scheme, built in the mid – ODWHƍV7KLVZDWHULUULJDWHVWKH:DLWDNL3ODLQV
– such as around Papakaio, supplies the Pukeuri Freezing Works.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x Although an artificial waterbody it conveys natural water.
x Taonga species are present e.g. abundant raupo.
x Waters are to be managed for its habitat values. .
Perceived threats
x
x
x
x

It is unclear what species are present in the water.
This waterbody has the potential to be an amenity.
How sediment is removed from the ponds could have a
detrimental impact upon the aquatic habitat of the pond.
The current ownership and status of the ponds could
FRQVWUDLQWKHDELOLW\RIZKƗQDXWRKDUYHVWUHVRXUFHVIURPLW

Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

B-1

2.75

3.31

33.

KOROTUAHEKA – 2 SITES

Description
This is a natural watercourse at the river mouth. It flows adjacent to the Korotuaheka reserve. There is also an irrigation race that runs parallel to the stream.
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x Recognise status as reserve, and historical use of site as nohoanga, urupa, mahinga kai
x Manage so that natural water course sustains a residual flow that supports a range of plant, fish and bird taonga species.
x Protect estuarine species present.
x Manage waterways as kohanga for some species.
x Maintain high quality water at the river mouth

Issues perceived by whanau
x When assessed the stream was almost dewatered and scored poorly as a result.
x Its mahinga kai values were average. Although being easily accessed and having some native plants present,
x It was considered to be in poor health – scoring poorly across most indicators.

.

Natural stream

Irrigation canal

Site 1: Natural Stream
Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-0

2.85

1.84

Site status

Cultural use

Stream health

A-1

3.13

2.18

Site 2: Irrigation Canal
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34.

PENTICOCO STREAM (WETLAND)

7

Description
x Has a small area of open water. Adjacent to the
Penticotico River.
x A range of taonga species present:
o Plants include purei, harakeke, willow forest and
wiwi rushland that extends into pasture.
o Birds include harrier, grey teal, mallard, pukeko,
welcome swallow, white-faced heron, grey
warbler, silvereye
o Fish (NIWA): shortfin eel, longfin eel (abundant)

Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x Clear water. Maintain water quality and clarity
x Protect great mix of wetland vegetation.
x Protect mix of wetland and open water areas.
x Determine the quality of flax (and its usability) to see it is fit to be a cultural resource. Flax is either wind blown or bug eaten. It looks to be recently planted
and has cross bred as there is not a lot of growth. Flax has no whitau, thin variegated blades.
x Establish buffer around the wetland. It is to be fenced off and stock excluded.
x Investigate and protect connections from the wetland to side channels and mainstem Waitaki for migratory species.
Issues perceived by whanau
x It is a working farm.
x Permission is required to access.
x Cattle grazing to edge of wetland - Dry cow pats on wetland edges
x Don’t know how secure water supply is.
x Connections to stream need to be investigated – the effect of the culvert
is unknown.
x Risk of grazing in fenced area

The mix of Harakeke, carex and grasses in the wetland

A culvert linking the wetland to the stream
Site Status

Mahinga kai
measure
4.0

A-1

35.

Health measure
3.75

Additional wetland
measures
3.04

STREAMS AROUND DUNTROON WETLAND

7 These descriptions are supplied by Boffa Miskell Ltd.
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Description

8

Spring-fed wetland with open water - flows into Duntroon
Creek which flows into Wetland 143. Good ecological
values. A range of taonga present - raupo, sharp-spike
sedge and rautahi sedgeland, macrophytes Birds included:
black shag, mallard, welcome swallow, white-faced heron,
grey warbler, fantail Fish (NIWA): upland bully, trout (seen
by Boffa Miskell)

Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x Protect abundant watercress as a resource for whanau.
x Protect raupo as a resource for whanau
x Protect habitat - would expect good quantities of eels to be present
x Would expect to find kanakana
x Protect water depth (1 metre). Maintain flows
x Creek is clear and running. Maintain water quality
x Stony bottom.

x
x
x
x

Maintain mix of wetland, stream, water race (which although artificial have
become substitute mahinga kai
Protect as part of a cultural landscape – It is in close proximity to Maerewhenua –
cultural landscape includes nohoanga, rock art sites, wetlands, rock shelter,
stories associated with nearby Maraewhenua River.
Improve fencing. Stock are to be excluded.
Flows need to:
o Protect connectivity – 1) springs, wetlands and streams. 2) Stream to the
mainstem Waitaki.
o Allow restoration of the wetland / riparian vegetation / along the drainage
channels.

Issues perceived by whanau
x Leaking pipe visible at the time of the assessment.
x Further towards the river a small drain with another
weed similar to veronica.
x Evidence of grazing – risk of contamination from
farming
x Some aquatic weeds present.

Raupo growing within the boundary of the wetland

Cress growing in the streams / races adjacent to the wetland.
Site Status
A-1

Mahinga kai
measure
4.83

Health measure
3.50

Additional wetland
measures
2.84

8 These descriptions are supplied by Boffa Miskell Ltd.
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36.
Description
x

x

BELOW EASTERN ROAD

9

Spring and stream-fed rautahi, purei, flax, bog rush, raupo
and Carex wetland areas linked by channel flowing through
pasture. Meanders out to Waitaki River at lower end.
Other taonga included:
o Birds: harrier, grey teal, mallard, paradise shelduck,
pieds stilt, pukeko, spur winged plover, welcome
swallow, white-faced heron, grey warbler, scaup,
silvereye
o Fish (NIWA): shortfin eel, longfin eel (abundant),
common bully, upland bully

Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Protect watercress.– ensure that water quality enables gathering and consumption.
Protect eel habitats. Passage for eels is a priority.
Undertake weed control. Boxthorn is to be cleaned out.
Restore habitats by ensuring drains are blocked.
Investigate and protect possible connection to the Francis wetland.
Promote as a mahinga kai. It needs to be made accessible.
It is to be fully fenced with stock excluded all year round.

Issues perceived by whanau
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Channel modification evidence.
Terrace erosion visible.
Access is difficult
Unable is to actually see the state of water
Permission is required to access
Whanau would expect it to be linked to the Francis property.
Drainage is an issue.

Looking across the wetland with drain in the foreground.

Looking downstream towards Francis
Site Status

Mahinga kai
measure

A-0

2.08

37

Health measure

Additional wetland
measures

2.0

3.0

NORTH BANK OTIAKE

9 These descriptions are supplied by Boffa Miskell Ltd.
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Otiake River is a steep hill-fed river on the south side of the Waitaki River. This
river flows over large cobbles on a steep gradient from the foothills of the Waitaki
River Catchment. This stream is small and can dry up in summer. A runanga
10
team assessed a wetland . A long channel with clear spring water and cobble
substrate flowing through pasture at terrace base and then through willow forest
nearer river. Dominated by exotic macrophytes, willow lined in places. Good
water fowl habitat. Taonga include: harrier, mallard, paradise shelduck, pukeko,
fantail, silvereye, grey warbler, scaup. The wetland has not been fished.

Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x Protect as good habitat for eels
x Enhance Raupo resource – there is only a small amount of Raupo at present.
x Retain good access.
x Retain open water, with good flows.
x Restore habitat for waterfowl
x Protect connection to the river.
x Ensure springhead is defined, assessed and protected.
Issues perceived by whanau
x Gorse, willows.
x Muddy bottom.
x Oxygen weed present.
x Loss of Raupo

Looking across the main pond

Looking across the wetland towards Kurow

Site Status
A-0

Mahinga kai
measure
2.75

38.

Health measure
2.5

Additional wetland
measures
3.0

KUROW CREEK WETLAND

10 These descriptions are supplied by Boffa Miskell Ltd.
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Description
x
x
x

11

Complex of linked spring and stream-fed wetlands
dominated by raupo, gorse, willow, bog rush, Juncus
and Carex.
Birds of note: grey warbler, harrier, mallard
Fish (NIWA): shortfin eel (abundant), longfin eel,
common bully

Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x Raupo that is present is to be protected.
x Water quality is to be enhanced.
x Clear water is to be maintained.
x Habitat for eels is to be protected
x The area is to be fenced
x Commercial eel fishermen are to be excluded.
Issues perceived by whanau
x No movement of water.
x Not fenced
x Property appears to be uncared for by elderly owners
x Pungent smell – source unknown
x Debris everywhere
x Permission required to access
x Evidence of burn off – either planned or accidental
x Willows could be overgrowing the Raupo

Looking across the wetland towards Kurow

Looking across the wetland towards the south east.
Site Status

Mahinga kai
measure

Health measure

Additional
wetland measures

1.75

2.38

2.33

A-0

39.

Below Station Peak (Wetland No. 117 - Area: 1.7 ha)

Description 12
11 These descriptions are supplied by Boffa Miskell Ltd.
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x

Willow, raupo- and Carex-dominated wetland in an old channel. Good ecological values.

A range of taonga species present:
x Birds of note: kingfisher, welcome swallow, grey warbler, silvereye
x Fish (NIWA): shortfin eel, longfin eel (abundant), common bully
Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x Raupo present.
x Access easy from the nearby road
x Better fencing is to be constructed
x Water quality is to improve
x Connections enable passage of eels within the system.

Issues perceived by whanau
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

It is a working farm.
Permission is required to access.
Too much slime & algae to attract users.
Cow pats present – right to water edge.
Channel disconnected from irrigation ditch
Plant growth scarce – not abundant
Some macrophtyes, including nuisance plants e.g.
oxygen weed present
.Channel disappears to water race

Looking downstream towards where the water enters the irrigation race

Looking to the east towards the State Highway

Site Status

A-0

13

40.

Mahinga kai
measure

Health measure

Additional
wetland measures

3.41

2.0

2.62

Gards Road (Wetland No. 150 - Area: 3.5 ha)

12 These descriptions are supplied by Boffa Miskell Ltd.
13 Whanau would consider returning to the site for Raupo if the water quality was improved.
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Description
x

14

Spring-fed willow and raupo dominated wetland
with some purei and toetoe. Large area of open
water.

Variety of taonga present
x Good waterfowl, bittern and crake habitat.
x Birds of note: harrier, mallard, marsh crake,
paradise shelduck, pukeko, welcome swallow
x Fish (NIWA): shortfin eel

Values & Opportunities sought by whanau
x
x
x

Watercress.present
Drains / waterway fenced.
Small amount of raupo.

Issues perceived by whanau
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Willows present.
Drains dug then planted with natives.
It smells
The access is poor
The drain has been sprayed
Need to extend the “system” beyond the wetland to include all wet areas.
Wetland is on private land so permission is required
Slime in creek.
No movement.of water
Seems to have been digging to shape a waterway but material heaped in centre to create an island. All artificial and how it fits within the total plan for the
wetland is uncertain.

Looking across the wetland with drain in the foreground.

A mix of waterways on way to wetland

Site Status

Mahinga kai
measure

Health measure

Additional
wetland measures

A-0

1.75

1.75

3.0

14 These descriptions are supplied by Boffa Miskell Ltd.
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4.50 – 5.0

3.50 – 4.49

2.50 – 3.49

1.50 – 2.49

1 – 1.49

1 – 1.49

Tekapo Canal
Tauhinu
Beiow Eastern Road
(wetland)
Kurow Creek wetland
Gard Road wetland
MacKay Creek

Stonewall West
Te Awa te Maiharoa
Korotuaheka Site 1
Korotuaheka Site 2
Below Station Peak
Wetland
Te Puna Maru

Willowburn
SH1 to Korotuaheka

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x

Awamoko to Marewhenua
Whitney Creek

x
x

1.50 – 2.49

Summary for all sites across the Waitaki Catchment
2.50 – 3.49

Increasing good health

Hakataramea Old Mouth
Site 2

x

x
x
x
x

Hakataramea Site Old
Mouth 3
Omarama Stream
Waitaki Bluffs
Te Puna Kia Toa
Hakataramea (at Cattle
Creek)

Lake Alexandrina
Lake MacGregor
Irishman’s Creek
Upper Maryburn
Paterson Ponds
North Bank Otiake
Wetland
Tekapo (Haldon Arm)
Hakataramea River
Bortons Ponds
Waikakahi
Waikakahi
Hakataramea (Burgess
Bridge)

Lower Maryburn
Tekapo Steel Bridge
Grays
Maerehenua – Te
Kohurau
Stonewall

Stonewall East

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

Duntroon - streams around
wetland
Hakataramea Old Mouth Site 1

Fraser Stream
Francis Property
Penticoco wetlands
Cattle Creek
Hakataramea (at rain gauge)

Forks Stream
Tekapo River (Paterson
Ponds)
Twizel River
Hakataramea (State Highway
Bridge)
Dalgety Stream

3.50 – 4.49

x

Temple Stream

4.50 – 5.0
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Increasing Cultural Use Values

Appendix 3 – Scoring guide for indicators
In this appendix we explain how each of the indicators has been scored.

INDICATOR 1 - Satisfaction of whanau with the level and type of protection for maunga, and the source waters from maunga.
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
Total
dissatisfaction
many issues that
are not being
addressed

Mostly
dissatisfied
many issues but
unclear how they
are being
addressed

No clear position
some issues but
unclear how they
are being
addressed

Mostly satisfied –
some issues but
they are being
addressed

Total satisfaction
– no issues

INDICATOR 2 - Percentage change in land cover on identified maunga.
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
Total cover of
introduced plants

Cover dominated
by introduced
plants

About 50/50
introduced –
native plants

Cover dominated
by indigenous
species

Total cover of
indigenous plants

INDICATOR 3 - No. of joint-management agreements signed.
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
No
Joint management
agreements /
No participatory
processes

Multiple
participatory
processes in
place

At least one
joint-management
agreement in
negotiation

At least one
joint-management
agreement in place

Multiple
joint-management
agreements in
place

INDICATOR 4 - No. of co-governance arrangements in place.
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
No
co-governance
agreements

Co-governance
agreements being
negotiated

Co-governance
agreements in
place

INDICATOR 5 - Yes / No and trend in the number of mataitai, rahui or special protective areas in place consistent with
whanau aspirations
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
No customary area
management tools in place
across the catchment

INDICATOR 6

x
x
x

x

Yes – some customary
area management tools in
place across the
catchment

Yes –customary area
management tools in
place across the
catchment consistent with
Ngai Tahu aspirations

Yes / No and number of Maori warranted officers
Yes / No and number of enforcement officers
Yes / No and number of Maori HFO
Yes/ No and number of Tangata Wai

We chose to use the following scoring guide.
No officers in
place across any
of the
jurisdictions

Officer(s) in
place across
at least 1
jurisdiction

Officers in place
across at least 2
jurisdictions

Officers in place
across at least 3
jurisdictions

Multiple
officers in place
across all 4
jurisdictions
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INDICATOR 7 - Yes / No and trend of whanau and hapu engaged in monitoring activities
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
Not involved in
monitoring activities

Yes, involved in
monitoring activities

Yes, involved in
monitoring activities,
with whanau confident
that results forming
management

INDICATOR 8 - Flow patterns, level of alterations, level of extractions (groundwater & surface water), flow
parameters appropriate at crucial life cycle stages of species (e.g. freshes for spawning)
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
Significantly
modified
Dams /
diversions
Significant
extraction
Signifcant
dewatered
reaches
Not
consistent
NES
-

Dominated by
modified
Flows
regulated
Significant
extraction
Little
consistent
NES
-

A mix of
modified and
unmodified
No dams
Significant
extraction
Some
consistent
NES

Dominated by
unmodified
No dams
Some
extraction
Mostly
consistent
NES
-

-

Largely
unmodified
No dams
Few
extractions
Mostly
consistent
NES

The tributaries
flowing into the
Upper Waitaki Lakes
The main rivers
coming from the main
upper Waitaki lakes
The streams of the
Mackenzie Basin (e.g
Twizel, Forks)
Ahuriri catchment
The mainstem
Waitaki in the mid
Waitaki
The streams entering
the Mid Waitaki lakes
(e.g. Otematata)
The Lower Waitaki
mainstem
The tributaries of the
Lower Waitaki

INDICATOR 9 - Iwi specific flow preferences identified and provided for in catchment flow regimes.
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
NO

YES

Identify factors to be included
as part of part of an EFA
Undertake a Cultural Flow
Study

INDICATOR 10

Flow enables transport of sediment and maintains the braiding pattern of the Lower Waitaki.

INDICATOR 11

FRE3
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INDICATOR 12

Water quality parameters 15
1. Colour;
2. TLI;
3. Periphyton;
4. Presence of algal blooms;
5. E-coli;
6. TSS
7. Cultural Health Index

We chose to use the following scoring guide.
A: COLOUR –
Modification /
Noticeable colour
change as a result of
mixing

At risk of noticeable
colour change as a
result of mixing

No modification / No
colour change or
mixing

Above the Upper
Waitaki Lakes
Upper Waitaki
Lakes
Ahuriri

B: TROPHIC LAKE INDEX –

C: ALGAL BLOOMS
Didymo found/ present

Records of algae blooms
experienced in the past.

Above Upper Waitaki Lakes
Upper Waitaki Lakes
Ahuriri
Mid Waitaki

Lower Waitaki

D: PERIPHYTON
E. E-COLI
F: CULTURAL HEALTH INDEX SCORES (CHI)
Scoring 1

% of sites receiving a score of 1 - 5
Scoring 2
Scoring 3
Scoring 4

Scoring 5

Upper Waitaki
Lower Waitaki

Overall Assessment
The colour coding in the following table is a collation of the scores awarded in the previous paragraphs.
Colour

TLI

Algal
blooms

Didymo

E-Coli

TSS

CHI

Above the Upper
Waitaki lakes
The Upper Waitaki
lakes and the
MacKenzie Basin
Ahuriri
Mid Waitaki
Lower Waitaki

15

Please note that nutrients are discussed later. See indicator 46.
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INDICATOR 13

Yes / No and trend in the number of reported pollution incidents

We chose to use the following scoring guide.
Pollution complaints to
Council

INDICATOR 14

No pollution complaints
to Council

Compliance with drinking water standards

We chose to use the following scoring guide.
Drinking Water Compliance (Source MOH, 2012)
Bacterial compliance

Protozoa Compliance

Chemical Compliance

Mount Cook
Tekapo
Twizel
Hakataramea
Awamoko
Duntroon
Kurow township
Lower Waitaki
Ohau Alpine Village
Omarama town
Otematata Hydro
Village

Total noncompliance

Majority
Non-compliant

Majority
compliant

Total
Compliance

Chemical
compliance
Bacterial
compliance
Protozoa

INDICATOR 15

Fish diversity

INDICATOR 16 - Bird diversity

INDICATOR 17 – Mahinga kai species historically gathered still found across historic range
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
None of the eight
species most
commonly
gathered species
historically are
still found across
historic range

About half of eight
species most
commonly
gathered species
historically are
still found across
historic range

All of the eight
species most
commonly
gathered species
historically are
still found across
historic range
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INDICATOR 18 - Number of taonga species traditionally gathered now in gradual decline, threatened or endangered – bird,
fish, plant
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
All taonga
species at risk

Majority of taonga
species at risk

50% of taonga
species at risk

Minority of taonga
species at risk

No species at
16
risk

INDICATOR 19 - Yes / No and trend in number of species restoration programmes underway across the catchment,
including projects to reintroduce taonga species
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
No restoration projects
underway across the
catchment

Restoration projects
underway across the
catchment

INDICATOR 20 – MCI (as an indicator of food for taonga species)
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
Majority results
poor or very poor

Majority of results
fair

Mixed results –
some fair or poor
PLUS some that are
good, very good or
excellent

Majority of results
good, very good

Majority results
excellent

A summary of MCI and QMCI scores for numerous assessments in the Waitaki (Source – Environment Canterbury)
QMCI

MCI

Invertebrates

Habitat

UPPER WAITAKI
Twizel
Fork
Mary Burn
Quailburn
Henburn
Tekapo
Grays (lower)
Maryburn Stream (lower)
Twizel (lower)
Tekapo
Quailburn
Irishman Creek
Willowburn
Ahuriri

MID WAITAKI
Otematata Stream
Omarama Stream

16

At risk is classed as including taonga species gradual decline, threatened or endangered
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INDICATOR 21 – Percentage of monitoring sites assessed still sustaining cultural use (CHI)
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
0-20%

21-40%

41-60%

61-80%

81-100%

Upper Waitaki

Lower Waitaki

INDICATOR 22 - Gathering
-

No. of waterborne diseases affecting waterway

-

Recreational / food gathering water quality standards met

-

Resources gathered are free of heavy metal contamination

INDICATOR 23 - Whanau satisfaction with condition of mahinga kai and they continue to gather from the Waitaki
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
Less than 20%
of participants
believe the kai
is fit to
consume

21 – 40%
of participants
believe the kai is
fit to consume

41 – 60%
of participants
believe the kai is
fit to consume

61 – 80%
of participants
believe the kai is
fit to consume

More than 81%
of participants
believe the kai
is fit to
consume

INDICATOR 24 – Percentage of catchment accessible (with fish passage for migratory native species)
We chose to use the following scoring guide.

Less than 25%
of the
catchment is
navigable

At least 25% of
catchment is
navigable

At least 50% of
catchment is
navigable

At least 75% of
catchment is
navigable

All of catchment
is navigable

INDICATOR 25 – Yes / No and the trend in the number of waterbodies managed as native fish reserves and / or without
introduced fish species
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
NO

YES

INDICATOR 26 - Existing index of riparian condition
We chose to use the following scoring guide.

Scoring 1

% of sites receiving a score of 1 - 5
Scoring 2
Scoring 3
Scoring 4

Scoring 5

Upper Waitaki

Lower Waitaki
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INDICATOR 27 - Kilometres (%) of river/waterway length without stock access

INDICATOR 28 - Kilometres (%) and/or hectares of river/waterway length with riparian protection

INDICATOR 29 – Percentage of historic wetlands compared to current
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
0-20%
Remain

21-40%
Remain

41-60%
Remain

61-80%
Remain

81-100%
Remain

INDICATOR 30 - Area of wetlands (ha) restored as habitat
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
Decrease in area
of wetlands

No change in area
of wetlands

Increase in area of
wetlands in at
least 1 part of
catchment

Increase in area of
wetlands in more
than 1 part of
catchment

Increase in area of
wetlands in all
parts of
catchment

INDICATOR 31 - Satisfaction of tangata whenua that range of healthy habitats present for taonga species (using CHI
scores in the interim)
We chose to use the following scoring guide.

% of sites receiving a score of 1 - 5
Scoring 1

Scoring 2

Scoring 3

Scoring 4

Scoring 5

Upper Waitaki
Lower Waitaki

INDICATOR 32 – Whanau satisfaction with the level of landowner commitment to protect identified wahi taonga on
private land
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
No landowners
protecting
identified wahi
taonga

Some landowners
protecting
identified wahi
taonga

All landowners
protecting
identified wahi
taonga
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INDICATOR 33 - Yes / No programmes in place to teach Ngai Tahu whanui
-

traditional placenames

-

wahi taonga / wahi tapu

INDICATOR 34 –No. successful applications to the NZGB to change placenames to their traditional name

INDICATOR 35 - Ratio of known v recorded archaeological sites lost.
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
The archaeological sites within the Waitaki Catchment (and their status)
Destroyed
% of total

Heavily
modified
% of total

Intact
% of total

Unknown
% of total

TOTAL SITES

Above
Waitaki Lakes
Upper
Waitaki Lakes
Ahuriri

Mid Waitaki

Lower
Waitaki

0

– 20% of
sites
remain intact

21-40%
Of sites
remain intact

41-60%
Of sites
remain intact

61-80%
Of sites remain
intact

81-100%
Of sites
remain intact

INDICATOR 36 - Yes / No and number of accidental discoveries of sites advised to hapu.

INDICATOR 37 – Percentage of land in natural cover
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
0- 20%
Native remains

21-40%
Native remains

41 - 60%
Native remains

61-80%
Native remains

81-100%
Native remains

INDICATOR 38 - Yes / No and trend in the number of management plans in place for significant cultural landscapes
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
No formal
processes
in place

Identification
process underway

Identification
mostly process
completed

Identification
process mostly
completed
Plans being
formulated

Identification
mostly process
completed. Some
plans being
implemented
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INDICATOR 39 – Yes / No and trend in the number of negotiated access agreements over private land to enable iwi /
community access

INDICATOR 40 - Kilometres of river/waterway length accessible via footpaths/tracks

INDICATOR 41 - Yes/No having to purchase kai species/ get supply from other runanga / or get supply from NTHC for
marae activities

INDICATOR 42 - Whanau are satisfied that community understand cultural significance of catchment and sites

INDICATOR 43 - No barriers to cultural aspirations with respect to the river
INDICATOR 44 - Non-compliance by farmers including dairy farmers with their consent conditions
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
Full compliance rates for storage and discharge of dairy effluent 2010 – 2011
0-20%
Full
Compliance

21-40%
Full
Compliance

41-60%
Full
Compliance

61-80%
Full
Compliance

81-100%
Full
Compliance

INDICATOR 45 - N/P loads consistent with catchment limits
We chose to use the following scoring guide.
Sub-catchment plans setting limits for N and P are agreed and operative
Zone committee

YES

NO

Lower Waitaki / South
Canterbury
Upper Waitaki
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